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T riathletes are, by their very nature, just a little insane. When I recently told some
new friends about my daily ritual of a 5am run, they told me I was crazy – and they
don’t even know the half of it. The weekend and night sessions, the poring over
new training techniques, physio visits, experimenting for hours in the kitchen to get
nutrition just right – and the money? Let’s not even get into the mountain of kit I

own and continue to buy. Still, I was out on one of those morning runs recently and I too found myself
wondering if I was crazy. I wondered if I was in need of some sort of tri intervention. But when you
take part in this insane sport we all love, it’s never enough is it? For a lot of us, it’s more than a
hobby or a way to get fit: it’s a lifestyle. Not everyone will understand us, but we’ve found our tribe.

This issue we chatted with one such triathlon nut, world-class triathlete Liz Blatchford, to find out a
little about what keeps her going each year, and what it is about this sport that hooks into us and never
lets go. The British-born, Aussie-raised star sits down for a chat with us about her journey, her goals
and gives us an insight into what keeps her going on her continued path for Kona gold on page 30.

While Liz shares a little about the heart of a winner, we also take a look at how to think like a
winner on page 38. You can train your body until you collapse, but come race day most of the battle
is in your mind. We dive into some techniques to help sharpen your mind as much as your body.
We also have a massive recovery special on page 51. Usually the week after a big race all you want
to do is veg out and pat yourself on the back, but having a meticulous strategy for recovery will
help you get back on top faster and send you into the next phase of training even stronger.

While we’re on the topic of staying mentally strong and recovering efficiently, our performance
section (page 61) kicks things off with some mental strategies to help get in the zone and visualise
success – along with some more practical race tips to help you along. Plus, we also check in with
our regular columnists Mel Hauschildt and Tim Van Berkel for some handy tips on staying strong
and fuelling like a pro.

If you’re ever looking for a chat about all things triathlon or just want to say g’day, shoot me an
email at trent@triathlon220.com.au. Happy training, and thank goodness the sun has begun to
warm our frozen winter bones – no excuses now!

Trent van der Jagt Editor

1We have a massive profile piece on
Brit/Aussie superstar Liz Blatchford, and 

how she has risen through the 
ranks in the last two years.

2 Training can only 
take you so far; 

you need to think like 
a winner too, as you’ll 

see in our exploration of 
visualising success.

3 Looking to move to the middle? We kick off
a great guide to help you jump that hurdle 

to middle-distance racing.

4 What is it that makes tri bikes so special? 
Check out some of the science and history 

behind the bikes we all love to ride.

5 The Scott Plasma 10. What a beast. Safe to 
say, we were happy to take her out for a 

spin. We have the full review ahead.
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PLANET TRI
TRI SNAP SHOTS

2015 MOTALA ITU LONG DISTANCE 
TRIATHLON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
MOTALA, SWEDEN, JUNE 2015

Rolling hills through the Swedish countryside backed by wind 
farms and huge red barns straight from children’s books – Motala 
might seem like an easy break from the thrills and spills of the city, 
but there’s still plenty of competition along this beautiful course. 
The swim kicked off in the crisp waters of Motala Bay, while the run 
course took place along the stunning shoreline of Lake Vattern. 
Definitely one of the more picturesque triathlons in Europe. 
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IRONMAN CAIRNS
CAIRNS, AUSTRALIA, JUNE 2015

When we think of some of the places  
we love to race in Australia, Cairns is 
always one of the first that comes to 
mind. It might not be among the largest 
races on the circuit, but by golly it’s a 
goodie. Still maintaining that small-town 
Aussie vibe, Ironman Cairns is a 
favourite for amateurs and pros alike. 
From reef to rainforest, the course tears 
up Captain Cook Highway and along the 
Cairns boardwalk before finishing in the 
heart of the city. On the day, Luke 
McKenzie and Liz Blatchford both took 
the honours easily after a stellar 
performance from both.

CHALLENGE ROTH
ROTH, GERMANY, JULY 2015

Known as The Best Old Race, Challenge Roth is on every 
triathlete’s bucket list. Not only is it one of the oldest races, but 
it’s also one of the fastest and largest races on the calendar.  
Over 3,500 athletes tore through the beautiful rolling German 
countryside as nearly 220,000 spectators cheered them on 
enthusiastically, pushing them up Solar Hill and then raising a 
glass to them through Beer Mile towards the finish line.
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IRONMAN 70.3 RACINE
RACINE, USA, JULY 2015

Next on our list of sleepy country locations
being swarmed by triathletes is the tiny
Wisconsin town of Racine. The highlight of
the race is easily the fairytale bike leg
through the flat and beautiful surrounding
farmland, complete with giant red barns,
farm animals and corn and wheat fields
stretching to the horizon. Better yet, this
race offered 30 qualifying slots available for
the 2016 Ironman 70.3 World Championship
on the Sunshine Coast next year, so things
remained appropriately competitive
despite the relaxed country charm.
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IRONMAN 70.3 BOULDER
BOULDER, USA, JUNE 2015

There aren’t many triathlons like Boulder.  
With pristine mountain scenery as your 
backdrop and a college-scene vibe, it’s no 
wonder Boulder has become one of the triathlon 
community’s main hubs. This extremely fast 
course hands out PBs for many athletes, and 
where else in the country can you race against 
the best in the world on their home turf? This 
year the Kiwis dominated the day with Callum 
Millward winning and Mark Bowstead taking the 
bronze, while Aussie Richie Cunningham 
followed up in 4th. Ironman 70.3 Boulder also 
offered 30 qualifying slots for the 2016 Ironman 
70.3 World Champs on the Sunshine Coast.



ITU WORLD TRIATHLON HAMBURG
HAMBURG, GERMANY, JULY 2015

It’s been a huge few months for triathlon in Germany, with Hamburg 
being the latest location to be swamped by lycra and tri-suit clad athletes. 
Centred around the heart of the city, the mostly fast and flat course saw 
some of the world’s best battling it out for the top spot. Javier Gomez and 
Vincent Luis from France tore through the run neck-and-neck, with Luis 
winning by a mere 4secs. Aussie Aaron Royle also had an impressive 
performance, placing 5th.

TRI SNAP SHOTS
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The latest stories from the world of multisport, analysed and discussed

TRI NEWS
BEHIND THE HEADLINES

Toward the end of 2014, a

board of superstar directors

got together to found the PTU

(Professional Triathlon Union)

with one goal in mind: to

improve the sport in its entirety

to benefit pro non-drafting

triathletes and stakeholders.

Athletes such as Pete Jacobs,

Mirinda Carfrae, Rachel Joyce,

Sebastian Kienle, Tim

O’Donnell and many others

quickly got involved, with the

roster growing every day. It has

been a long year so far

gathering support and trying

to gain attention to push the

sport in the direction it needs to

go in 2016.

Executive Director Rich

Allen, a retired British Pro

triathlete based in the US,

manages business operations,

project developments and acts

as chief communicator for the

athletes. He’s supported by an

expert volunteer panel that

includes business advisors, legal

advisors, financial advisors and

retired pro triathletes, who have

helped Rich build the PTU into

an efficient union model.

“Long distance triathlon

has been a professional sport

for over 30 years and while

the amateur side has grown

exponentially, it could be

said that the professional

arena hasn’t changed at all

and, if anything, has lost its

footing and its aura. Imagine

where the sport could be –

not just the professional side

of things, but the sport in its

entirety,” says New Zealand Pro

Dylan McNeice.

While some major triathlon

organisations have yet to get

on board, the Challenge

Family has officially confirmed

major support for the group. 

From January 1, 2016 only  

PTU members will be

permitted to compete at

any Challenge event in the elite 

or professional category.

“We have been working

alongside these guys for the 

past eight months since

Challenge Bahrain where we 

hosted the first Pro Athlete 

Forum and I’m proud that

Challenge Family is taking the 

lead and pledging our support 

to the pros to lift industry

standards,” says Challenge CEO, 

Zibi Szlufcik.

The road might be long, but 

with the ball already rolling 

under Challenge’s support and 

with many pros getting

involved, the future is looking 

solid for the betterment of

professional triathlon.

 Pro triathletes are no longer 
running alone following the 
formation of the PTU

PRO TRIATHLETES 
UNIONISE It’s about time we see the 

sport we love moving into 
a new and better future

“IN 30 YEARS THE PROFESSIONAL 
ARENA HASN’T CHANGED AT ALL”
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DECIBULLZ
CONTOUR CUSTOM-
MOULDED EARPHONES
US$59.99 decibullz.com
One of the things that has irritated us with most of the sports 
headphones we’ve used is that no matter how innovative the 
‘anti-slip’ system, one shape just doesn’t work for everyone. 
Decibullz reckon it’s cracked that, though, by making the 
earpieces moldable. Smart, right? Sound quality is decent  
too, although at the lower register it’s more just drums  
than drum and bass – but that’s a small complaint for  
what’s otherwise a 
very nifty product.

BROOKS
VANGUARD
$139.95 brooksrunning.com.au
These are classic to the core. Sure, you might not be running
many triathlons in these puppies, but if you’re looking to
capture the essence of the 70s – whether you want to relive
the good ol’ days or bring them back to life – these are the best
place to start. Classic aesthetic with classic colours to suit.

TRIATHLON NEWS
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 Cebu has hosted Ironman 
events for the last five years

After years of Auckland playing host to the 70.3 

Asia-Pacific Championships, Asia is finally 

getting the chance to host one of the world’s biggest 

triathlon events in 2016. After New Zealand had an 

unfortunate run of cancelled events due to budget 

constraints, it was about time Asia had its shot to 

show the world what it can offer. 

As a result of significant growth of triathlon in 

the Southern Hemisphere, Ironman will begin an 

annual rotation the of 70.3 Asia-Pacific 

Championship throughout the Asia-Pacific region 

starting with Philippines, Cebu. 

“It’s an exciting time for the sport of triathlon  

in Asia-Pacific. With our ongoing expansion in 

Asia that includes 14 Ironman and Ironman 70.3 

events combined with tens of thousands of 

athletes living and competing in the region, it’s 

the right time to host a championship race here,” 

says Geoff Meyer, Chief Executive Officer for 

Ironman Asia-Pacific.

Wilfred ‘Fred’ Steven Uytengsu, Jr., President 

and Chairman of Sunrise Events, expressed his 

excitement at Ironman 70.3 Philippines, Cebu 

hosting the 2016 Ironman 70.3 Asia Pacific 

Championship. “We are extremely proud to have 

been selected as the host for the 2016 Ironman 

70.3 Asia-Pacific Championship,” says Uytengsu. 

“We intend to stage our best event yet, which will 

coincide with our five-year anniversary in Cebu 

and our eighth year in partnership with Ironman. 

We look forward to welcoming everyone with our 

trademark Filipino hospitality.” 

The 2016 Ironman 70.3 Asia-Pacific 

Championship will offer a US$75,000 professional 

prize purse and 40 age-group qualifying slots for 

the 2017 Ironman 70.3 World Championship.

70.3 GOING 
TROPICAL Ironman 70.3 Asia-Pacific 

Championship heading to 
the Philippines 12

2Two new names
have been added 
to the Ironman 
Hall of Fame.  
This year, Lori 
Bowden and 

Heather Fuhr will be inducted 
during Kona race week, having 
dominated the sport for over a 
decade with three Kona wins and 
26 Ironman wins between them.

New Zealand has been having a
few troubles garnering enough
interest in triathlon this year.
Auckland has withdrawn from the
World Triathlon Series, while
Ironman 70.3 Auckland has also
been dropped. It’s estimated they
needed 2,500 athletes to break
even, but only 1,000-1,500 raced
last year.

The prize pool this year for the
Ironman World Championships in
Kona will be $650,000, distributed
among the top 10 males and
females – with first place taking
home a whopping $120,000.

650,000

50

INSIDE THE
NUMBERS

Gwen Jorgensen has now had her 
12th straight victory in the ITU 
world series after a stellar win in 
Brazil. The Australia-based 
American took the win with a time 
of 1:58:46 ahead of Britain’s Non 
Stanford and Vicky Holland.

COOL
GEAR

In case you hadn’t heard yet, 
James ‘The Iron Cowboy’  
Lawrence has succeeded in his 
challenge of completing 50 
Ironman races in 50 days across 
50 states. His goal was to raise 
money and awareness for  
obesity and the Jamie Oliver  
Food Foundation.

2,500
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 The new IM 70.3 Bahrain will 
take place on the same weekend 
as last year’s Challenge Bahrain

The rumours had been rumbling for some time,

but now Ironman have finally announced their

expansion into the Persian Gulf with new races in

Bahrain and Dubai.

The Ironman 70.3 Middle East Championship

will take place in Bahrain on December 5, 2015,

with Ironman 70.3 Dubai arriving in early 2016.

The Bahrain event will feature the Kingdom’s

major tourist spots, with the Al Fateh Grand

Mosque, Bahrain Bay and the Formula 1 racing

circuit all included. The race takes place on what

was the same weekend as Challenge’s 2014

Bahrain race, with His Highness Sheikh Nasser

quickly endorsing the race.

Sheikh Nasser was instrumental in bringing

long-course racing to Bahrain in 2014 with the

launch of the Challenge Triple Crown, taking

place in Bahrain, Oman and Dubai. With the

Oman leg still without a start date due to the

political situation in neighbouring Yemen, the $1

million Triple Crown looked in serious doubt until

Challenge announced their 2015 Bahrain race a

day after Ironman.

After the record prize pot in 2014, Challenge

have again upped the ante in 2015 with the

world’s first middle-distance night triathlon.

Taking place on November 20, the race will begin

at sunset in Bahrain before athletes bike 90km

and run a half marathon on a floodlit course.

The new race organiser will be the Spaniard

Mikel Calahorra, a Bahrain resident and coach

to Sheikh Nasser.

Even if the behind-the-scenes rumblings

look set to continue (especially concerning

Oman), for the elite and age-group athletes

at least, the experiences should still be races

to savour. Entries for both Bahrain races are

open now.

GLOBAL
TRI NEWSALL CHANGE IN 

BAHRAIN Sheikh-up in the Middle East as 
Challenge and Ironman launch 
their 2015 Bahrain races

Prize for winner of Challenge Triple Crown

Between the Bahrain announcements

H O U R S

$1 MILLION

1,000Age-group 
field at 

Challenge 
Bahrain

THE NITTY GRITTY
WORLD OF TRI…

SHORTS

KONA EQUALITY PUSH
The founders of the 
#50WomentoKona movement 
have announced a new 
petition and web page 
(50WomentoKona.org) to 
encourage action in their case 
for gender equality at the 
Ironman World Champs in 
Hawaii. Women pro triathletes 
have 35 slots to race whereas 
the pro men have 50 slots.  
The campaign was co-founded 
by Rachel Joyce and has built a 
lot of support so far.

JORGENSEN STRAIGHT 
THROUGH TO RIO
If anyone is currently on fire in 
the ITU it’s American (adopted 
Aussie) Gwen Jorgensen.  
After a stellar win in front of 
hundreds of locals on 
Copacabana Beach, Jorgensen 
took her 12th straight win, 
which put her straight through 
to 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympic 
Games. 220 has been thrilled to 
see so much success from Gwen 
and wishes her luck.

SAMWISE RACING KONA
The journey to Mordor was 
nothing for Lord of the Rings 
star Sean Astin, so he set his 
sights on another volcano to 
conquer. Forty-four-year-old 
Astin already has 10 
marathons and a half-Ironman 
under his belt, so the next step 
was to tackle the big one at 
Kona. With months of 
preparation and hours of 
training each day he is looking 
fit for the challenge – and at 
least this time he won’t have 
to lug Frodo most of the way.



The TICKR family of wearables was designed with your 

workouts in mind. All TICKRs measure your core data — 

heartrate and calorie burn. The TICKR Run adds running 

form analysis and captures your treadmill workouts, 

while the TICKR X also has built-in memory and can count 

reps. Whether you are training for a Sprint or an Ironman, 

Wahoo has a TICKR to help you meet your goals.

MEASURE WHATEVER 
MOVES YOU.

THERE IS A TICKR FOR THE 
WAY YOU MOVE.



KICKING INTO GEAR
We’ve got a massive year ahead with something for everyone to get involved in, so it’s time to start 

planning out the season. Who knows – you might even end up donning the green and gold

CHECKING IN
KEEPING YOU UP TO DATE ON THE OFFICIAL AUSTRALIAN TRI SCENE

points are accumulated over the season. Our 
National Championship races usually hold double 
points. If you accumulate enough points, you can 
qualify to wear the green-and-gold uniform and 
represent your country alongside thousands of 
athletes from other countries. It really is the 
experience of a lifetime.

Check out all of the events that feature on the 
2015-16 National Calendar via the Triathlon 
Australia website: triathlon.org.au

JACKIE FAIRWEATHER  
MEMORIAL TRIATHLON
November 7-8, 2015
To honour the passing of one of our sport’s  
greatest athletes, Triathlon ACT are launching the 
Jackie Fairweather Memorial Triathlon in November 
this year.

Jackie’s love of not only triathlon but also 
duathlon and running will be showcased at the 
event, with an inclusive day for all to be a part of 
the celebration of an amazing woman. The event 
will include a sprint-distance triathlon, a fun 5km 
Retro Run, a Novice Triathlon, TRYstars Kids 
Triathlon and the first ever Stroke n Ride events.

We hope that the triathlon community will get 
behind this fantastic event and funds raised will go 
towards education and awareness of athlete 
depression and mental illness.

Go to the Triathlon ACT website for more details 
on the event: triathlon.org.au/ACT

RACE COMPETITION RULES: 
IMPORTANT UPDATES
There have been some recent updates to the  
Race Competition Rules. Knowing the race 
competition rules is just as important as  
knowing your equipment or having the right  
training programme. Not only will it set you off  
on the right foot and save you time and penalties, 
but more importantly, knowing your rules will 
ensure the safety of you and your 
fellow competitors.

For the most up-to-date version 
of the race competition rules, once 
again, head over to our website:  
triathlon.org.au/resources/
events_and_technical

This is a first for Australia, and we’ll be working 
extremely closely with the event organisers to 
ensure that the events are delivered in a safe and 
fair manner. The first draft-legal race will be in 
Canberra on March 12, 2016 and run by event 
organisers 100% Events.

We can select up to 20 male and 20 female 
athletes per age category to represent Team 
Australia at the Age Group World Championships 
– that’s up to 560 athletes per discipline, and you 
could be one of them!

In order to gain selection on the Australian Age 
Group team you must race in Qualifying Races for 
the relevant discipline. Your finishing position will 
determine the number of points you receive, and 

July 1 marked a big date for the triathlon 
community: the first day of the 2015-16 
membership season and the launch date 
of the 2015-16 National Calendar. This 

year, we’re extremely proud of the calendar we’ve 
put together with our state associations and race 
organisers, offering numerous high-quality events, 
well-distributed across the country and offering the 
chance for our members to qualify for the World 
Championships, or become National Champions.

An exciting new addition to the calendar is the 
inclusion of two Age Group Draft Legal races in the 
sprint-distance discipline, following the decision 
from the ITU to make the 2016 ITU Age Group Sprint 
World Championships in Mexico a draft-legal race. 

To find out more about triathlon in Australia visit  
triathlon.org.au, where you will also find details 
of Triathlon Australia membership options, a 
state-by-state guide to local clubs you can join, 
and the sanctioned races around the country.
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thank you Glycerin 13

thank you running

Thank you Super DNA midsole for the ultimate
adaptive cushioning. Your ideal Pressure Zones
disperse impact for a plush ride while the 3D
Fit Print upper gives a sublime, glove-like fit.
Learn more at brooksrunning.com.au
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Multiple world champs Helen Jenkins and Marianne Vos played a part in this 
bike’s development. Is the result the perfect women’s race machine?

LIV ENVIE 
ADVANCED PRO 1

$5,299 GIANT-BICYCLES.COM

WORDS LARA DUNN IMAGES THESECRETSTUDIO.NET
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1 We were impressed with the superbly responsive SpeedControl SL Ti brakes 2 On-board extras include Giant’s integrated RideSense, a wireless data transmitter  
that can send wheel-speed and cadence info directly to any ANT+ compatible computer 3 Fizik’s Arione Donna saddle gives a firm but comfortable ride

G iant has been one of the companies  
at the forefront of women-specific  
bike design for a number of years,  

and the development of their standalone  
women’s brand Liv shows the company’s  
ongoing commitment. They sponsor several  
of the world’s top pro athletes and teams, with 
former ITU world champ Helen Jenkins sitting 
atop their bikes and Marianne Vos, arguably  
the finest cyclist of her generation, riding for  
Rabo-Liv for another season.

LIGHT AND VERY FAST
Designed with the world’s fastest female riders in 
mind, there’s a certain expectation of speed at 
play on taking the Envie Advanced Pro 1 out for a 
spin. And those expectations aren’t hurt any by 
the sleek lines of the matt black frame and the 
aero wheels – this is far from being a girly bike.

First impressions didn’t disappoint, with an 
effortless surge off the traffic lights leaving ride 
partners struggling to catch up. A long, exposed 
straight showed just how light the bike is, and how
a relatively small gust of wind can create some 
instability. So it’s definitely a bike best-suited to 
confident riders who won’t be fazed.

Taking it out around one of our favourite test 
loops, a popular local TT course, it was clear just 
how much speed there was on tap. Every watt of 
power coming from the legs seemed to transfer 
into forward momentum. Climbing was a breeze 
with the incredibly stiff and light frame, and 
descending was solid and confident.

Handling was smooth and reliable, with a light 
touch but good stability (aside from the minor 
wind issues). One of the most noticeable and 
unusual things was a feeling of almost being sat 
within the frame, rather than perched precariously
on top. This led to excellent feedback between 
bike and rider, and added confidence and comfort
(the latter especially important for brick sessions 
and tri race day). Around the test route/TT course,
we were on track for an easy new PB, even 
without a flat-out effort, proving the bike 
definitely isn’t just a pretty face.

WELL-SPECCED
There’s no skimping on the spec: the Ultegra Di2 
was smooth and reliable, while the Giant 

SpeedControl SL Ti brakes were an absolute 
revelation, slowing and stopping swiftly and with 
minimal effort. If there was one complaint, it was 
the brake lever positions – a long reach for even 
average female hands, so it was a positive thing 
that the brakes only required a light touch. It did 
result in some discomfort though.

The wheels were light and fast, but thankfully 
delivered less road buzz than we had feared, 
while the bars were comfortable in a variety of 
positions. We had to cut off quite a lot of seatpost 

to allow the saddle to be low enough, but this was 
straightforward with the right tools.

Overall, the lightweight build, excellent frame, 
superb power transfer and confidence-inspiring 
geometry is enough to recommend it to all female 
riders with PB-busting aspirations.

TECH LIV ENVIE ADVANCED PRO
Size tested M 
Overall weight 7.2kg

FRAME AND FORKS
Sizes XS, S, M
Frame Advanced-Grade Composite
Fork Pro-Spec, Advanced-Grade 
Composite, Full-Composite OverDrive 
2 Steerer
TRANSMISSION
Chainset Shimano Ultegra Di2
Bottom Bracket Shimano Press fit
Cassette Shimano Ultegra 11-28
Chain KMC X11SL
Derailleurs Shimano Ultegra Di2

Shifters Shimano Ultegra Di2 22 speed
WHEELS
Front/rear Giant P-SLR 1  
Aero WheelSystem 
Tyres Giant P-SL1, front and rear-  
specific, 700x23mm folding 
COMPONENTS
Stem Giant Contact SL
Bar Giant Contact SLR Aero
Headset Giant Contact
Saddle Fizik Arione Donna
Seatpost Giant Vector Composite 

Brakes Giant SpeedControl SL Ti
DIMENSIONS
1 Head angle 73°
2 Seat angle 73°
3 Effective top tube 55cm
4 Seat tube 52cm
5 Standover height 79.5cm
6 Chainstay length 40.5cm
7 Bottom bracket 26cm
8 Wheelbase 97.5cm
9  Head tube 16cm

91%
Sleek, superbly fast and responsive bike; well-
designed for female riders with a PB in mind

›› VERDICT 

1 2 3
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many occasions to fit in my daily session) or an 
extended one-hour lunch break in the middle of the 
day, if you manage your time well enough you can 
usually make room for a full hour somewhere in 
your schedule – that is, if you really want it.

All of these sessions are designed to be 
completed within an hour, including the warm-up 
and warm-down. Some will be shorter than 60 
minutes and some will use the full amount of time. 
The point is that they will all aim to get the most 
from that precious hour available to you. Each 
one-hour session requires good time management 
and absolutely no room for procrastination. So if 
you decide to commit, you’re in! Get it done, and 
get on with your day. If you’re a beginner, these 
sessions might be a good starting point to get you 
into the sport. Once you feel you’ve adapted well to 
the workload of these sessions, you could begin to 
expand each one to include either a little more 
volume or a little harder effort in future weeks.

D o you want to complete a triathlon but 
feel like you don’t have the time to fit 
the required training around family, 
work and other commitments? Fear 

not – I have up my sleeve a couple of short but 
highly effective sessions that you can complete 
within an hour, no matter how busy your day.

Everyone has other commitments in life beyond 
triathlon, and I’m no exception. Even though being 
a triathlete is my full-time job, there are still 
occasions when I only have a limited amount of 
time in my daily schedule to fit in particular 
training sessions. These are the sessions where 
efficiency in time, effort, and the session itself are 
crucial to still get the desired outcome: becoming 
better at triathlon. You can pocket the sessions 
listed opposite for those days when your schedule 
allows you only one hour to get the training in. 

Whether it’s a quick session at 4am to beat the 
full day ahead (I’ve started my day before 4am on 

MAKING THE MOST OF IT
Getting into triathlon can be a daunting adventure, especially when trying to find 
the time to fit in all the training needed. Fortunately, Mel wants to whip us into 

shape with her fast and sometimes furious lunchtime sessions

Mel Hauschildt  

Due to the fact that these sessions are not all 
that long, they are largely focused on improving 
either speed, efficiency, technique, power,  
strength – or all of the above – rather than  
aerobic endurance. This makes them most  
suitable for athletes competing in sprint to 
half-Ironman races, but they can certainly be  
useful workouts from time to time for Ironman  
and long-distance athletes too. I believe most 
triathletes would benefit from one of these  
shorter sessions per discipline (swim, bike, run) 
each week. It helps to create a laser focus on the 
task at hand, because your time is precious and you 
cannot waste it. 220

NEGATIVE SPLIT

Mel Hauschildt is the current Australian and Asia Pacific 
Ironman Champion. She was also the 2013 (and 2011) 
Ironman 70.3 World Champion and 2013 ITU Long 
Distance World Champion. For more info on her amazing 
career, visit melissahauschildt.com
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SWIM
1. SPEED
WARM UP 600m including the 
following: 100m slow freestyle, 50m 
backstroke, 100m moderate freestyle, 
50m scull, 100m hard freestyle, 50m 
backstroke, 100m build freestyle, 50m 
scull (start easy, build each 25 with the 
last 25 very hard)

8x25m. Each done twice with 10sec 
rest between reps, 15m explode, 10m 
easy, 10m easy, 15min explode, 25m 
perfect technique, 25m sprint
  
MAIN SET 4x (2x50m max, 100m 
max) This session is all about speed 
and lactic tolerance. With short reps 
and long recoveries it will allow you to 
go flat out every single rep. The 50s 
are a broken 100 and done on a 
3-4min cycle, therefore you swim the 
first 50 at your max then take 
15-25secs rest before trying to hit the 
same time again. The remainder of 
the 3-4min rest is taken after your 
second 50. Therefore if you swim your 
first 50 in 45secs, have 15secs rest and 
then swim 45secs for your second, 
you'll have 1:15 (or 2:15) rest before 
your 100. The 100s should also be 
done on a 3-4min cycle aiming to 
complete the 100m in a near personal 
best every time. 

WARM DOWN 400m of your choice 
(mix up your strokes, add in some 
drills or kick), 4x50m underwater as 
far as you can, easy choice swim to 
the end. 

2. STRENGTH
WARM UP 4x100m as one stroke per 
100m with 20secs rest between 
Freestyle, Backstroke, Breaststroke
Butterfly or scull

4x 50m with 10-15secs rest between 
25m easy/25m hard, 25m hard/25m 
easy, 50m build, 50m hard

MAIN SET 6x300m pull with 
20-30secs rest between. Odds are 
done with big paddles and evens are 
done with smaller paddles or fingertip 
paddles. Concentrate on pulling right 
through with good technique. This is 
all about strength, efficiency and 
technique. Don't sacrifice technique 
for speed on these reps. Build your 
pace throughout the rep so you're 
going quite hard at the end – but 
again, don't forget to pull right 
through and keep good technique. 

WARM DOWN 2x200m with fins
50m freestyle/ 50m backstroke/50m 
freestyle/ 50m backstroke, 4x side 
kick with no board (50m front, 50m 
back, 50m R side, 50m L side).

BIKE
If you have roads close by where you can ride with no 
interruptions then ride outdoors, but if not, use a wind 
trainer to maximise your time.

1. HILLS 
WARM UP 15mins total, 5mins easy, 5mins steady, 
5mins of surges (15secs on/off, 30secs on/off, 45secs on/
off, 60secs on/off)

MAIN SET 5x6mins hills with 2min easy spin recovery 
between. Odd reps are to be done in a large gear while 
seated with low cadence, stable hips, relaxed upper 
body and driving with your legs and glutes. Even reps 

done as fast as you can. Seated or standing or both 
with a  comfortable gear choice. 

WARM DOWN 5mins easy spin. 

2. THRESHOLD 
WARM UP 8mins building towards the end. 

MAIN SET 3x15mins hard with 2mins easy spin between 
There's no messing around with this session. With 
45mins of quality riding you'ill surely be feeling it after 
this short but quality session. Aim to do your reps at or 
above Olympic distance race pace.

WARM DOWN 3mins easy spin. 

RUN
1. TEMPO
WARM UP 10mins jog, Dynamic 
stretching, 4x100m strides (building 
to a sprint the last 20m of each 
one)

MAIN SET 2x20mins (2min walk or 
slow jog recovery) at or above 
half-Ironman race pace.

WARM DOWN 5min walk/jog

2. SPEED/LACTIC
WARM UP 10mins jog, dynamic 
stretching, 4x100m strides building 
pace each rep

MAIN SET 5-7x1km hard run with 
2-3mins rest If you're training for 
Olympic distance or shorter do 5 
reps with a 3min recovery as hard 
as you can. This means faster than 
your sprint distance triathlon pace.  
If you are training for half-Ironman  
or longer do 7 reps with a 2min 
rest. Try to aim for your Olympic 
distance pace or quicker.

WARM DOWN 5min easy jog
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MICHELLE 
BREMER
After a stellar performance at Ironman 
Australia, Michelle Bremer has her eyes 
set on a big 2015. She shares with us 
how she goes about balancing training, 
life and goal-setting

Elite Focus 
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Where are you at the moment and how has your 
year been going so far?
At the moment I’m based in Western Sydney, near 
Penrith. I’ve got a good life balance going on right 
now with part-time work as a rehabilitation 
consultant and training/racing. I started the year out 
with a race I do annually, the Tauranga half-Ironman, 
in my hometown in New Zealand. I love racing there, 
and especially being able to stay with my parents.  
I wasn’t very race fit at that point as I was just 
building up in my training but still came away with a 
second. I then raced Challenge Wanaka (absolutely 
stunning) in February and placed third – a very 
tough and honest course. The plan was to race again 
in March/April but I had the flu for a few weeks and 
so had to flag those races. Then came Ironman 
Australia in Port Macquarie, which I won. More 
recently I raced Ironman Cairns. I wasn’t too sure 
about backing up six weeks post-Port, but I placed 
third, so I was really happy with that.

Tell us a little about your win at Ironman 
Australia this year. How do you feel a few  
months on?
The win at Ironman Australia was awesome. It was 
my second Ironman win. My first Ironman win was 
also my very first Ironman race and it was such a 
whirlwind that I don’t really remember much of it,  
so I made sure at Port Mac that I made the most of 
running the final little stretch and celebrating  
down the finish chute. The day at Port had a few 
parts that didn’t go to plan, but I cant complain  
with the end result. It was a special day as my 
husband and many friends were there watching 
and quite a few  training buddies from the PIS  
crew were also racing so it was nice to have a  
good performance with all of my supporters  
around. The win stays with you for a few weeks,  
but as time goes by you just get back into your usual 

routine of training and aiming towards the next 
races and goals.

And what are your race goals this year?
For the back end of 2015 I’m going to focus on 
half-distance races, as I haven’t trained specifically 
for halves previously. I usually just use them as part 
of an Ironman block to get some race fitness. I’m just 
hoping to build a bit of speed into the Ironman legs 
and perform well at the half distance.

How’d you feel about last year’s results and how 
are they stacking up so far against 2015?
2014 started out reasonably well with New Zealand 
based races. I raced the Tauranga half-Ironman and 
placed fifth; Auckland 70.3 and placed fourth; and 
Ironman New Zealand in March and placed fifth; but 

I then ended up with ITB syndrome and, despite 
trying to manage it and keep training, I had to take 
about 10 weeks off running to allow it to settle, so 
training took a back step for the rest of 2014. I didn’t 
end up racing again until the start of this year, so 
action on the race front was a bit low for 2014.

How did you first get into triathlon?
My first Ironman experience was watching a friend 
race in Kona in 2007, and I was absolutely blown 
away by these people. Following this I returned 

home to New Zealand and decided to train for and 
race my hometown half-Ironman – the Tauranga half 
– in 2008. After this, I got a bit more hooked and 
started training with a triathlon group in Auckland 
and then began to have really great age group 
results, so kept on going.

What’s the secret recipe to your success?
There’s no big secret. The main thing is just 
consistency and putting the work in. When I can  
look back on my training logs and see consistent 
training blocks and progression throughout, that 
gives me confidence.

What is your main approach to training and 
racing? How has this changed since you started?
I’m a routine person, so having a weekly training 
routine is important, and once I get into a flow I just 
keep going. I listen to my body a lot these days, as 
previously I’ve ignored signs of oncoming niggle or 
sickness and pushed myself to the point of injury.  
I’m now quite good  with knowing when to take a 
rest day, or at knowing when to back off or when 
to keep pushing. I guess that’s similar when racing; 
over the years, gaining more experience on the race 
course, you slowly learn when to push harder or 
back off and conserve.

What advice do you give triathletes who are just 
getting into the sport?
Set goals, no matter how small or big they may be. 
Having a goal in place is important as they will help 
to keep you driving towards that target. I would 
recommend trying to find a local triathlon club/
group or persuade some friends to get involved as 
well, so you have someone to do some of your 
training with. It’s much more fun training with 
people and helps to take the mind off the hurt when 
it comes.  220

“YOU SLOWLY LEARN 
WHEN TO PUSH AND 
WHEN TO BACK OFF”

MICHELLE
BREMER’S FACT FILE

Hometown: Mount
Maunganui, NZ

Lives: Penrith;
Queensland; New
Zealand; California

Coach: Siri Lindley

Five most memorable
results:

2015 Ironman
Australia – 1st

2015 Ironman
Cairns – 3rd

2015 Challenge
Wanaka – 3rd

2014 Ironman
New Zealand – 5th

2011 Ironman
Western Australia – 1st
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I recently came across a campaign focused on 
cycling safety that was appropriately named 
‘Stop being a wanker’. The messaging was 
targeted at drivers and counteracted such 

well-worn arguments as:

 Registration doesn’t pay for roads – our taxes do 
– so yes, we all have a right to the roads, as chunks of 
all our salaries are contributing towards them.

 Improved infrastructure for cyclists actually 
improves the flow of traffic and causes less 
congestion on our roads.

 In four in every five crashes that occur between  
a cyclist and a vehicle, the driver is directly to  
blame – not surprising when there are over 1,500 
drivers being caught on their mobile phones  
monthly in NSW alone.
 
Something my coach Chris Hanrahan has really 
instilled in me, however, is being aware of my own  
behaviour on the road and not doing anything  
to add to the conflict. When I first started cycling  
I just assumed it was okay to react with language 
similar to my father when I’d accidentally let a  
cow through the wrong gate. I had a ‘get outta  
my way’ attitude: jumping lights, abusing drivers 
and just really being an overall angry, hormonally 
depleted female.

I definitely agree that some drivers need to be 
made aware that they’ve just seriously threatened 
your life – and it’s understandable when your life 
flashes before you to have such a reaction – but it 
only takes one bad strawberry to turn you off the 
punnet. I find one of the easiest and most effective 
things you can do as a rider is to acknowledge 
drivers who safely gave you room, waited, or let you 
in with a quick smile or wave – essentially, drivers 
who did anything but be a wanker. 

I know I annoy drivers – buses and trucks 
especially. I publicly apologise for playing tag with 
you, but there are times when I need traffic to wait 
for me, or when I need to pull into your lane and you 
need to go my speed (which is totes fast anyway!). I 
see you, and I ensure I wave and acknowledge when 
you’re able to safely pass me again a few seconds 
later. I just feel a simple wave and thank you helps 
to defuse any potential situation brewing. 

In doing so I think it helps humanise cyclists; an 
abused driver doesn’t usually get the chance to affect 
you, but they can line up the next cyclist they see. 
Essentially, if a driver is really so angry at their lives 
on a Sunday morning to be hurling abuse, no amount 
of safe or courteous riding will change their situation, 
so just try not to also be a wanker. Until next time – 
eyes on the road, Rhonda.  220IM
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THE WILD CARD

MAN VS. MACHINE
Aussie pro triathlete Matilda Raynolds weighs in on the continued culture  

clash on our roads and wonders why we all can’t just play nice

Matilda Raynolds

Matilda Raynolds is a part-time
professional triathlete, part-time
marketing manager, sun worshipper,
retired drum player and passionate
advocate for promoting and raising
the awareness of women in sport. She
is powered by Focus Bikes, SKINS,
Pearl Izumi, Performance by 3,
WITSUP, Rudy Project and Results
Performance Training.

For more life-changing insights follow
Matilda on Twitter and Instagram
@matildaraynolds, or visit her
website, matildaraynolds.com

“I KNOW I ANNOY 
DRIVERS – BUSES 

AND TRUCKS 
ESPECIALLY”
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into Michellie Jones. She lived next door to us for 
about 18 months. Thank god she was not injured. 
Michellie went on to win the series. If we ever passed 
each other in and out of the unit she always said hi 
– she is a really nice person to talk to and a great 
ambassador for the sport.

The one bit of advice I’d give to a newbie is...
Plan your season or your event and just take it as it 
comes. Trying to control the uncontrollable will just 
wear you out in training or in racing. But mostly 
enjoy it! It really is good fun and addictive.

The biggest mistake I made when I first started 
out was…
Doing a race once and miscounting the laps on the 
bike leg. Lesson learned: listen to the race director 
and read the course instructions.

My ultimate goal in triathlon is...
To represent Australia at the Age Group World
Championships either over the 70.3 distance or OD 
events. With the 70.3 World Champs in 2016 at
Mooloolaba and then the ITU World Championship 
Olympic Distance on the Gold Coast in 2018, I’ll
definitely be having a go at getting there.

I couldn’t do what I do without…
My very understanding wife Louise and my biggest 
fans, my daughters Hannah and Olivia. They cheer at 
races, carry the bags and put up with those early 
starts. Also, our best friends, the Perssons – Karl, 
Leesa, Heath and Ky – who race, train and come 
along to races. We met through triathlon when I 
moved to Queensland and got along really well and 
have been mates ever since. We go away to the Noosa 
Tri for a week each year with the families and just 
have an awesome time. Finally, Liam Bromilow from 
T3 coaching and the squad that trains with him – we 
have a good laugh at each other. We take the mickey 
out of each other but train hard and race hard.

When non-triathlon-loving friends ask me why I 
do it, I always say…
It keeps me fit and healthy and it’s taken us to some 
pretty cool places. They always ask about up-and-
coming races and how it’s going. They always shake 
their heads in disbelief when you tell them what 
training you’re doing and your next event – followed 
by the words, “You’re crazy.”

My last race was... 
Tri Fraser Coast in Hervey Bay. It was poor weather 
conditions across all the legs – a choppy swim in the 
bay and a windy and wet bike leg. I remember on the 
bike coming down this hill with a sharp left turn and 
just seeing some another competitor miss the corner 
completely and was sent sailing over the bars into 
some long grass. Then the run well – it was windy 
and wet, however we got a tail wind on the Urangan 
Pier, which made the run quite memorable. The 
other good thing about this race was the cracking 
Mars Bar Cheesecake and coffee at the cafe right in 
front of the Pier... at the end of the race, of course.

My next race is... 
Mooloolaba 70.3. A good, honest course with all sorts 
of conditions. It’s on in September and the location 
on the Sunshine Coast is all class. It’s a tough day but 
running down the red carpet on the way to the finish 
line and seeing the crowds and friends cheering 
makes it worthwhile. I love this race.

My bike is... 
A Planet X Stealth from the UK with 3T kit and Zipp 
404 wheels. I came back to racing after 10 years out 
of triathlon, so I built up a second-hand frame. It’s a 
good bike and has served me well over the past two 
years, but I’m hoping to upgrade at the end of the 
year to a Felt iA – those things look like weapons. 
There are so many bikes to choose from these days 
with all the bells and whistles, but the Felt iA is just 
an out and out racer. 

My best performance was... 
The Fiji International in 2014 at the long course 
event. It was my first real long course. The distance 
was 1.9km, 80km and 21km run. I finished third in 
my age group and it was such a great race. Support 
form the locals was unbelievable. I remember 
coming down the main street of Nadi and had a full 
police escort with total road closure. I thought it was 
the pros coming through behind, but it was just me 
and the locals cheering on. The bike leg was a bike 
breaker – everything just rattled the whole way. 
Many a drink bottle holder or something was on the 
road, or flat tyres on competitors bikes. The roads 
over there were just unforgiving.

My least fond memory of racing is...
Tough to say. I have enjoyed all my races. I never 
think, “Gee, that was a terrible race.” Each race will 
throw something different at you and that’s just the 
nature of triathlon. Sometimes you come back in at 
the finish and think, I could have been faster in the 
swim or that run was terrible, but I enjoy all the 
races regardless. We all get disappointed with a 

performance but I’ve never had a bad memory of a 
race that would make me not want to do it again.

I love triathlon because…
I’ve seen the sport evolve over the last 20 years – 
there have been some great changes and 
innovations on bikes and tech gadgets. I also love 
lining up on the start lines against world champions 
or Olympic competitors and racing on the same 
course that they are. I did a small local event in 
Bribie Island and I was walking alongside Pete 
Jacobs to the start line. He was just talking to me like 
he was another weekend racer out there having a go. 

The most embarrassing incident I’ve had was...
When I lived in Kirrawee, in the Sutherland Shire of 
Sydney, before moving to Queensland. The Tooheys 
Blue series was on TV, which got me started in 
triathlon. I went for a run one afternoon and when I 
got home from work, I was coming around the 
corner of our unit block and I ran into a good-
looking, tall, blonde woman. A couple of days later I 
was watching the race on TV only to realise I had run 

COL WILLIAMSON
After a decade out of the triathlon scene, age-grouper Col Williamson  

has been drawn back into the sport he loves with his sights  
set firmly on the Age Group World Championships

COL WILLIAMSON
Hometown: Mount Crosby, Queensland 
Nationality: Australian Age Group: 40-44
Clubs: T3 Coaching Springfield / Boss Multisport  
(for the kids).

THE WEEKEND WARRIOR
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APRIL 2, 2016 - CALLALA BEACH, JERVIS BAY, NSW
ASIA-PACIFIC CHAMPIONSHIP

DISCOVER THE THRILL OF RACING OFFROAD!
ENTER NOW AT XTERRAASIAPACIFIC.COM

1.5K SWIM + 30K MOUNTAIN BIKE + 10K TRAIL RUN
FULL, SPRINT & FAMILY FRIENDLY BEGINNER TRIS
PLUS TRAIL HALF-MARATHON, RELAY, AND 5K RUNNING RACES

BATTLE AT THE BEACH



Cervélo Athlete: Caroline Steffen, Winner Melbourne Ironman 



Cervélo Triathlon/Time trial bicycles have won more pro races than

any other, and they are by far the most popular bicycles at Ironman

and time trial events for athletes of all levels. In fact Cervélo has

won the Hawaii Ironman bike count for the last 10 years running.

Cervélo P3. Shimano Ultegra Di2. Mavic Cosmic Elite wheelset. 
Rotor 3D30 BBright crankset. 3T Aura Bars. $6200 rrp.

SIMPLY 
FASTER

P-SERIES

Specifications subject to change without notice.  Cervelo and Vroomen-White Design are trademarks owned by Cervelo Cycles Inc. or used under license 
For more information: cervelo.com P
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UNDER 
THE RADAR 

NO MORE
LIZ BLATCHFORD HAS BEEN STEADILY CLIMBING THE IRONMAN RANKS SINCE HER  

DEBUT IN 2013. WITH KONA AROUND THE CORNER, STEVE WILSON SAT DOWN WITH THE  
BRITISH-BORN, AUSSIE-RAISED TRIATHLETE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HER RAPID RISE –  

AND WHY MORE THAN A FEW EYES WILL BE ON HER COME OCTOBER

wo years ago this October, Liz Blatchford arrived on the Big Island and, by her own admission, 
“slipped under the radar a bit.” It was little more than four months since she had raced her first 
Ironman, winning on debut in Cairns, and half that time since she had punched her World 
Championship ticket with a fourth-place finish in Mont-Tremblant.

Understandable, then, that she wasn’t considered one of the star attractions at that time, the 
pre-race focus elsewhere. So much so, in fact, that even her one significant media commitment – a 
phone interview with the BBC in the UK – didn’t go to plan.

“My parents had arrived that day and I had to make them wait to go to lunch so I could take the 
call,” she recalls. “I went into another room so I could do the interview, but the person dealing with it 

WORDS: STEVE WILSON PHOTOGRAPHY: KORUPT VISION



Blatchford was born in
Britain but raised in
Western Australia
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told me that they had overrun speaking to two of the 
other British girls, Rachel (Joyce) and Chrissie 
(Wellington) I think, and so there wasn’t time to speak to 
me. It was my only media engagement and it never 
happened. So I just walked out and said, ‘Right, we’re 
good to go, what do you want to eat?’”

Joyce went ahead of her, too, on race day, but only 
just. And she was one of only two women who did, 
Australia’s Mirinda Carfrae setting a new course record 
en route to victory. A podium finish in Blatchford’s first 
appearance at the big dance, then. And that despite 
being handed a four-minute penalty in second transition 
for discarding a water bottle where she was not allowed. 
Whoever made the call to cut Liz from the running order 
won’t be making the same mistake again.

A QUESTION OF COUNTRY
That day in 2013 Blatchford was racing under the  
British flag, as she did for most of her ITU career.  
Born in the UK but raised in Australia, dual citizenship 
gave her the option race for either nation. Her first 
triathlon was raced aged just 14, after a youth spent in 
the surf-lifesaving clubs of Western Australia before time 

on the track and in the pool had given her the tools to 
master multisport.

A gifted youngster making her way in the sport as part 
of an Australian team that at that time was the strongest 
nation in triathlon, Blatchford showed early promise, 
claiming a World Cup podium. Then came the first major 
decision in her career, and a switch to the British team 
for what she describes as a combination of factors. “I 
always knew I had the option, and the British set-up after 
I spoke with them were really welcoming and, unlike 
Triathlon Australia, had no issue with me being coached 
at the time by Brett Sutton,” explains Blatchford.

“The funding over there was also pretty amazing and, 
I won’t lie, the money side did play a role. But the other 
more significant factor was that at that point I was up 
and coming but there were five other Australian women 
ahead of me who were pretty much the top five in the 
world. So looking ahead to Olympic selection and that 
sort of thing, it just all lined up.”

Of that golden crop of Australian women, Loretta 
Harrop and Nicole Hackett in particular inspired the 
young Blatchford. “They both swam and biked off the 
front,” remembers Blatchford. “Every race was a time 
trial for them and I really respected that and grew up 
looking up to those girls. Then not long after that I was 
racing against them, which was pretty special.” 

In an eight-year spell racing in ITU Blatchford became 
a mainstay in the top 10, though suffered the 

“Whoever made the call to cut Liz from the 
running order will be very unlikely to make 
the same mistake again” 



Like any professional
triathlete, nutrition
plays a key role in
Blatchford’s preparation
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disappointment of not ranking high enough to make the 
2008 Beijing Olympics. But if that was hard to take, what 
happened four years later was to prove a much more 
painful blow. After enjoying relative freedom within the 
team for the first four years of her time with the British 
squad, using her own coaches and spending large parts 
of the year training at her home on the Gold Coast, the 
impetus of a home Games changed things for the British. 

London 2012 became the be all and end all for British 
Triathlon, with ample external pressure to contribute to 
a predicted record medal haul when the world came to 
visit the English capital. In terms of what coaches were 

deeming acceptable and how much time was to be  
spent in the UK “they kind of tightened the screws,” 
recalls Blatchford.

Regardless of the pressure, when selection came 
round Blatchford had reason for optimism. She was 
comfortably the third-highest ranked British woman, 
with a three-woman team to be selected. A no-brainer, 
then? Apparently not.

Britain controversially opted to take domestiques to 
work for those they deemed the best medal chance, 
rather than picking the three best athletes and  
trusting them to fight it out on the day. Helen Jenkins  

LIZ’S 5 TOP TIPS
1 Nutrition is not only  

how we fuel our  
bodies but also how  
we allow them to recover 
and adapt to training. 
Paying attention to this  
and making sure you’re 
putting the right stuff  
in at the right times  
can be a huge advantage.

2 Keep some perspective. 
When injuries/illness/

accidents happen (and they 
do all the time when you’re 
an athlete!) don’t take 
things too seriously. I always 
try and think of the big 
picture and realise how 
privileged I am to be able to 
do a sport like triathlon.

3 Don’t ignore your 
weakness, no matter 

what. Nobody likes to do  
those sessions that they  
don’t feel they are 
particularly good at.  
But guess what? That is 
likely the area where you 
could make your biggest 
improvements.

4 Set goals that will  
always motivate you.  

For me, this generally 
means finding a race  
that inspires me. I know  
I always struggle to  
get the most out of  
myself in training when I 
don’t have a race I’m 
focusing on.

5 Strength and 
conditioning is the 

fourth discipline – both for 
injury prevention and 
improved performance. 
Without my core and 
conditioning work I think I’d 
be injured within a month.
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at that point was deemed a gold medal contender and 
so, instead of Blatchford, the unheralded Lucy Hall, just 
20 at the time, was chosen to help Jenkins on the swim 
and bike.

“It’s not something I agree with,” says Blatchford  
of the policy of sacrificing one individual for the 
advantage of others. “I think the Olympics should  
feature the best athletes in all sports and all races.  
It’s such a lifetime experience and such a limited field 
that it should be the best athletes racing on their own 
merits. And not every country can have domestiques 
working for them, so it shouldn’t really happen just in 
terms of basic sporting fairness.

“If you look at that race it actually backfired a bit. Lucy 
did her job, but Helen didn’t have her best swim that day 
and missed the front pack. It didn’t work in that case.”

Stung by the disappointment, the setback acted as a 
catalyst for a change that was already in the pipeline.  
“I was definitely thinking that after 2012 I’d change to 
long course anyway,” says Blatchford. “When selection 

was made in June I needed to focus on something else. I 
was really upset and disappointed, so I jumped straight 
into long course. It did accelerate it a bit but it was 
always something I was going to do.”

On the very same day the British women finished 
outside the medals in London’s Hyde Park, Blatchford 
raced her first 70.3 and, like that, a new phase of her 
career had begun.

LEARNING CURVES
In her first season racing long course, Blatchford won 
Busselton 70.3 before announcing herself with that 
victory over the full distance in Cairns and then her 
stunning Kona debut.

Working with her new coach, Mat Steinmetz, her 
transformation from an ITU speedster to an Ironman 
stayer required some tweaking of her training plans. 
Some top-end speed runs were dispensed with –  
“I’ve now realised that those speed sessions  
probably accounted for most of my earlier injuries,”  

“If you look at the race, 
it actually backfired. 
Lucy did her job, but 
Helen didn’t have her 
best swim that day”

LIZ’S  
5 MOST  

MEMORABLE 
RACES 

 First ITU World Cup win in 
Gamagori, Japan in 2003

 Winning Mooloolaba ITU.  
I’ve done this race 10 times  
and it’s one of my favourite 
short course races as far as 
location and course go, so 
winning there was special

 Cairns Ironman 2013 –  
my first Ironman

 Kona 2013 – my first Kona 
and a result that surpassed all 
my expectations

 2006 Commonwealth Games 
in Melbourne. While I didn’t 
have an exceptional result, I 
performed decently and it was 
a cool experience racing a big 
Games in Australia
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she says – with more kilometres on the bike and a 
different focus on the swim.

“I now incorporate a few extra long run sessions,” 
Blatchford explains, “but not quite that full on intensity. 
In some ways the training is less intense, but at other 
times when you’re out there for seven-hour days it’s a 
different type of intense. Mentally you need a capacity  
to endure. 

“There’s no one point in an Ironman when you’re 
breathing really hard and on your limit. But you can’t let 
your mind wander too far ahead because you’ve always 
got so far to go. You really have to control your mind 
power that way and focus on what you’re doing at that 
moment, your pacing and your nutrition. I have to think 
about those things much more than I ever did with ITU.”

The early races, despite her success, were a steep 
learning curve, mastering the demands of Ironman not 
simply a process of upping the workload. “I’d done some 
research and background reading and worked out what I 
needed in terms of nutrition … and finished all those 

calories by something like 130km on the bike and then 
struggled through the final 50km and then the first half 
of the marathon, eating and drinking until I got the 
sugars back in to me.

“That has been a bit of a learning process. It took me 
three races to work out how many calories I need when 
I’m racing for nine hours.”

You’ll often hear it said that Ironman races are won as 
much in the head as they are in the legs. Thanks to the 
exploits of the likes of the Brownlee brothers, Javier 
Gomez and Gwen Jorgensen, ITU racing is now 
characterised by a philosophy of swim hard, bike hard, 
run hard. Tactics exist, but there is precious little time to 
compute them. For someone schooled in the art of high 
tempo racing, has the mental drain of hours in her own 
company been difficult to adjust to for Blatchford?

“Maybe it’s a consequence of my ITU days but I’m 
definitely stimulated by other competitors. Racing when 
there aren’t many other people around, I won’t lie, it can 
get boring,” she admits.

HER MANY 
HOMES

 Born in Wilmslow,  
Cheshire, UK

 Moved to Perth at the age 
of two

 Lived in Perth until she 
was 21 when she moved to 
the Gold Coast for training

 Has since trained for 
extended periods in 
Switzerland (Vallee de Joux, 
Leysin, St Moritz), UK 
(Loughborough, Topsham), 
France, Canada, US (Boulder), 
Thailand, Brazil, Spain,  
Korea and raced in many 
more places

 Calls the Gold Coast home 
and currently spends around 
seven months of each year 
there with the remainder 
spent between Boulder, Kona 
and other race destinations
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“In those times I’m looking at my power, working out
what I’ve eaten, trying to think of things like that rather 
than how far you’ve got to go. But then in races like 
Kona, I’m focused on those things, of course, but I’m 
much more excited by the dynamics of racing. When you 
can see people passing and you need to make that 
decision if it’s worth your effort to try and ride with them 
for however long. I love all that.”

A NEW DAY
Back at Kona last year, the build-up to the race and 
everything that went with it was an entirely different 
beast to Blatchford’s low-key entrance 12 months prior. 
No one bumped her off their interview list this time, and 
the added attention as well as a desire to repeat, or 
better, her debut performance took a toll. “I didn’t feel 
relaxed going into the race,” recalls Blatchford.  
“Physically something wasn’t 100 per cent, too. But you 
can’t discount that mental pressure.” 

It’s a curious and, some would argue, cruel reality that 
in a sport where longevity and endurance over incredible 
lengths of time is the essence of the task, long-course 
athletes, aside from the physical demands, have to also 
manage to peak for a single moment each year (even if 
that moment lasts nine hours) to attain legendary status. 
What you do in Kona, rightly or wrongly, counts for 
infinitely more than every other race in you career.

“Like any racing you need to try and not think in that 
big picture and try and break it down to what it is,” says 
Blatchford. “It’s just another race. Even breaking it down 
to the small things: remember what works for me, do 
your processes, your nutrition, look at your power and 
try not to get too far ahead of yourself.

“Something that’s helped me a bit in a way has been 
the two failed Olympic bids. Last year in Kona wasn’t 
exactly a failure, but it was nowhere near what I’d hoped 
for and I was 10th. A few months later after the Olympics 
or Kona, you’re still disappointed, but your life’s still fine. 
Reminding myself of that helps me take a bit of the 
pressure off. Yeah, you get nervous, but it’s not the end 
of the world.”

After a podium on debut and a creditable (if 
personally disappointing) follow-up, there’s reason to 

place Blatchford, once more racing as an Australian, 
among the favourites for this year’s World Championship. 
This is in no small part thanks to the experience she has 
banked over the last couple of years. It’s telling that she 
has sought to replicate her 2013 season in terms of 
preparation, posting a second place at Mont-Tremblant in 
August after her now customary victory in Cairns. She’s 
looking and feeling strong.

When we speak, it is six days since Blatchford had left 
it all out there on the Mont-Tremblant Ironman course, 
finishing in a time a shade over nine hours, and within a 
minute of eventual winner, Mary-Beth Ellis of the United 
States. She’ll take time to recover and “respect the race” 
just gone before the final push towards Hawaii.

“[Mont-Tremblant] was my eighth Ironman. I know 
there are people who’ve done plenty more. Maybe 
they’ve gotten used to the effort involved, but I’m not at 
that point yet. That marathon … there’s no way it’s easy 
no matter how much training I’ve done. It’s still a 
marathon after you’ve ridden that far. It takes a lot out of 
you mentally to dig that deep. I don’t think it ever gets 
that much easier in all honesty,” she says.

“Typically [racing as close to Kona as she has this year] 
is not an ideal prep. But it worked for me in 2013. The 
racing made me strong. [And this year] I finished eight 
minutes quicker than I did in 2013 over the exact same 
course, so I’m stronger than I was. I just hope I can put  
it together this year like I did back then.”  220

LIZ’S 3 KEY SESSIONS
SWIM
This is a staple speed set 
that I’ve done for years 
under Denis Cotterell at 
Miami Swimming Club on 
the Gold Coast. I’ve seen a 
lot of triathletes and tri 
coaches use it too, but I 
think it was originally 
Denis’s. The set is 40 x 50s 
done as:
16 on 45’ every 4th hard
12 on 50’ every 3rd hard
8 on 55’ every 2nd hard

4 hard on 60’
This set I would typically do 
after 2-3km of warm up 
and pull set to take the 
session to 5km.

BIKE
A session I really like and 
find especially effective for 
the 70.3 distance is a 3-4hr 
ride with 5 x 15min efforts 
on 5 recovery.
Each 15min is done as
5’ at IM goal power

5’ at HIM goal power
5’ hard (usually 10-20W 
higher than HIM power)

RUN
I love me some hill reps into 
tempo running. For example, 
after a 20min warm-up, 6 x 
3min best effort hill reps, 
with jog down as recovery, 
then after the last get 
straight into a 10min tempo 
effort, followed by a 
10-15min cool-down.

“When you can see people passing and you 
need to make that decision if it’s worth the effort 
to try and ride with them – I love all of that”
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LIKEA

WINNER
YOU’VE DONE THE HARD GRAFT IN TRAINING AND SPENT A SMALL FORTUNE ON KIT. 
JOB DONE, RIGHT? NOT QUITE. OFTEN OVERLOOKED BY ATHLETES IS THE MAJOR 

ROLE THE BRAIN PLAYS IN GETTING YOU TO THAT FINISH LINE. HERE TO UNLOCK 
YOUR MIND’S POTENTIAL ON RACE DAY ARE THE REIGNING IRONMAN WORLD 

CHAMP MIRINDA CARFRAE AND A HOST OF PSYCH EXPERTS…
WORDS TIM HEMING IMAGES REMY WHITING

 O
pen any conscientious triathlete’s training diary and those 
logged hours of swim, bike and run constitute a reassuring 
investment towards the desired race-day result. But while the 
physical graft can be understood in black and white, what 
goes on between the ears is much more of a grey area. 

When cycling’s most revered team principal, Team Sky’s 
Dave Brailsford, says: “We are nowhere near – nowhere near 

– the limits,” he isn’t referring to physiological indicators such as VO2 Max or lactic 
threshold, but simply how the mind affects performance. And it’s easy to prove. 

Kent University testers did so when they asked subjects to ride to the point  
of exhaustion in a maximal 12-minute test on stationary bikes, before finding 
they could immediately push 750 watts in five-second bursts. Less scientific, 
but when a black bear appeared on the run course at Ironman Whistler, you  
can be sure the fatigued iron mongers picked up their pace. Or what about 
Alistair Brownlee being tripped in the recent Cape Town World Series race?  
A physical setback, but a mental jolt that shot him back to the leaders and 
then powered on to victory.

Whether professional or age-grouper, the questions are how much extra 
brain capacity do we have to push and how can we unlock it? 220 turned to 
the experts to provide you with the race-day mind essentials to get you 
through the big day, starting with those pre-race nerves…

ADVICE
FROM THE
EXPERTS

THINK
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Do increasing numbers of 
triathletes use sports 
psychologists? “In my 
experience, all athletes are 
always searching for that 
‘secret recipe’ that’s going 
to give them an edge over 
others,” says Yvie Ryan, a 
psychologist specialising in 
sport. “What separates a 
great athlete from a good 
athlete is the ability to 
know what works for them, 
and resist the temptation 
to merely follow the crowd. 
To this end, yes, it appears 
that more and more 
triathletes are beginning to 
see the benefit of sports 
psychologists. There can’t 
be any downsides to 
gaining insight into how 
you think and how to get 
the best out of yourself.”

 QUICK PSYCH TIPi

ON THE COUCH?

I f Wayne Rooney can’t take a penalty at Old  
Trafford, then no-one can,” says Alan Rapley.  
“If Alistair and Jonny Brownlee stand on the  

pontoon petrified, I’d ask why they are there. Elite 
athletes might be anxious, have heightened senses 
and pent-up aggression, but I wouldn’t mistake it for 
nervousness. Taking part in the race should be the  
most comfortable thing in their world.”

Rapley is a neuro-linguistic programming practitioner 
and specialises in personal development and 
psychotherapy. A former elite swimmer, by the time he 
captained his team in the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games 
he’d already been working with a psychologist for six 
years. “It wasn’t just for race day,” he says. “We used it 
for motivation in heavy training, embedding processes 
that lead to performance.” 

For age-groupers, especially complete novices, 
the preamble is less automated, the unknowns more 
prevalent, so forming productive habits should pay 
dividends. “I tell athletes that if they’ve done everything 
in their control to compete the best they can, there’s no 
reason to be nervous,” Rapley adds. “It might be packing 

PRE-RACE 
PROGRAMME
Race morning is often blighted by nerves, stomach knots and  
half-eaten Weet-Bix. It needn’t be, say our experts, with visualisation 
and routine being just two proven processes for race-day success…

the bag the night before with two sets of everything,  
or repeating a familiar warm-up.” 

NO ROOM TO HIDE
James Lambdon, a sports psychologist working with elite 
athletes at St Mary’s University, says the individual 
nature of triathlon leaves little scope to mentally switch 
off. “You’re not just one cog in a big machine of team 
sport, with strengths and weaknesses that can be 
complemented or hidden by those around you,” 
Lambdon, says. “All the preparation, motivation and 
determination fall to the individual. The athlete needs to 
appraise the upcoming race as a challenge rather than a 
threat, which is easier if feelings of control, confidence 
and focus are high.” 

There are few more focused triathletes than Mirinda 
Carfrae. Rarely a day passes when the three-time IM 
world champ isn’t visualising retaining the title in Hawaii. 
“I picture myself warming up, how it feels and even what 
it smells like,” the Carfrae says. “When I get to race day  
I feel as if I’m on autopilot. Overthinking wastes energy.  
I welcome the nerves, it means I’m ready.”



“Write a letter to your coach explaining your fears. 
I guarantee by the time you’ve finished you’ll have 
self-solved the issues and won’t need to post it”

PSYCHOLOGY

I don’t picture the perfect start to the swim, I  
picture being pummelled,” Mirinda Carfrae says. 
“Visualisation puts me in the best position to handle  

any positive or negative eventualities.”
Rather than hitting the panic button, a calm mind 

needs to inform an active body and Lambdon argues that 
an athlete’s perception is key, particularly when 
conditions are not as expected. “Whether you embrace 
the mass start, rough seas or maybe lack of a wetsuit as 
a challenge or feel threatened comes down to your own 
interpretation,” he says. “Understand that a faster heart 
rate or shallower breathing is your body’s adaptation to 
physical exercise, blood is pumping round the system 
faster so the muscles function rapidly.”

Suitably, Rapley opts for a tri-pronged approach to 
visualisation. “The athlete can look at it through their 
own eyes, their coach’s and as if they’re watching on 
television,” he suggests. “It helps you appreciate exactly 
what you’re doing and how you plan to do it.”

THE MIGHTY PEN
But if the entrenched fear of open-water swimming won’t 
subside, what’s the answer? “Write a letter to your coach 
explaining how you feel,” Rapley adds. “Normally you 
find the subconscious takes over and stuff pours out you 
didn’t realise was worrying you. I guarantee by the time 
you’ve finished that letter you’ll have self-solved the 
issues and won’t need to post it.” 

During Rapley’s own career, the squad would be asked 
to lie on the floor and visualise swimming 100m freestyle 
at race pace, raising an arm on completion. “Initially, 
people had no idea what times they were ‘swimming’,” he 
reveals. “Some were taking 13 seconds, others up to eight 
minutes. You need to train the mind to understand.” 

No-one is pretending virtual practice is a substitute for 
physical application, though. “People wonder why they 
freak out,” Rapley continues. “Practise mass starts in 
cold water. Not once, but 10, 20 or 30 times.”

The open-water swim rides high on 
nearly every triathlete’s worry list.  
So how should we ensure we don’t 
reach for the nearest safety canoe?

SHATTER 
SWIM 
NERVES

Chrissie Wellington loved 
to race with a smile on her 
face. Others, like two-time 
Olympic medallist Bevan 
Docherty, raced angry. 
Both got results, but which 
is better? “Angry people 
are often too unstable for 
me,” Rapley says. “I prefer 
coaching someone when I 
know what I’ll get every 
day.” And wouldn’t the 
average age-grouper 
rather enjoy their  
triathlon experience? It’s  
a lot of time and money  
to invest to spend your 
weekend snarling.

 QUICK PSYCH TIPi

ANGRY VS HAPPY



Alan Rapley trained in 
Arkansas for five years and 
believes adopting American 
attitudes would be a great 
benefit “We have a 
tendency to dwell on 
negative performances,” 
he says. “In Britain, Jonny 
Brownlee is asked why he 
came third in the Olympic 
Games. In America they’d 
just say well done for 
winning a bronze medal. 
I’ve mentored football 
managers who don’t even 
make it home on a 
Saturday night after a 
game. They stay up trying 
to work out why they’ve 
lost, watching the video 
nine times. When they win 
they might watch it once,  
if at all, yet it’s more 
important to understand 
how to win than why  
you lose.”

 QUICK PSYCH TIPi

AMERICAN 
MINDSET

I grew up as one of six kids in a ‘do your work,  
don’t complain’ household,” Carfrae says. “I played 
basketball for 11 years and I’m only 5ft 3in, so I had 

to work hard to get noticed. I brought that mentality into 
triathlon and it’s served me well.”

It has indeed. Carfrae’s youthful shooting of hoops 
rather than perfecting tumble turns means she’s 
normally playing catch-up out of the water. In 2014 in 
Hawaii, the gap to leader Jodie Swallow was 5:46mins. 
The first job wasn’t to panic. 

“It’s always a chasing game,” Carfrae says. “I try not  
to dwell on the splits because that’s going to lead to a 

negative mindset. I concentrate on finding my 
rhythm, fuelling well and doing all the little  

things right. Keeping a level head is key in 
Ironman racing.”

While Carfrae remains cool, calm and 
focused, others employ differing tactics 
to eke out marginal gains. Linking songs 
from training rides to certain points on 
the course is not uncommon; some 
mentally split the race into chunks; and 
four-time Ironman world champ 
Chrissie Wellington ritually inscribed 

Rudyard Kipling’s If on her drink bottle 
for motivation. But do these mind tricks 

really have an effect?
Professor Samuele Marcora’s Endurance 

Research Group at Kent University tested the 
theory by subliminally presenting happy and 

sad faces to 13 cyclists as they rode to perceived 
exhaustion in the lab. Those staring at the smiles 

rode 13% longer.  When words like ‘go’ and ‘lively’ 
were flashed up compared to ‘toil’ and ‘sleep’, 
even better results were returned.

PREP IS PARAMOUNT
Improved performance may also lie in relieving inward 
focus with external prompts. “If triathletes are aware of 
what’s going on around them, enjoying the scenery or 
simply trying to catch the competitor in front, it takes 
the shift from an internal ‘How am I feeling?’ to 
something more dissociative,” Lambdon says. “This can 
lead to euphoria of what you are actually doing.”

But just as with the swim, preparation is still 
paramount. Remember, in triathlon the further you 

go, the bigger the part played by the bike. 
“Look at what is in your control,” Rapley 

says. “You cannot control debris on the 
road, so it’s not worth getting worked 
up about. But you can practise 
changing a tyre. Break races into 
segments and label them ‘control’, 
‘cannot control’ and ‘influence’, then 

apply it to your training methodology 
to take the worry away.”

BANISH THE 
BIKE BLUES
From poems on drink bottles to key words and simply enjoying the 
scenery, there are many proven ways to stay strong on the bike leg…

FEATURE



M ind games in sport are nothing new. Arguably
the greatest iron-distance triathlete of all time,
Mark Allen, turned to shaman Brad Secunda to

conquer his Kona demons after seven years of failure.
After an epic 1989 victory over Dave Scott, he won five
more world Ironman titles and was never beaten on the
Big Island again. Allen’s emotional meltdowns would
invariably come on the run, yet he overcame the mental
fragility by first accepting it and then addressing it.

There’s no hiding place. One of the near certainties of
triathlon is that as the final discipline it’s going to hurt.
“If one discipline goes well there’s no guarantee the
others will follow and vice versa,” Lambdon says. “It
takes detailed, ingrained coping strategies to pick up a
performance and turn it around.”

So when it comes to that final 5km to marathon, how
can physical pain act as a spur rather than a hindrance?
“Put yourself in higher zones in training and see how you
come through it,” Rapley says. “Understand that pain
means you’re going fast and pushing your body.

“We used a technique called ‘black box’ when I swam.
We asked: ‘What’s the worst that can happen? I might
throw up. Can I live with that? Yes.’ It taps into Neanderthal
instincts. ‘Is it going to kill me? If not then I can go with it’.”

Other techniques include trying to localise the pain to
a specific area of the body, mentally locking it away,
shouting at it internally, or rating it out of 10; i.e. this is
only a seven; I’ve three notches to go.

KEY TO SUCCESS
But it’s not always easy. There’s no finer exponent of the
marathon than Carfrae. Her 2:50:26 run course record in
Kona last year was also the sixth fastest overall on the
day. Yet even she has doubts: “For the first five miles I
didn’t believe I could win. Being the defending champ,
anything other than winning feels like failure, but once I
released that pressure and switched focus to finish in the
top five those negative feelings completely flipped.”

“If you know you’ve prepared well with brick sessions
it’ll enhance self-confidence,” Lambdon adds. “Just
realise that every step gets you closer to the finish line.”

“We’re all incredibly unique therefore there are no
‘recipes’ or fixed techniques as such,” says Yvie Ryan, a
psychologist for British Triathlon. “The key to success is
recognising what your own best looks like, getting to
know what works for you and recognising the things that
can stop you being at your best.” 220

Shamans and black boxes may work for
some, but decide what works best for
you come the final discipline…

RULE  
THE RUN

Do nutrition and 
psychology go hand in 
hand? “There’s an intuitive 
connection between our 
beliefs and our choices 
with the types and 
quantities of food we  
eat,” says Yvie Ryan, a 
psychologist with British 
Triathlon. “For example, if 
an athlete believes they 
will perform better if they 
are leaner, they will either 
do it in a safe and informed 
way, or choose an 
emotional route which can 
be self-destructive. Our 
role as psychologists is to 
get the person in the right 
place in order to make 
informed decisions and not 
ones based on emotion.” 

 QUICK PSYCH TIPi

NUTRITION VS 
THE MIND

“‘What’s the worst that can happen? I might throw
up. I can live with that.’ It taps into Neanderthal
instincts. ‘Is it going to kill me? No, I can go with it’”

PSYCHOLOGY
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LAWSUITS! RACE CLASHES! TROUBLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST! JUST WHAT IS GOING ON WITH CHALLENGE AND IRONMAN?
WE TRAVELLED TO THE USA TO FIND THE REAL STORY OF THE BIG-HITTING LONG-COURSE RACE ORGANISERS…

T
wenty fifteen – it was the year that the Challenge
Family was set to truly tackle the long-course
hegemony of Ironman, with the ‘game-changing’
$1,000,000 Triple Crown in the Middle East, the
impending announcement of a Challenge Grand
Final and a major expansion into America.

The latter news – collaborating with existing
US race organiser Rev3 to add nine races to its North American roster – was

greeted with a wave of positivity from pro and age-group athletes
alike upon its announcement last autumn; here

was the next giant step in the swift evolution of the
German race organisers who formed in 2002.

“Challenge coming over to America is viewed as an
exciting thing by American triathletes,” says Cameron Dye,

the rising American star of non-drafting racing. “It’s an
awesome alternative to Ironman. The impression is what

we see at [Challenge’s flagship race] Roth, with a big family
mentality and a range of athletes competing just to finish. It’s
not all about the points and Kona, and that’s a welcome return
to the roots of triathlon.”

Despite the fanfare, Challenge’s projected annus mirabilis
has turned into a horribilis, with the Triple Crown dogged by the

civil war in Yemen and errant marshals skewing results in Dubai.
Elsewhere, Ironman has taken over a Challenge jewel in Vichy, France,

which has led to an impending court date between the two. Challenge Gold
Coast has been cancelled due to a lack of funding and now Challenge has
pulled or reduced the pro prize purse from all but a handful of its 15 races
in the Americas before the season has even started.

Ahead of its major Stateside season opener, we travelled to
Knoxville, Tennessee, to test the Challenge American experience in
what’s a landmark event in the organisation’s 13-year history.
Coincidently (or otherwise), an Ironman 70.3 event was being hosted
the same weekend in Chattanooga, a mere iron-distance bike leg away
down Interstate 75, and this too was kicking off with a swim leg in the
mighty Tennessee River.

The outcome of this season’s battle – and, with an impending date
in the law courts, a battle is now surely what it is – between the
long-course behemoths could have long-lasting repercussions for
the future of pro triathlon and the choice of races available to
age-groupers across the globe. What are Ironman’s plans? Will Challenge

WORDS MATT BAIRD

tit nsclash of the
BEHIND THE SCENE
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beat a hasty retreat from its world-conquering efforts? Or are there green
shoots of recovery for the German brand?

TENNESSEE TITANS
The Tennessee River – long fought over by the Cherokee and Shawnee,
Georgia and Tennessee… and now the site of the latest ding-dong between
long-course race organisers Ironman and the Challenge Family. At 7am on
May 17, around 3,350 triathletes are semi-submerged in two 1.9km sections
of its 1,000km length: 2,500 at Ironman 70.3 Chattanooga and 850 at
Challenge Knoxville some 180km away.

If the Chattanooga racers had race-perfect weather, Mother Nature
continued Challenge’s recent cursed luck with biblical storms from the
get-go, drenching athletes and their kit, reducing the numbers of
spectators and creating a treacherous bike course (one decline alone had
three ambulances stationed on it, all loaded with stricken athletes).
Unscathed, America’s non-drafting superstar Cameron Dye took the
Knoxville honours in 3:59:27, 10 minutes after US swim sensation Andy
Potts had broken the tape south in Chattanooga.

In its debut year (a full Ironman takes place in the city in September), the
70.3 in Chattanooga has proved the strength of the Ironman brand, which is
run by the for-profit World Triathlon Corporation (WTC) from Tampa, Florida,
and owned by investment giant Providence Equity Partners. “Ironman
continues to grow in every region of the world and there are plenty of

places where there is interest and athletes,” Ironman CEO Andrew Messick told
220. “We have first-year races in 2015 in Poland, Croatia, Turkey, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Ecuador and Uruguay. Our focus always is to create great races
operated at the highest standard. We believe that as long as we continue to
define (and redefine) the standard of excellence in our events, our races will
be popular with members of the global endurance community.”

THE MIGHT OF M-DOT
The Chattanooga 70.3 event is long sold out, hotels in the city are
scarce and the local economy is said to benefit to the tune of $1.8million
(the full M-Dot is said to have an $8m impact). Pre-race activities
include the popular Ironkids run, with the race expo dominated by a
cavernous Ironman merchandise tent doing a swift trade in branded
T-shirts, caps, babygrows and pint glasses. The Ironman juggernaut is
slick, profitable and has given hundreds of thousands of people the
chance to hear the immortal, life-affirming line, “You are an Ironman!”.
So what’s not to like?

Plenty, say its critics, who believe the soul of Ironman has been lost in
the rush to please private equity partners. Two-time Ironman world
champion Scott Tinley believes “capital opens up sport for people who
don’t give a f**k about its past”. While another two-time Hawaii champ
(and Challenge ambassador, it must be noted), Chris McCormack,
accuses Ironman of becoming “the McDonald’s of triathlon”.

8 67VS
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“The Ironman juggernaut is slick and profitable. So what’s
not to like? Plenty, say its critics, who believe its soul has
been lost in the rush to please private equity partners”
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But Challenge isn’t just battling Ironman. It’s taking on a brand with
25 years more history at its own game, and largely at a race distance it
created back in Hawaii in 1978. One of the first questions anyone with a
passing interest in triathlon will ask is “Have you done an Ironman?” and
not “Have you raced Challenge?”. Against these odds, it’s easy to see the
challenges facing Challenge in its quest for long-distance parity.

“Even though WTC events cost hundreds of dollars more [to enter],”
writes Jim Gourley in his recent book on Ultraman Triathlon, The Race
Within, “people are willing to pay for the chance to cross the finish line
at a ‘legitimate’ race. A large portion of the faithful are of the opinion
that if you don’t do an Ironman Ironman, then it doesn’t count. The WTC
has succeeded beyond its wildest dreams.”

As if to confirm the emergence of 70.3 Chattanooga, the event has
now been shortlisted to host the two-day Ironman 70.3 World
Championships in 2017, proof of Ironman’s ability to implant successful
races around the globe. “If you want to make a comparison between
Ironman races and Challenge races,” says Thomas Dieckhoff, the CEO of
Ironman Europe, “we know that Ironman, especially when being
compared with Challenge’s licensed races, does a better job in creating
an overall race experience. People spend years dreaming of the
moment when they cross the finish line and here the magic words
‘You are an Ironman’.”

But is the perceived aggressiveness towards Challenge – taking
over its licensed events in Copenhagen, Aarhus, Barcelona, Cairns,
Kraichgau and Vichy, and the race clashes in Tennessee and Canada,
for example – necessary and for the good of the sport? As Zibi Szlufcik,
the CEO of Challenge, states, “We welcome fair competition; we’re
begging for a fair competition. But it needs to be fair, and not
destructive to the sport. Imagine how much further the sport of
triathlon will be down the road if the WTC wasn’t shooting down others
who are investing in it?”

PATTEN EMERGING
Up in Knoxville, the sun is now out, Prince is blasting from the PA and the
final few competitors are carrying their kids down the finishing chute (a
practice banned by Ironman in 2009 for safety reasons). Charlie Patten,
the founder of race organiser Rev3, who’ve merged with Challenge in
America for 2015 and beyond, is on timing duties in the back of a van.
On Chattanooga, Patten is bullish and relentlessly upbeat (Ironman’s
Messick declined to comment on the date clash).

“I don’t think the schedule clash is deliberate. Ironman is in the business
to make money and, if I was them, I’d do the same thing. Perhaps not the
same weekend, but I don’t know what their limitations were with the city.
Do I like it? No. But I’m a big fan of ‘put your big panties on and find a way
to compete’. Our job is to worry about ourselves and not Ironman. Our
numbers are up this year – not significantly, but they are up. And we
thought they’d be significantly down.”

After seeing his “miserable” family stood in the rain at IM Lake Placid in
2008, government contractor Patten sparked into action and formed Rev3 a
year later. They would soon offer $100,000 pro prize purses at Quassy and,
uniquely, $20,000 in funds for age-groupers. “The concept was, ‘If you build
it, they will come’. Go big and then you’ll bring in the athletes and the
sponsors. It didn’t totally work out that way,” laughs the rueful Virginian.

“We had the pros, I can’t tell you how many world champions have raced
with us, from Crowie to Carfrae and Tim Don,” he adds. “What we couldn’t
do was convert a great pro field to athletes signing up. Spending $100,000
on the pro prize fund wasn’t returning participants or giving us more
sponsors. So we couldn’t justify the huge expense on our budget sheets.
The market in the US is saturated across the board with a lot of events
and not a lot of athletes. And that’s hurting us at this point. So, in 2014,
we cancelled the prize purse and transitioned into Challenge.”

So do age-group athletes just not care about the pros when signing
up for a race? How many people on the Knoxville start line are there

Number of Challenge and Ironman events worldwide

Average prize purse at Challenge’s 46 worldwide events Average prize purse at Ironman’s 142 worldwide events
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because Cam Dye or Rebekah Keat are racing? “I don’t think an
age-group athlete signs up because of a certain pro racing,” adds
Patten, “but once they get here that changes everything; there’s an
electricity in the environment. And every age-grouper will acknowledge
that it’s cool to race alongside the pros. But the pros aren’t an influence
in the age-groupers signing up.”

TO LIVE AND DYE
Adding a frisson to the Knoxville atmosphere is the top American racer
Cam Dye, a swim and bike powerhouse with unmistakeable flowing locks.
Dye occupies a diminishing niche in pro racing – that of the non-drafting
short-course racer – and, at 31, is now targeting middle-distance racing.

“Triathlon started out as this cool, all-encompassing thing, yet Ironman
has gotten so exclusive and expensive that you can’t get into a race in your
own town,” says Dye. “That’s great for the WTC’s bottom line, but I don’t
know if that’s necessarily the best thing for the sport. So Challenge coming
to America is a good opportunity. They’ve just got to figure out how to
use the pros well.”

Challenge Knoxville 70.3 Chattanooga

850 2,500
$75,000 $30,000
3:59:27 3:49:43
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Spectators at Challenge Roth in 2014
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“Ironman is in the business to make money and, if I was
them, I’d do the same thing. Our job is to worry about

ourselves. Our numbers are up this year – not significantly,
but they are up” – Charlie Patten, Rev3/Challenge
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As Dye alludes to, Challenge’s commitment to the pros was severely
tested two weeks before Knoxville when the race organiser pulled or
reduced the pro prize purse from many of its US races. “Cutting the pro
prize purse in America is a huge blow, because everyone who said ‘I’m
going to do Challenge’ is now back to doing Ironman. The whole point was
to not have to do Ironman. So this’ll be the only Challenge race in America
that I’ll do because it’s the only one with decent money. It’s unfortunate, but
we know that’s business and how the sport works.”

While Challenge received plenty of criticism for its reduction in pro funds,
some of the blame has been levelled at the pros for not racing smarter; just
four elites had signed up for the sizeable $50,000 prize pot at Challenge
Cedar Point in September. “Some of the problems fall on the pros as they
don’t do a very good job of embracing their pro status,” concludes Dye.
“And the race directors have to ask us to do more, we have a partnership
and it’s part of the job. That’s why you get paid as a sponsored athlete.”

TWO TRIBES
While the pro prize money issue warrants an article in itself, changes are
afoot. Ironman has recently redistributed its global pro fees for 2015,
increasing the total 3.7% to just over $5m and paying 10-deep at
championship races, and cutting the pro fund at some smaller events in a
bid to get the big athletes racing the big events. (Yet they’ve also recently
had to pay out $2.7million to the US government after their Lottery Scheme
was deemed illegal.)

The middle-distance scene has also been given a lift by Challenge’s
‘game-changing’ Triple Crown in the Middle East, with a million dollar prize
pot shared out for a trio of events in Dubai, Oman and Bahrain in 2015.

Some of the world’s finest racers – including Javier Gomez and Sebastian
Kienle – have already raced the series, and yet question marks are already
appearing over the series’ future. The second leg in Oman has been
postponed due to the civil war in neighbouring Yemen, and now Ironman
has eyed Bahrain by announcing two new events with the Ironman 70.3
Middle East Championship in Bahrain on December 5 (the same date the
Challenge Family had originally had for its Triple Crown Series) and Ironman
70.3 Dubai in early 2016. This all originally came to light when the former
Challenge Bahrain’s manager, Saqer Al Khalifa, tweeted a picture of an
Ironman-branded bag with the words “Exciting times are ahead”. It’s sure
that there are many things stirring behind the scenes.

Losing Bahrain would be a hammer blow for Challenge’s prestige.
It’d also certainly be a blow for the sport, as having two massive race
organisers go head-to-head surely has to be good for age-group athletes
in terms of choice and, hopefully, lowering entrants fees. “Having this
competition between two massive umbrella organisations has to be
positive,” says age-grouper Mark Stewart. “As athletes, there’s no better
time to pick from a mind-boggling array of race destinations worldwide.”

Yet it’s not all doom and gloom for Challenge, as the jubilant post-race
scenes in Knoxville testify. The flagship event in Roth sold out its 5,450
spots in two minutes, Challenge Weymouth is hosting the ETU European
Long Distance Champs in September and its first venture at Galway in
Ireland is projected to be a major positive for European athletes in 2016.
As anyone who’s witnessed the spectacle of Roth will testify, long-course
triathlon needs a healthy Challenge to provide variation and its unique race
atmospheres around the globe. And the impending Challenge Grand Final
announcement will go some way to ensuring that… 220
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“Having two massive race organisers go head-to-head surely
has to be good for age-group athletes in terms of choice”
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RECOVERY SPECIAL
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You’ve swum, cycled and ran to your dream
performance. While a quick celebration is due,
you can’t rest on your laurels for long as you’ve

got another race coming up in a matter of weeks… and
another one before the end of the race season.

Where many training plans show you how to refine
your build-up to peak for an upcoming race, what’s often
missing is how to continue that rise to race again and
again in the midst of the tri season?

Here we reveal the fatigue management, recovery
ideas and tools to ensure you’ll maximise your efforts at
your next race. We’ll also delve into the physiological,
psychological and hormonal details of completing one
race to peak for another so soon after. Kicking off our

HAVING A METICULOUS STRATEGY FOR WHEN YOU CROSS THE LINE WILL NOT ONLY MAKE THE NEXT
WEEK MORE BEARABLE, BUT TURN YOU INTO A STRONGER RACER AT YOUR FOLLOWING EVENT.

JAMES WITTS REPORTS ON HOW TO RECOVER FROM ONE AND RACE EVEN BETTER AT THE NEXT…

essential five-page recovery special is the oft-neglected
task of sorting out your immediate post-race nutrition.

POST-RACE NUTRITION
“When our athletes finish, they’ll consume an Etixx
recovery shake,” explains Bob de Wolf, team manager of
the Uplace BMC triathlon team. Etixx may be the team’s
nutrition partners but de Wolf’s assertions are more than
just marketing. Etixx’s recovery drink, like numerous
commercial shakes on the market, features a mix of
carbohydrates and protein. The carbohydrates refuel the
body’s depleted glycogen reserves, ensuring the body
can perform a number of metabolic tasks more
efficiently; protein repairs your battered muscles.

RACE,  
RECOVER…  
RACE FASTER
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“Shakes are really good as many athletes just don’t want 
to eat after a race, especially post-Ironman,” de Wolf 
adds. “But when they can eat, foods high in slow-
releasing carbs and protein are also a must, so pasta, 
chicken, rice and tuna.”

Don’t neglect antioxidants, either. While recent 
research has shown that vitamin C could actually inhibit 
the recovery process, a host of further antioxidants in 
fresh fruit and vegetables have been proven to clear up 
the free radicals that reach elevated levels after heavy 
exercise. Left untouched, these free radicals can delay 
recovery from muscle soreness. So add a few florets of 
broccoli to your carb- and protein-rich meal to 
accelerate your comeback. 

ACTIVE RECOVERY
In days of yore, triathletes would charge down the finish 
chute, celebrate their achievements and remain in casual 
wear until well into the following week. Not anymore. 
Although it’s worth lying back on your chaise longue and 
relaxing to the smooth tunes of Andy Williams, research 
suggests that active recovery speeds up your return to 
optimal health over passive recovery as it increases 
bloodflow to push out race-induced toxins, and also 
floods the body with oxygenated blood.

That’s why it’s advisable to go for a gentle swim or 
bike the following day of between 30-60mins. And when 
we say gentle, we mean it. Swim a mix of front crawl and 
breaststroke, or whatever feels more relaxing, and if you 

go for a ride, keep in a low gear and to a flat route. Or, if 
you’re a sadist, you could follow the Uplace route.

“Sometimes, our athletes will go for a gentle 2hr ride 
the evening after a 70.3 just to circulate the blood 
quicker,” explains de Wolf. “The next day they’ll go for a 
swim or bike. Running will always be the last discipline to 
start again because it’s the most debilitating.”

Running’s not advised too soon because of DOMS 
(Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness), which is believed to be 
micro-traumas in the muscle fibre and shows itself a day 
or two after racing or heavy exercise. It’s a point picked 
up on by noted exercise physiologist John Hawley. 
“Swimming and cycling are weight-bearing,” he says. 
“Running isn’t so the impact forces are much greater. It’s 
the eccentric contraction of running that causes DOMS, 
especially when you’re running downhill.”

Those who are hovering around the top-end of their 
age-group might also want to experiment with coach 
Tom Bennett’s post-race advice. “One thing we do, 
despite there being no clear research to support it, is 
anabolic work, so something like a gym workout,” he 
says. “Endurance exercise is catabolic (so breaks the 
body down rather than anabolic, which builds it up), so 
we stimulate anabolic pathways to re-balance the body 
breaking itself down. But key to this is taking on protein.”

SQUEEZE OUT THE PAIN
Many triathlons offer the opportunity for some good old 
muscle cracking in the form of a local masseuse or 

SOLUTION Triathlon laces
come in at under ten 

bucks but can potentially 
save you more time 
than a carbon bike. 

They dispense with the 
traditional minute-

sapping knotted affair; 
instead, laces like Greeper 
and Xtenex feature locking 

systems that ensure a 
swift transition and  

stable stride.

SLOW T2?

SOLUTION Always put
your bike in a low gear 
before you head into the 
swim. This’ll provide less 
resistance when trying 
to connect shoes and 
pedals out of T1, and so 
improve chances of a solid 
connection. You could also 
click your shoes into the 
pedals during training and 
practise slipping into your 
shoes on the fly. Do it once 
a day for a fortnight and 
you’ll soon pick it up. 

STRUGGLES 
EXITING T1?

SOLUTION It’s a simple
one but keeping to the 
side or rear of the starting 
pack will afford you the 
room to swim comfortably 
without battling flailing 
arms and elbows. You 
should also give yourself 
plenty of time to find a 
starting position you’re 
comfortable with – so be 
prepared and line up early 
rather than dashing about 
at the last minute. Also, 
starting in the horizontal 
position means you’ll 
have room not afforded to 
those who are treading on 
the vertical.

SWUM OVER?
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physiotherapist. The minimal outlay is worth it because 
the masseuse will stretch out the working muscles and 
ease fatigue. You can also supplement your post-race 
massage with foam rolling.

“Foam rollers are tubes of plastic covered with foam,” 
says physiotherapist John Dennis. “They’re usually 
smooth but some have ruffled areas. Either way, the aim 
is similar to massage: to relieve muscle tension and 
ensure you’re well recovered for the next session.”

On the face of it, foam rollers couldn’t be simpler.  
You place the roller beneath the specific area, apply 
bodyweight on the roller and, well, roll… But key is that 
you elicit the right pressure. Too light and the result will 
be akin to stroking your leg; too hard and you could 
make the situation worse.

“It’s always a good option to have a professional 
therapist start you off,” says Dennis. “Because you can 
be in positions you’re not used to – like lying on your  
side – often newcomers to foam rollers find it difficult  
to execute the right pressure.”

COMPRESSION RELIEF
Once you’ve eased your tired but rejuvenated limbs off 
the masseuse’s table, it’s time to slip into the triathlete’s 

favourite: compression socks. Multisporters were the 
first mass-market athletes to adopt the use of 
compression wear, but it’s worth a reminder what their 
mooted benefits are.

“If you wear them during a race, they provide support, 
so your muscles will oscillate less, which reduces fatigue 
and, in turn, improves recovery by lessening muscle 
tears during a race,” says Mike Martin of 2XU. “If you 
don’t wear them during a race but after, they still aid 
recovery by improving bloodflow.”

The key is that the compression is correct so more 
pressure should be applied at the ankles, for instance, 
than the calves so that blood’s accelerated toward the 
heart for faster recovery. Compression wear’s a common 
method of recovery with elite and age-group athletes, 
yet much of the research emanates from manufacturers 
rather than independent studies. The verdict isn’t 
unanimous, and both Bennett and de Wolf aren’t 
convinced. “Compression is more recommended for use 
in travel, like a long-haul flight,” says the latter. “After a 
race, we prefer hot-cold therapy.”

From this author’s own experience, compression wear 
does have benefits. Whether that’s based on science or 
placebo is beyond the realms of this feature, but if you 

“Compression is a common method of recovery, yet much 
of the research emanates from manufacturers”

SOLUTION Negative
splitting the run (running 
faster during the second 
half than the first) is a 
proven way to not only 

avoid starting off too fast, 
but ensuring you finish 
strong. During training, 
instead of starting your 

fartlek or interval sessions 
at the pace you want to 

average, run the first part 
10-15secs per mile slower. 

By the end, you’ll be 
running faster and ready 

for a fast race run.

FADE ON  
THE RUN?
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GEARED UP TO PEA
GARMIN FR 920XT 
garmin.com
You don’t have to buy the 
expensive 920XT just for its 
ability to monitor sleep patterns 
– there are cheaper options out 
there including Garmin’s Vivofit 2 
– but the 920XT comes with 
enough metrics to satisfy the 
most tech-savvy triathlete.

Five tools that will accelerate your recovery…
2XU ELITE MCS COMP 
CALF GUARD  
2xu.com.au
2XU’s ‘next-generation’ of 
compression wear purports to 
apply greater and more targeted 
compression than previous 
models, which should reduce the 
effects of muscle damage from 
high-intensity exercise.

TP THERAPY GRID  
tptherapy.com
Not the cheapest foam roller  
out there but durability assured 
thanks to featuring less foam 
than traditional rollers. The 
indents purport to provide a 
deeper, more concentrated 
massage to stimulate a  
swifter recovery.

TRAINING PEAKS  
trainingpeaks.com
A power meter’s not cheap  
but, for maximising its use,  
a training package like Training 
Peaks is an essential outlay. 
You’re given access to a range  
of analysis tools to help you 
manage fatigue and peak at  
the right time.

NUTRIBULLET  
originalnutribullet.com.au
The Nutribullet’s a nutritional 
phenomenon, shifting huge 
amounts over Christmas 2014. 
But its ease of use – and washing 
up afterwards – means it’s a 
manageable way to increase your 
daily intake of antioxidants for 
speedier recuperation.
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believe they work, then you’ve already improved your 
chances of a faster recovery. It’s certainly worth trying 
them post-race if historically you’ve suffered with 
particularly sore calves. But, as de Wolf said, it’s worth 
experimenting with a blast of hot and cold water in your 
post-race shower as it could flush toxins out faster.

HIGH-TECH RECOVERY
Readers of 220 who use power meters to set their cycle 
intensity are probably aware of Training Peaks. This 
online analytical software’s prevalent in professional 
cycling to monitor fatigue and freshness based on 
numerous metrics. These include intensity and duration 
of session, power output (watts) and heart rate. Through 
a number of detailed graphs, the athlete can track their 
current state of fitness, which derives from what Training 
Peaks term the ‘Performance Management Chart’.

“Over time, as long as you regularly upload your data, 
you can spot trends of fatigue and form, like how well 
you recovered after a race,” says co-founder Dirk Friel. 
“When you have a fitness level and subtract fatigue, 
that’s the form. The worst thing is for a rider to show up 
to a priority race and fatigue is higher than fitness. We 
call that a negative training balance. That’s something 
you might have after a race – not before – but you should 
hopefully see this figure rise as your recovery continues.”

Other high-tech interventions include the app 
Restwise, which gives you a recovery score based on 
your answers to a series of fatigue-related questions; 
Firefly, which purports to refresh your muscles through 
musculo-stimulation; and Fair Play AMS, an athlete 
management system. “It’s a software that we use on a 
daily basis with our athletes,” says de Wolf. “It monitors a 
few key parameters including how they feel and how well 
rested they are. It optimises recovery of all our athletes.”

I CAN’T GET NO SLEEP
Despite the plethora of proven (and less-proven) 
recovery techniques around, the most effective is 
something we take for granted and is entirely free. 

“Sleep is the best strategy we have for recovery,” says 
Shona Halson, sleep expert at the Australian Institute of 
Sport. “Because athletes are tired, they presume they’ll 
sleep well. But that often doesn’t happen. Add to that 
potential jetlag if the athlete’s racing abroad and lack of 
sleep can be a real problem.”

Factors like raised adrenaline levels, increased brain 
activity and twitching muscles can all conspire to have 
you tossing and turning all night. That’s why, especially 
for those who often struggle to sleep after a late-night 
training session, it’s worth having a sleep strategy.

“Things like refraining from using smartphones and 
sleeping in as dark a room as possible helps,” says 
Halson. “Eye masks and ear plugs aren’t a bad idea if 
you’re sleeping somewhere unfamiliar like a hotel.” 
Bennett also suggests looking at your nutrition intake 
before bed. “The intake of tryptophan may help you 
sleep. That’s why our athletes finish race day with foods 
like milk, leafy green vegetables and fish. We experiment 
with the amount and timing as this isn’t well-researched 
but our last snack might be some peanuts.”

Having a well-planned recovery strategy is important 
for all, whether that’s returning to full training for your 
next race or simply to make the following week less 
arduous. But remember to celebrate your achievements. 
When you’ve crossed the line, the pub can come calling. 
Don’t turn a deaf ear – especially as research shows red 
wine’s packed with antioxidants! 220

“Despite the plethora of proven 
(and less-proven) recovery 

techniques around, the most 
effective is something we take for 

granted and is entirely free: sleep”

SOLUTION Sports nutrition
companies are everywhere 

but, while you should always 
keep well-fuelled for racing, 
don’t overdo it. While many 
manufacturers talk about 

the magical 90g of carbs per 
race hour, that’s primarily for 
the elites only who’ve trained 

their stomachs like they’ve 
trained their muscles. For 

most age-groupers, anything 
over 60g of carbs per hour, 

from gels or drink, isn’t 
needed or tolerated.

FEEL SICK ON  
THE RUN?
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TIM VAN BERKEL

FUELLING 
FOR

SUCCESS

W
hen it comes to chasing peak 
performance, triathletes at every 
level spend a lot of time tweaking 
their gear and tweaking their 
training programmes. Don’t get me 
wrong – those things are very 

important. But I’m amazed by the number of athletes who 
neglect an area of preparation that can potentially have 
more impact on their performance and results than any 
other, especially on race day. I’m talking about nutrition. 

I need to say, right up front, that I’ve had a lot of success 
using Endura products and I’d certainly recommend them to 
athletes at any level. Ultimately though, you’ve got to research, 
experiment and design a nutrition plan that works for you.

RUNNING ON EMPTY IN CAIRNS
The impact of nutrition on performance was brought  
home to me earlier this year when I was competing in 
Cairns. Normally for an IM race I use a Bento box, but since 
Cairns was a 70.3 I decided to tape my gels to the top tube 
of my bike. That was a great idea, until the rain came 
down, as it often does in Cairns. The tape didn’t stick and I 
lost all five gels. 

When you’re burning more than 700 calories an hour, 
losing your food supply for the ride is definitely going to 
hurt you. There’s no way you can give your best when 
you’re running on empty. I ended up coming in fourth.  
As always, there are no excuses – just lessons learned.  
The key lessons? Don’t trust tape, and take your nutrition 
seriously or pay the price! And I’m not just talking about 
during a race.

Nutrition is a massive topic, so rather than try and  
cover everything, I want to give you my own ‘Bento box’  
of ideas, information and tips. You can dip into it and grab 
whatever you want and need. Over the years I’ve tried all 
sorts of different plans, techniques and products, and I 
continue to tweak what I do as far as nutrition goes.  
Here’s some wisdom that comes out of my own experience 
and research. There’s something here for everyone, 
whatever stage you’re up to and whatever level you’re 
competing at. Enjoy!

FAT IS NOT ENOUGH
Go back a million years and our ancestors could run all day. 
They hunted using a mixture of superior intelligence and 
pure endurance, exhausting their prey. Given their diet – 
literally the original paleo plan – they fuelled their bodies 
by tapping into fat stores for energy. There’s no doubt this 
is the most efficient way for humans to operate and one of 
the great challenges for triathletes is to maximise the 
body’s utilisation of stored fat for energy. There’s plenty of 
research being done on this and I urge you to check it out. 

Running on fat is ideal, but the reality is that the intensity 
and duration of IM racing means for most of us the primary 
source of fuel for our muscles is going to be carbs. The bad 
news is carbs are stored in limited quantities within the 
body and so for sustained effort they need to be replaced 
on a regular basis. In simple terms this means you’ll need 
to consume roughly a gram of carbohydrate per kilogram 
of body weight per hour of exercise during an IM. 

But, before we get to race day, let’s start by talking 
about pre-race preparation. Here are some tips…

FUELLING FOR THE BIG DAY CAN BE TRICKY BUSINESS. GET IT WRONG AND THERE’S A CHANCE YOU 
WON’T EVEN MAKE IT TO THE FINISH LINE. FORTUNATELY, IRONMAN CHAMP TIM VAN BERKEL HAS 

PLENTY OF TIPS UP HIS SLEEVE TO HELP US GET IT RIGHT COME RACE DAY
WORDS: TIM VAN BERKEL



The bike leg is your best place 
to get some serious nutrition, 
so plan your fuelling well

Endura’s products cover
the whole training spectrum
including pre-, during and
post-exercise
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BEFORE THE RACE
When you’re tapering your training load before a race,

you’ll need to carefully watch your food intake and reduce 
it accordingly. Less training means you’re not going to 
require the same number of calories. It’s easy to over-eat 
out of habit, so don’t eat if you’re not hungry and 
consciously try to balance your calorie input with energy 
output. Concentrate on eating healthy, nutritious, balanced 
meals. Eat clean!

Seven days out from a race, continue to eat well, stay 
with foods you’re used to and don’t overdo the carbs at this 
point. Sleep is really important, so avoid too much caffeine.

Three days before the race, it’s time to increase your
carb intake (by 50% or so) and start loading. I use Endura 
Optimizer to bump up the calories. Optimizer also helps 
with magnesium loading to reduce the likelihood of cramps 
on race day. Cut down on fibre to lessen the chances of 
gastric upset and definitely steer clear of the spicy stuff. 
Keep it simple.

The day before the race it’s time for some final carb 
loading, especially at lunchtime. Your evening meal 
shouldn’t be too heavy – you definitely want it to be 
digested before race time in the morning and you need a 
good night’s sleep. Eat dinner earlier rather than later and 
consider a glass of milk before your go to bed to maintain 
your blood-glucose levels overnight.

Be aware that as you carb-load your weight will increase
slightly – your body stores 3g of water for every 1g of 
glycogen it has stored. You will lose this during the course 
of the race.

RACE DAY
Your body can store roughly 2,000 calories of energy in 

your muscles and liver as glycogen and in your 
bloodstream as glucose. When you wake up, you’ll need to 
top up the energy you’ve burned overnight. That’s going to 
mean having an early breakfast. 

Experts suggest that you need to consume roughly 2g of 
carbs per kilogram of body weight and recommend eating 
it at least two hours before the race – which makes for a 
very early start! 

My standard pre-race breakfast is some more Endura
Optimizer and a banana. Other athletes breakfast on toast 
and peanut butter, English muffins and jam or an energy 
bar. Keep it low in fibre, low in fat and easily digestible. 

Whatever you’re going to eat pre-race, make sure you
have road-tested it beforehand, so you know that your 
stomach is going to be okay with it. Take into account the 
pre-race nerves too.

Your body can store enough carbs for roughly
60-90mins of racing, depending on the intensity. That 
means that when you come out of the water after the swim 

“When you’re burning more than 700 
calories an hour, losing your food supply for 

the ride is definitely going to hurt you”
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Having your race kit
ready to go with all your
nutrition is a must to
avoid burning out
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Based in Ballina, NSW,
Tim Van Berkel won his
first Ironman at 24 and
at 30 remains one of
Australia’s most
hard-working,
consistent and
competitive triathletes,
with wins in Australia
and overseas. After an
impressive 7th in his
first World
Championship at Kona
in 2014, he can’t wait
to go back in 2015.

you’re already going to be heading into calorie deficit and 
will need to start refuelling straight away. You may not be 
feeling hungry, but eat something anyway. A gel, small 
snack or sports drink will set you up for the bike leg.

I’ve heard the bike leg described as a ‘rolling buffet’.
In my experience it’s not exactly a gourmet tour of the 
countryside, but it is the best opportunity to get some 
calories into your body. You’ve probably gathered that gels 
and fluids are my primary source of carbs on the ride. 
My gastrointestinal system can be a little 
temperamental, so I stick with what I know is going 
to be kind to it.

I also find gels a good option, because they make 
it easy to do the maths and ensure I’m getting 75g of 
carbs each hour. That’s 1g per kg of body weight to get me 
through the ride and some extra to set me up for the run. 
What’s important is that you ensure you’re consuming 
adequate carbs to keep your body fuelled up.

When you’re thinking about fuelling up on the bike, 
remember eating isn’t just about providing the required 
calories. Sometimes you need more than just gels or 
energy drinks. Don’t discount the need for something 
different and not so sweet. I’ve heard of athletes who 
swear by Vegemite sandwiches – tasty, high in easily 
digested carbs and with plenty of salt to help reduce the 
risk of cramps. 

It’s also good to have some treats in your special needs 
bag. If I’m having a bad day and just need a pick-me-up I 
usually carry a Mars Bar, which hits the spot. Even when 
you’re racing, variety can be the spice of life. As always, it’s 
a case of finding what works and what helps you stay 
positive as well.

POST-RACE RECOVERY
I have to confess that, after a race, nothing hits the spot 
quite like a cold beer! That said, it’s important to realise 
that an IM event places a massive strain on your body and 
recovery is as important as preparation for a triathlete. 
With that in mind, before you grab a cold one or break out 
the champagne, carefully consider how you can be kind to 
your body and help it to quickly begin the refuelling and 
repairing process when it’s all said and done. Here are 
some tips to aid your post-race recovery:

Your key recovery goals are to restore your liver and 
muscle glycogen stores and replace the fluid and 
electrolytes that you have lost through sweating. 
Obviously, the extent of these deficits will depend on the 
intensity of the racing and the conditions you’ve been 
racing in. 

For example, Kona is an epic race for a number of 
reasons. The level of competition is intense. The course  
is challenging, to say the least, and even on a good day  
the heat and humidity are tough. On a bad day they can  
be devastating. There is simply no way to stay sufficiently 
hydrated, so when you cross the finish line you are 
absolutely spent – glycogen levels are depleted and you 
are significantly dehydrated. A cold beer is simply not 
going to be enough!

It may take up to 24 hours to restore your muscle 
glycogen levels. Current research indicates that 
immediately beginning to consume carbs in the form  
of high GI foods can help with the recovery process.  
How much should you eat? 

The experts suggest that consuming 1 to 1.5g per 
kilogram of body weight of carbs in the first few hours is 
optimal. Eating a total of about 6-10g per kg of body 
weight over the first 24 hours will significantly aid your 
post-race recovery.

At the same time, you’ll also need to rehydrate. Ensuring
that you’re replacing the sodium lost through sweat is 
important. Most sports drinks don’t have quite enough 
salt, since this can affect the taste, so you can add this 
through what you eat. Vegemite sandwiches, anyone?

Coffee, caffeine-rich energy drinks and alcoholic
beverages may make you feel better, but they all act as 
diuretics, so they’re not going to actually help with the 
rehydration process. Enjoy them sparingly if you want 
to recover quickly and effectively.

Recognise that deliberately and sensibly eating
and drinking may be the last two things you feel  

like doing after the event, so plan for your post-race 
recovery beforehand and then stick to the plan –  

your body will thank you and you’ll pull up much quicker 
after the race.

FINAL WORD
I’ve met plenty of triathletes who are more concerned 
about the fuel they put into their cars than what they put 
into their bodies. I have to confess that in the past I’ve 
been guilty of not paying enough attention to my nutrition 
plan and have paid the price. 

Let me finish by encouraging you to take nutrition 
seriously – the time and energy you put into developing a 
nutrition plan that effectively and comprehensively covers 
training, racing and recovery is a great investment. And it’s 
an investment that will pay off in helping you achieve your 
best both on and off the course. Eat healthy, eat right and 
reap the benefits!  220
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Plyometric exercises, such as box
jumps (above), enable muscles

to reach maximal force in the
shortest amount of time
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Introducing plyometric training into your weekly
schedule can boost muscular power, explosiveness
and, ultimately, performance, as Emma Deakin explains…

PHYSIO FOCUS
 PLYOMETRIC TRAINING

MEET THE EXPERT

I t’s difficult enough being a triathlete  
and fitting in the training hours for  
swim, bike and run. Add in any  
strength and conditioning, physio,  

rehab, stretching and foam roller work and  
it’s beginning to look like a full-time job.  
So, when people suggest extra sessions, it’s 
important to know all the facts. Most crucially, 
you will want to know that any additions will 
have a positive impact on your performance. 
Plyometric training is one such addition.

WHAT IS PLYOMETRIC TRAINING?
Plyometric exercise is a type of sports-specific 
training used to enhance muscular power, 
explosiveness and, as a result, performance. It’s 
typically used by athletes who need a degree of 
speed and power for their sport, e.g track and 
field (sprint, throwing and jumping events), 
rugby, hockey and plenty of other team sports.

Plyometrics are defined as any activity that 
enables a muscle to reach maximal force in the 
shortest amount of time. With that description, 
you’d be forgiven for thinking such exercises 
aren’t a necessary part of training for an 
endurance sport. But you’d be wrong…

WHY USE PLYOMETRIC  
EXERCISES FOR TRIATHLON?

 Injury prevention You’ll be pleased to know
you already have a degree of plyometric 
training in you programme: you run. One of the
most important functions of muscles and 
tendons in running is to store energy. Your 
body will store this energy from impact/
reaction with the ground and then release it to 
drive you forwards. Plyometric training can 
enhance the muscular and tendon stiffness that
is required for running to increase efficiency 
and reduce your chance of injury.

 Efficiency Some research has demonstrated
that endurance athletes who incorporate 
plyometric training into their exercise routines 
can improve their exercise economy, using less 
energy even at higher exercise intensities. This 
allows an endurance athlete to perform at a 
faster pace for a longer duration – vital for 
performance gains.

 Coordination Plyometric exercises always 
require some element of skill acquisition and 
coordination, which can be directly transferred 
to your athletic ability for all three triathlon 
disciplines: swimming, cycling and running.

 Sprint A race may come down to a sprint for
the line. Plyometrics help with that sudden 

Emma Deakin qualified as a physio in 2002 
and has been head physiotherapist and 
medical lead for the British Triathlon 
Federation since 2009. She specialises in 
musculoskeletal physiotherapy and sport.

Expert tips New mum Emma shares her advice for 
returning to training post pregnancy

A bit of a random one this issue and, as you read 
on, not applicable to everyone. I thought I’d 

look at returning to training post-pregnancy. 
Random you may think, but being on maternity 
leave with a 12-week-old baby, I was desperate to do 
some form of training and I wanted to do this safely.

The first thing to note is that this is dependent on 
the type of labour you experienced and you should 
always consult your doctor. If the birth was free 
from complications, you can begin to exercise once 
you have the all-clear at your six-week check. 

The initial step is to reactivate those muscles 
that support your core and pelvis that were 
switched off during pregnancy. Pilates-type core 
exercises and glute med work should all be 
included. You’ll be fed up of hearing it but pelvic 
floor exercises are essential and give you the base 
to begin more physical exercise, such as running. 

Build your cardiovascular fitness back up 
gradually – walking, cycling, cross training then 
running. Start in the gym with body weight 
functional movements, such as lunges and
step-ups, and ensure you can control the exercise
through full range before adding any weight.

Due to the horm
(especially if breas
your ligaments, pa
around the pelvis,
still be lax compar
to pre-pregnancy
so make sure your
training is structur
and gradually incr
in volumes and int
All that’s left is fin
time to fit it in!

change of pace that may be required on your 
way to the finish line or out of transition.

ARE THERE ANY RISKS?
If you already have an underlying muscle or 
bone injury, you should consult your doctor  
or physiotherapist before adding in any 
plyometric work. The high impact element  

of these exercises could aggravate any existing 
symptoms and hamper your recovery.

If you’re new to running, triathlon or exercise 
in general, as a beginner plyometrics aren’t 
advised. They require you to have a degree of 
coordination, body awareness and strength, so 
a more generalised strength and conditioning 
programme should be completed first.

before adding any weight.
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I’m training to race an Ironman 
70.3 and I’ve pulled my 
hamstring doing an interval 
session on a treadmill. Any  
help or recommendations  
would be massively appreciated.
ROB LEWIS, VIA EMAIL

It’s difficult to give you exact 
return-to-run/performance 
timings as recovery depends on 
the severity of the hamstring 
strain, of which there are three 
grades: Grade 1 A mild muscle 
strain. These normally recover in 
a couple of days with rest; 
Grade 2 A partial muscle tear. 
This can take up to six weeks to 
fully recover; Grade 3 A 
complete muscle tear that may 
take a couple of months to heal.

Hamstring tears/strains 
commonly occur where the 
muscle joins the tendon or at 
the base of the buttocks.

In terms of treatment, for the 
first few days post injury it’s best 
to follow the PRICE protocol 
(Protect, Rest, Ice, Compression, 
Elevation). Then you can 
introduce gentle stretches and 
recommence graduated 
hamstring strengthening. 

Strengthening can prevent 
future strains and it’s important 
to include some eccentric 
hamstring work. It may also be 
necessary to look at the 
comparative strength of the 
hamstrings compared to the 
quadriceps, as muscle 
imbalances here can be the root 
cause of the injury. 

Re-injury is common when you 
return to running too quickly, so 
use the opposite leg to compare 
hamstring length and strength 
and ensure these are equal 
before you try to run. Return-to-
run should be gradual, with a 
build of overall volume before 
you try any speed work. Once 
you’re back in action, keep the 
hamstring stretch and strength 
work in your programme and 
always warm up thoroughly 
before each training session.

READER 

SOS

DO YOU HAVE A 
QUESTION FOR 220? 
Drop us an email: info@
triathlon220.com.au

?

SWITCH LUNGES

METHOD Begin in a lunge position  
with one foot out in front and the  
other behind your body. Both knees 
should be at 90°. Make sure your front 
knee is directly over your front ankle, 
not pushed forwards over your toes. 
Drive upwards from the lunge position 
switching legs in the air, landing in the 
lunge position on the opposite side. 
Repeat 12 times.

PLYOMETRIC EXERCISES FOR TRIATHLETES
There are numerous plyometric exercises to choose 
from, but I’ve selected the four below as they’re more 
suited to triathletes. They replicate movement patterns 

and use similar muscle groups to those used when 
running. As with all exercises, concentrate on correct 
form; the repetitions suggested are guides.

SINGLE-LEG MULTI-DIRECTIONAL HOPS   
METHOD Begin by hopping in one 
place on one foot 15 times. Then hop 
side-to-side staying on the same foot  
15 times. Follow that by jumping 
forward and backward 15 times.  
Repeat the hops on the other leg.

LEG BOUNDS

METHOD Bound in a forward  
direction, exaggerating your running 
form, and turn each stride into a 
jumping motion for about 30 metres. 
Progress this by increasing the speed 
and height of the bounds.

BOX JUMPS  
METHOD Choose a stable box that’s a  
comfortable height from which to start.  
Standing on the ground, squat downward  
and leap on to the box, swinging your  
arms forward for momentum. Jump  
backwards off the box, being careful to  
bend your knees and land softly. Repeat  
12 times and progress by increasing the  
height of the box.



THE DOCTOR’S CLINIC

T he colder months can take a toll on all
of us. Everyone we encounter seems
to have a runny nose or a cough.
The weather provides no relief – just

cloudy skies, cold winds and rain. Is it any wonder
triathletes get sick?

How best to deal with sickness as a triathlete is a
tricky issue. Everyone seems to have some miracle
way to train through it, or a horror story of
someone who didn’t rest up. So what is a triathlete

to do? Man up and keep training? Or vegetate on
the sofa with a Game of Thrones box set?
Hopefully by the time you’ve finished reading this
article you’ll know when to push on through and
when to reach for the TV remote.

BURNING UP
As a doctor, I meet people every day who tell me
they have the flu. Thankfully, the vast majority
of them don’t. The flu is a serious viral illness
that causes breathing difficulties, general aches
and pains, high temperatures and often leads
to a prolonged period of illness even after the
virus is gone. Complications such as pneumonia,
leading to hospitalisation or potentially even
worse, can sometimes occur. Overall, it would
be rare for anyone to even attempt to train
when they’re actually suffering from the flu and,
if they did, it would be an experience they wouldn’t
want to repeat.

More commonly, a non-flu virus will make you
feel a bit ‘ugh’. Headaches, runny nose, blocked
sinuses and sore throat are the hallmarks of the
common cold. A couple of defining factors will
help you differentiate between a time to toughen
up and train, and a time to feel sorry for yourself
and rest up.

Firstly: a fever. When your body temperature is
greater than 38° Celsius, this is a sign you’re
suffering from an infection. A virus (or less
commonly, a bacteria) has infected you and is
causing an inflammatory response that leads to a
raised temperature. Your body responds by
activating its immune system and producing
antibodies to fight the infection. While you might
have trimmed training right back and be doing very
little physically, you often feel extremely tired, as
fighting infection drains the body’s energy stores.

If you’re suffering from a fever you should
definitely rest and let the body concentrate on

DRRYANCRAIG
Dr Ryan Craig is an Emergency
Medicine specialist at Peel Health
Campus in WA and has a Masters
in Sports and Exercise Medicine.
A competitive age-group
triathlete, he is also a member
of Mandurah Triathlon Club.
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THE IRONMAN FLU
Sickness getting you down? 220’s resident doctor, Dr Ryan Craig, helps us decide when it’s 

best to tough it out and when it’s time to curl up under the covers and hibernate

 The nasty flu virus can knock 
you about for a while, but should 
you stay in bed or hit the gym?
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MUSCLEFIBRES

beating the infection. Hard training sessions also 
raise the body temperature due to increased 
muscle metabolism. In the presence of an 
already-raised temperature, you can do some real 
harm. At the very least, you’re likely to have slowed 
your recovery.  

If you don’t have a fever then the next golden 
rule is often referred to as the ‘neck check’.  If all of 
your symptoms are above the neck, you’re 
generally safe to go ahead and train. In fact, 
headaches, sore throats, blocked sinuses and 
runny noses are often improved by a bit of exercise 
and some fresh air. The old adage of ‘sweating out 
the infection’ rings true here. Symptoms below the 
neck, such as a phlegmy cough, however, are free 
passes to see which Game of Thrones character is 
killed off next.

INFECTION CONTROL
Prevention is always better than cure, so the best 
way to not let illness ruin your training plan is to 
not get sick in the first place – though this is easier 
said than done! Simple things like avoiding close 
contact with those who are unwell helps prevent 
the spread of infection (even if it means a night or 
two in the spare room). Good, thorough, frequent 
hand washing is also key to reducing the spread of 
germs. The flu vaccine is another great way to 
reduce your risk of catching the most common 
strains of flu doing the rounds this winter.

A good level of fitness can be protective against 
infection as well. Studies involving runners have 
found that those who trained up to 100km per 
week were less likely to get sick when compared to 
those who didn’t exercise. Conversely, those who 

were training longer and harder than this were
actually more susceptible to infection. Running
stresses the body more than swimming or cycling.

While 100km, or 8-10 hours per week, may be
the limit for runners, triathletes should be okay
with greater distances. A limit of 14-16 hours per
week has been suggested for triathletes –
assuming you’re not a professional triathlete and
don’t have to worry too much about a physically
challenging day job as well. Above this, infection
and illness are more likely as the body is being
pushed to or beyond its limit.

If in doubt, a day or two resting up, drinking
plenty of fluids and taking some paracetamol is
usually the best plan. And if anyone thinks you’re
being a bit lazy, tell them you’re just following
doctor’s orders. 220

“AS A DOCTOR, I MEET PEOPLE EVERY DAY WHO TELL ME THEY HAVE A CASE
OF THE FLU. THANKFULLY, THE VAST MAJORITY DON’T”

 Running stresses the body 
much more than other disciplines 
so sometimes bed rest is the best 

training program. 
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PERFORMANCE
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Tim Heming and coach Julian Nagi present the definitive guide to planning
for your first race-day experience, so you’re fully prepped and raring to go…

Come around quickly, hasn’t it? Part
of the attraction of signing up for
your first triathlon was that it was
so far away that it didn’t seem real.

But now it’s here, in the words of the great Tony
Soprano, ‘What ya gonna do?’ Which isn’t so
much a question as a statement of fact,
meaning: no backing out now.

In previous issues, Level 3 Triathlon coach
Julian Nagi laid out a six-month beginners’
training plan. And more recently we’ve looked at
keeping up the mojo and planning race
simulations, all with the focus of maximising your
first bash at the tri experience. With all the hard
work banked, many of you will be primed and
ready for the start-line. For others, injury and life
might have thrown the odd curveball, but just
making race day is impressive enough, so give
yourself a pat on the back for coming this far.

Now here’s the important bit. Four-time
Ironman world champion Chrissie Wellington
said her race-day preparation started as soon

as she crossed the finish line of her previous
race. Many a debut has been scuppered by poor
last-minute decisions: eating the wrong thing,
squeezing in an extra hard session, over-sleeping,
or finding a three-inch gash in your tyre in
transition. Don’t be that guy or girl.

We’re not suggesting you go to Chrissie’s
extremes, but it does stress the importance of
planning ahead. With that in mind we’ve invited
Nagi back for some virtual hand-holding, from
pre-race day to the finish line.

PRE-RACE DAY
Today is all about the five Ps: Proper Planning
Prevents Poor Performance. Here are Nagi’s 10
top tips to follow:

1 Take it easy. Forgo needless chores that
leave you drained and elevate stress levels.

2 A light swim, bike, jog can be more
beneficial than stewing. Most athletes taper

too much. It’s fine to exercise right up to the day

BEGINNER–FIRST-RACEPREP

as it helps athletes relax and unwind – it just
needs to be short and easy.

3 Check race website instructions. How long
will it take to travel to the venue and will

roads be shut because of your race?

4 If nearby, consider driving sections of the
bike course to familiarise yourself with the

route or speak to someone who has raced before
to get some inside tips. Ideally, do this and tip 3
well in advance of the race itself.

5 The big one: packing. Mentally walk 
through race day so you don’t miss 

anything. For race morning, you’ll probably  
want warm clothes (even in hot climates  
you’re likely to be up before the sun), but  
not your Sunday best. Transition can involve 
stripping in a muddy field, plus you’ll likely  
want to put on those same clothes when  
you’re done and covered in pondweed – or  
worse. Be prepared for all weathers and every 
eventuality. Now’s the time to fill your transition 
bag/box, here’s a kit list:

PLAN AHEAD, 
RACE CONFIDENT
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 Build in plenty of time before  
your race start to set up your kit and 
ensure a hasty and panic-free transition

Turn the page to discover the ideal sub-1hr
race-prep session for first-timers…

SWIM 
Race cap (many races supply them colour-
coded for individual waves), plus a spare or 
neoprene hat if it’s a cold open-water swim.
Goggles. Two pairs in case of snapped elastic 
or leaks, ideally clear and polarised for 
outdoors if the rising sun will affect sighting.
Trunks, swimsuit or tri-suit (and wetsuit if 
required – one you’ve tested and know  
won’t become waterlogged or cut off the  
blood supply). 
 Bodyglide or lube to stop chafing. 
Thongs for pottering about before and  
after the race.
Towel to dry off in T1.

BIKE
 The bike! Should be well-oiled and finely tuned.
Even if not, make sure the brakes work, the 
chain isn’t about to snap and there’s nothing 
dangerous protruding (or the technical official 
might not let you race). Do you have kit to fix a 
puncture – and can you use it?
Helmet. Undamaged and with a strap that clips
snugly under your chin.
Gloves, gilet or bike jacket. The wind chill  
after the swim can be a shock to the system 
and garments can always be shed if you’re 
overheating.
Sunglasses (if sunny, or you want to look cool).
 Bike shoes (if clipping in).
Nutrition. Drinks bottles and any snacks to 
stash on the bike or grab in T2. It can be easier 
to take on nutrition on the bike than the run.
 Race belt with number or pin number to race 
T-shirt (unless picking up on race morning).

Watch, GPS device or any other gadgets
you plan to race with.

RUN
Trainers (with adjusted elastic laces that
allow you to slip your feet in quickly).
A cap or visor (see sunglasses, above).

6 Don’t over-eat; most carb loading should
be done in the preceding days.

7 Don’t go to bed ridiculously early. If you
normally only sleep for seven hours, it’s

unlikely your body is ready for more. Don’t panic
if and when you can’t sleep.

8 If the timing chip has been sent through the
post, sleep with it around your left ankle.

9 Set an alarm – or two! You’d be surprised
how many people sleep through them.

10 Rest easy in the knowledge that it’s all  
taken care of. Trust us, you’ll sleep much  

more soundly.

RACE DAY
The following assumes your super-sprint or sprint 
race starts at 9am and you’re a 30-minute drive 
from venue. Adjust as applicable to you.

5:30-6am Rise and shine. The butterflies will 
probably mean this shouldn’t be too taxing.

6:30-7am Have a light breakfast in the 
knowledge that once the race is over you’re  
going to have a large brunch. Something light  
on the stomach that you won’t be seeing again 
too soon, for example white toast and honey,  
but it’s personal preference.

7:30am Arrive at the course in good time. Make 
sure you follow the registration process and pick 
up your timing chip/race number as applicable.

8am Bike racking. Lay out your kit in an  
orderly sequence for dressing in T1. Not all  
races pre-designate spots by number, so slight 
advantages can be gained with racking positions, 
but these will also be the most popular points 
and you need space. Others will be racked 
around you, so keep it clean and tidy.

8:15am Walk the transition zone from swim exit 
to bike out, bike in, and run out. Make sure you 
can locate your bike (you can’t officially mark  
it) and pinpoint the finish line so you can time  
your sprint later.

9am Race start. You’ll be asked to line up in 
good time before your race. Most events give a 
late briefing advising of the swim conditions and 
any late changes to the course. If it’s a pool swim, 
know how many lengths are required.

Once under way, stay focused. It’s easy for the 
adrenaline to kick in at the start of the swim, 
but stick to your race pace. If you’re confident 
in open water, try to draft from the hip or toes 
of a slightly faster swimmer to save energy.
Stay composed in T1. Your heart rate will spike 
as your position changes from horizontal to 
vertical. More haste, less panic as you strip 
your wetsuit and exit with your bike.
 Settle into a comfortable riding position and 
concentrate on meting out your effort evenly 
over the bike course for the fastest possible 
split. Now is the time to hydrate and use any 
nutrition ahead of the run.
Dismount safely and in plenty of time coming 
into T2 (you don’t have to go right to the line 
and jam on the brakes). Make sure your bike is 
racked before unclipping your helmet, but 
don’t hang about in T2. 
 Judge your run pace. A jelly-legged feeling at 
the start is to be expected and then build 
gradually into your run. Overtaking people with 
a strong finish is much more enjoyable.

12pm Race over. Bask in that warm, sweaty glow 
of having completed your first triathlon. Swap 
tales with other competitors and try to eat 
something within 20mins of the race finishing. 
Ideally it will be a carb/protein mix, but don’t fret 
too much. If ever this is a time to eat what you 
fancy, this is it!

2pm Share your success with your mates on 
social media. Have a few bragging techniques 
saved up to tell your friends and family once you 
get your composure back.

3pm Go online and sign up for your next tri!

8pm Have an early night ready for work, where 
your colleagues will be impressed/won’t give a 
damn/think you’re mad. 220
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SUB-1 HOUR SESSION

RACE SHARP
Coach Julian Nagi outlines one of his favourite 

race-prep sessions for first-timers

Pacing and transitioning between
disciplines is key to racing – this
workout will see you practise both

WARM-UP
4 x 50mon20secs rest interval (RI)

MAIN SESSION
Swim (pool or lake, ideally inwetsuit):
5 x 100mon20secRI at race pace,
sighting every 6-8 strokes. Practise
wetsuit removal. Bike (or turbo):
25-30mins comfortable pace (approx
85-95rpm), stay relaxed through your
hands, neck and shoulders. Run:
10-15mins comfortable pace effort

COOL-DOWN
5mins easywalk then stretch

PERFORMANCE
BENEFITS
This session helps get you race sharp and gives
your body a taste of what to expect on race day.
It will also be a great test of your aerobic fitness
and help move you on to that next level. Note,
the key is to hold a comfortable, aerobic pace
throughout (so you’re able to chat as you go).

MENTAL BENEFITS
Psychologically this is a win-win session. By
proving you’re prepared and testing your
pacing, transitions, nutrition and equipment,
you’ll receive a huge boost in confidence.

PHYSIOLOGICAL
BENEFITS
You learn something new from every brick
session. You’ll learn to pace better, focus more
and eliminate mistakes. It also helps prepare
for how the effort of racing will feel.

HOW TO FIT IT IN
If you’re a member of a gym that has a pool you
could do all three disciplines back to back with
limited rest by using the pool, gym bikes and
treadmills. If not, perform the swim part of the
workout then head out on your bike as soon as
possible afterwards. The more you can simulate
race conditions, the better, but adapt it based on
what you have access to.

ADAPT FOR IRONMAN
In the final eight weeks before your ‘A race’,
gradually increase the distances of the workout
so you build up to swimming at least 3km, biking
for 5hrs and running 1hr all at race pace. 220

EQUIPMENT NEEDED
Wetsuit, tri-suit, bike (and turbo
trainer), bike shoes, helmet,
gloves, sunglasses, run shoes

SUB
SESSION

IMAGE ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

LEVEL:  
BEGINNER
DISCIPLINE:  
RACE PREP

BEGINNER – FIRST-RACE PREP



SWIM >  
BIKE >  
RUN >  
FASTER

Every state. Every event. Every level.

Start here. GoGoRace.com
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I n the early days of triathlon there was a 
generally accepted pathway to long-
distance racing. Starting off with a season 
or two of sprint- or standard-distance 

events, athletes tended to progress up to a 
middle-distance (also known as a 70.3 or 
half-Ironman event). After including one in their 
season they then continued with standard-
distance events and maybe tried another 
middle-distance event the following year. 

Only after four to five years would triathletes 
feel ready to tackle the BIG ONE – Ironman.  
Today, it’s not unusual to find 
athletes whose first-ever 
triathlon is an Ironman. But 
for the sake of this feature, 
let’s assume that you’ve 
decided to take the 
well-trodden path by racing 
the sprint or standard 
distance first. After a couple 
of seasons you’re now ready 
to step up to the middle-
distance. In case you’re 
unfamiliar with the distances, 
you will need to complete a 
1.9km swim, a 90km bike and 
a 21km run – almost 113km 
(70.3 miles). 

If you’ve only ever 
participated in sprint events 

the move is going to be much bigger, but it still 
shouldn’t present too much of an obstacle. With 
careful planning, a well-conditioned triathlete can 
conquer the 113km and post a respectable time.

Don’t worry if you’re struggling for training 
time as it’s possible to finish an event of this 
distance on six to seven hours of training per 
week. However, to make a good fist of it I’d 
recommend that you aim for an average of eight 
to 10 hours of training per week. 

Here I’ve put together my top 10 tips that  
will guide you from training to finish line.

HOW TO MOVE 
TO THE MIDDLE

DO THE TRAINING
Massive volumes aren’t necessary to make the 
finish line but consistency is. Eight to 10 hours 
per week for 12 weeks will give you great fitness 
and confidence. The reason Javier Gomez can 
jump quickly between different types of race is 
down to his underlying fitness developed from 
years of consistent training.

BE STRONG
If you’re going to up your volume you need a 
frame that can handle the workload. Two 
30-minute gym sessions each week with some 
specifically designed exercises to build your 
resilience to injury will be a great help. 

TAPERING
Longer races require longer tapers. A seven-day 
taper might work for a standard-distance event 
but for a 70.3 you might find that 14 days work 
better. It’s best to play it safe if this is your first 
time at the longer distance. You can always 
adjust in the future if you prefer a shorter taper. 
You will also need a longer post-race recovery.

KNOW THE COURSE
Some knowledge of the course will help you 
create a robust race plan. E.g., knowing when 
and where the hills are or a technical section of 
the course might help you decide when you can 
play to your strengths or where you need to be 

You’ve ticked the sprint- and standard-distance boxes and fancy a crack at a half-
Ironman. Here to help you cover all 113km is 220 coach of the year, Simon Ward…

INTERMEDIATE – 70.3 TRAINING



Pay more attention to your
nutrition when you move

up to middle distance
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strong mentally. [Check out the Advanced feature 
where we look at the art of visualisation.] 

PRE-RACE NUTRITION
During a middle-distance event your stomach  
will be under more stress than usual. Cutting  
out the fibre in the last 48 hours before the  
start eliminates approximately 90% of all 
gastrointestinal problems on race day.

DON’T IGNORE THE  
VALUE OF THE SWIM
You should be able to continue with your regular 
swim training for standard-distance events as it’s 
only an extra 400m. But avoid marginalising the 

swim section. Too much energy spent here will 
affect the latter stages of your race. However,  
a strong swim means you won’t be playing 
catch-up from the start. 

RACE NUTRITION
In races of this distance you could be out there 
for up to eight hours, so you’ll need to pay more 
attention to your race nutrition. We usually advise
about 60g-80g of carbohydrate per hour but you
must practise this in training at race intensity. 

PACING IS CRUCIAL
This is especially true on the bike. If you try to 
smash the bike, particularly if you’re a weaker 

FIVE MIDDLE-DISTANCE RACES Oz events to tempt you in 2015 or beyond…

MORNINGTON 
TRIATHLON FESTIVAL
November 29, 2015
Mornington Peninsula, VIC
morningtontriathlon.com

CHALLENGE FORSTER
November 8, 2015
Forster/Tuncurry, NSW
$330 entry
challengeforster.com.au

IRONMAN 70.3 
SUNSHINE COAST
September 13, 2015
Sunshine Coast, QLD
$415 entry
ironman.com

TRICANBERRA 
January 31, 2016
Canberra, ACT
First event is free!
eliteenergy.com.au

IRONMAN 70.3 CAIRNS
June 12, 2016
Cairns, QLD, 
$375 entry
ironman.com

swimmer, your run will suffer. Be patient, pace 
your ride and play the long game. 

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE BIKE
The bike section has the biggest influence on 
your race result. You spend more time on the 
bike and your ability to ride efficiently will also 
have a big influence on your race performance.

BE MENTALLY STRONG
A longer race means more time for things to go 
wrong and increased potential for discomfort. 
This can happen to anyone, but being mentally 
prepared will allow you to deal with it more 
effectively if anything does go awry. 220

 Competitors make a splash in the swim, 
but remember to pace yourself

 Taking on Ironman 70.3 
Cairns is an Aussie must
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Visualisation improves technique, boosts confidence 
and results in a faster you. James Witts explains…

S ometimes when I run and there’s 
long grass beside the path, I high-five 
the grass like it’s the spectators in 
the finish chute, visualising having an 

awesome race and winning Kona. I also visualise 
giving a winner’s speech, thanking all the people 
that made a difference and helped me get there.” 

The words of 2012 Ironman Hawaii champion 
Pete Jacobs on his application of the 
psychological training technique known as 
visualisation. Jacobs, like many pro triathletes, 
uses visualisation (or mental imagery) as part of 
their training, but what exactly is it and how can 
it help you, the recreational triathlete?

“Visualisation is the mental stimulation of a 
specific action without any corresponding motor 
output,” explains Dr Martin Turner, lecturer in 
sport and exercise psychology at the UK’s 
Staffordshire University. “In essence, you imagine 
your physical performance without actually 
physically moving.”

It’s a proven technique supported by a 
significant amount of anecdotal feedback.  
Javelin thrower Steve Backley is renowned for 
winning silver at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics 
despite being unable to throw a javelin during the 
build-up after rupturing his Achilles. Backley 
replaced physical training with visualisation 

thanks to working with Paul McKenna. “He helped 
me visualise the perfect throw, down to the time 
it took to throw and land. I saw it in 3D,” Backley 
said at the time. “My daily mantra became see it, 
feel it, trust it.” 

Science supports the theory, too, according to 
Ian Robertson, professor of psychology at Trinity 
College. “If you put athletes through an MRI scan 
who are visualising performance, almost all the 
parts of the brain that are active when you’re 
actually doing it are active when you’re imagining 
it,” he says. “It’s only the final pathways tied in with 
sending signals to the muscle that aren’t active.”

MENTAL VIDEO
Of course, mentally rehearsing winning your race 
in training won’t lead to gold. Yet visualisation 
can increase confidence, motivation and reduce 
stress, all of which lead to a better triathlon 
performance. So where do you go from here?

“Picture yourself performing the way you’d like 
to perform and, ideally, how you’re beginning to 
perform in training. You then play that video back 
in your head,” says coach Andy Bullock, who has 
a Masters in applied sports psychology to his 
name. “Or you can follow a process called 
‘modelling’. This is finding somebody who you’d 
like to copy. Play a video back in your head of 

IMAGINING 
SUCCESS

ADVANCED – VISUALISATION
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When visualising a race 
scenario, run through the 

course in fast-forward, slowing 
down for significant areas

STRIDE TO THE BEAT Clicking on your favourite Crowded House track or the latest Taylor Swift
warble can enhance visualisation, as coach Andy Bullock explains…

FIND YOUR RHYTHM
Anything that makes mental imagery clearer and 
more realistic is the goal of visualisation, and that’s 
where music comes in. Many athletes link a 
particular song or soundtrack to their performance. 
For example, they’ll play music with a strong beat 
that’ll time in with their stride rate when running.

them performing. Then think about how you 
would execute that skill, and merge the two.”

An example is picturing Jonny Brownlee on the 
run. Jonny has an incredible stride rate, honed by 
drill sessions. Both Brownlees practise heel and 
ankle flicks, both designed to reduce contact time 
with the floor. You can easily do these in training 
– even just for 5-10mins each week – and then in 
the comfort of your home, first by visualising 
Jonny, and then you, practising the drill.

Bullock recommends spending 5-10mins each 
day visualising a certain element of performance, 
logically the area that you’re physically working 
on at the time. To maximise that time, Bullock 
advises you should spend visualisation time  
in a calm, quiet environment like a bedroom. 
“Because you’re learning a new skill, you need  
to channel your concentration in that area,” he 
says. “You should also think about the noises at 
the time – anything to sharpen the colour of the 
picture. So if swimming, it could be the sound of 
your hands entering the water.”

RACE APPLICATION
As well as honing individual techniques, you can 
apply visualisation to a race scenario. This is 
where a thorough course reconnaissance comes 
in. “When you ride, for instance, the brain should 
already have experienced those key turns and 
potential course issues before the race so your 
mind has a blueprint of what you’re facing,” says 
Turner. “And that’s key – only focus on the 
important parts of the race that’ll have significant 
impact on the outcome.”

That could be in T1, picturing yourself in 
real-time leaving the water, running to your area 
and swiftly exiting your wetsuit. Bullock 
recommends that you run through the course in 
your head in fast-forward, slowing things down 
for these significant areas. 

The ideal is that you physically visit and recce 
the course beforehand but practical issues, like if 
you’re racing abroad, often make that impossible. 
That’s where Google Maps comes in, as well as an 
in-depth study of the course maps. “An increasing 
number of course videos are online these days, 

too,” says Bullock. “They put you in the situation. 
And that’s what you want – to paint as vivid and 
accurate a picture as possible.”

One final note is perspective. Some athletes 
like to picture themselves working through 
technique or the course in the third-person; 
others the first-person. “Just choose the one that 

comes naturally to you,” says Bullock. Triathlon is 
a juggling act between work, family, social life and 
training. But finding just 5mins each day to 
visualise your best is achievable for all. It’s time to 
picture perfection. 220

SING IT BACK
Play your chosen tune in training when you’re 
visualising an area of performance. Then, if you’ve 
practised maintaining a good run cadence and you’re 
feeling fatigued during a race, start singing the song 
back to yourself. This’ll reprise images of you training 
well and give you the confidence boost to push on.

WHAT WORKS FOR THE PROS…
Four-time Ironman world champion Chrissie 
Wellington often mentally selected a track in race 
situations when the going got tough. And, of course, 
Haile Gebrselassie credited Scatman John’s 
magnificent Scatman for maintaining his stride 
rhythm en route to the 10,000m world record.

Turn the page for a 10-minute bike course 
visualisation session, guaranteed to boost confidence



SUB-1 HOURSESSION

QUICK CHANGE
It’s time to perfect your transitions to be smoother and faster, says Joe Beer.

Try out this fun session in between hard or long workouts...

PERFORMANCE
BENEFITS
From gun to tape, changing is your fourth skill to
perfect. This session can seem a lot of faff, but it
delivers better race-day organisation before your
race and a faster T1 and T2 once you’re racing.

MENTAL BENEFITS
It’s a day off from physical hard training but
you’re still improving overall performance. You
won’t be running six miles or biking 20 etc, yet
the logistical nature of being a competent
triathlete can be a real eureka moment: it’s an
easy day, but should have you racing faster!

PHYSIOLOGICAL
BENEFITS
By reducing calories burned and physiological
stresses, such as muscle damage or hormone
depression, for this training day (or part of it),
you’re recovering from previous sessions while
getting ready for the next session of significance
in eight-24 hours’ times.

HOW TO FIT IT IN
See this as a true recovery day exercise, possibly
teamed up with a sports massage, yoga session
or fun mix of a short swim skills and deep water
running session.

ADAPT FOR IRONMAN
Pack your T1 and T2 clothing in bags as you
would have in an Ironman; when cycling reach
for all potential locations of nutrition placement;
have a chair to simulate T1/T2 changing. 220

WARM-UP
7mins easy runningor turbo. Change
intoyourwetsuit up to thewaist

MAIN SESSION
Set upbike and transition area asper
raceday.Wetsuit fully on, sit down for
1minand run throughwhat you’re about
to do. Standup, run tobike, transition,
ride a3min loop, transition, run2mins
andfinishbackat bike. Set upagain,
altering things thatweren’t ideal, suchas
gears/clothingplacement, etc.Repeat
processuntil youhave5mins left

COOL-DOWN
Tidyup, re-packyour racebox

EQUIPMENT NEEDED
Full race-day equipment haul,
bike racking or use turbo

SUB
SESSION

IMAGE JONNY GAWLER

LEVEL:  
INTERMEDIATE
DISCIPLINE:  
TRANSITIONS

 Setting up your transitions 
exactly like race morning makes 

for a calmer pre-race mindset

INTERMEDIATE – TRANSITIONS
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SUB-1 HOUR SESSION

VISUALISE A BIKE PB
No more than 10mins training each day can see you smash the  

second tri leg. James Witts shows you how…

 Visualise all elements of your bike  
leg, from T1 exit to T2 entry, to boost 

confidence, concentration and composure

MAIN SESSION
In a quiet room, focus on three to 
five elements of your race bike leg. 
Common scenarios include: exiting 
T1 in lowest gear and mounting 
after mount line; maintaining a good 
cadence uphill, standing and seated 
depending on gradient; entering and 
exiting key corners; approaching 
T2, lowering gear again to spin legs 
out ready for the run. For each, 
imagine sensations and emotions 
you’ll experience. Music is optional.

PERFORMANCE 
BENEFITS
The performance benefits of visualisation are 
near-limitless but, specifically for bike training 
and racing, these include: increasing confidence 
to descend; maintaining concentration in T1, so 
avoiding a time penalty for mounting too early; 
refining pedalling technique to maximise pedal 
stroke all the way around; remaining calm  
and composed if a stream of deep-rimmed 
competitors storm past you; and effortlessly 
carving through the air in the aero position.

MENTAL BENEFITS
Numerous studies have shown mental imagery 
positively affects psychological states, such as 
decreasing anxiety, and enhancing self-
confidence, self-efficacy and concentration.

PHYSIOLOGICAL 
BENEFITS
Research shows that mental imagery stimulates 
electrical activity in that specific muscle and 
resembles that seen during the actual movement, 
so ingraining good technique into your 
neuromuscular system. Evidence suggests using 
imagery can also accelerate rehabilitation and 
recovery. There’s also evidence that mental 
imagery acts as a mini-workout because 20%  
of your daily calorie burn is down to the brain.

HOW TO FIT IT IN
Fitting in visualisation training couldn’t be 
simpler. The ideal is that you spend 5-10mins 
each day focusing on a specific skill or race 
scenario. If you can perform visualisation training 
soon after the actual physical training, there’s  
an argument that the mental picture you’ll paint 
will be more vivid.  220

EQUIPMENT NEEDED 
A quiet room; CD player (optional)

IMAGE SEBASTIAN KUHN

ADVANCED – PSYCHOLOGY

SUB
SESSION

LEVEL:  
ADVANCED
DISCIPLINE:  
PSYCHOLOGY
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TRI CLINIC
MEET OUR 
EXPERTS

If you have a triathlon query, send
us your question and we’ll try to
answer it in the next available issue
of 220 Triathlon. Include as much
relevant information as you can.
Sadly, we cannot reply
to your questions personally.

Email your question to:
info@triathlon220.com.au

GO ONLINE…
For more training advice, head to 
triathlon220.com.au

SEND US YOUR  
QUESTIONS…

Can I get away without
doing leg-kick drills in the

pool? Surely it makes sense to
save your legs in a race for the
bike and run anyway.
JANE RAYBOULD, EMAIL

 In short, no! While you make 
a very valid point with 

regards to saving your legs for the 
bike and run, there are several 
other factors to consider. 

Firstly, your legs (the biggest 
muscle group in your body) use 
between 60-80% of your total 
oxygen, and even very light 
kicking can stimulate this use. 

Admittedly kick is relatively 
inefficient for propulsion, adding 
30% drive in the best-case 
scenario and 5% at worst, but this 
should give you every reason to 
do more kicking and improve 
efficiency, in the same way you 
would seek small gains on the  
bike and run.

Perfecting your kick will provide 
added propulsion, but poor 
technique could actually create 
resistance. Ensuring that toes are 
pointed, knees are straight and 
your kick is being propelled from 
the hips are all very important 
factors to consider; otherwise 
you’re just wasting energy. 

Secondly, a solid kicking 
technique allows you to stretch 
your hip flexors out. Being tucked 
in on a bike (or sat down at work), 
and then overusing your hip flexors 
when running can create huge 
amounts of strain and tightness 
through the hip area. Being able to 
kick with long, relaxed legs will 
help you stretch out, and 
ultimately benefit your entire 
training regime overall. 

Finally, in a race situation you 
want your legs warmed up when 
you get on the bike. If you kept 
your legs still throughout the swim, 
they would potentially be stiff and 
cold when you start the bike. No 
doubt your legs would also drift 
from side to side and create more 

resistance during your swim; all
the more reason why this shouldn’t 
be an option to you.

So how much should you do?  
As a top-level competitive 
swimmer covering up to 75km a 
week in the pool, I was told by my 
old coach that I had to do 30-40% 
of my training as kick, as were the 
1,500m swimmers. 

As a triathlon coach, I would 
suggest 10% of your swimming 
training should be kick. This means 
you would do 200m of kick in a 
2,000m session, which really isn’t 
a great deal – and that doesn’t 
even have to be done all in one go. 
It could be incorporated into a 
warm-up, cool-down or as part of 
your main set. 

Whatever you do, make sure it’s 
done well; whether you kick on 
your front, back or side, focus on 
kicking from the hips and pointing 
your toes. Then regardless of how 
fast or how hard you kick, to some 
extent you will increase efficiency 
and propulsion and your kick will 
help rather than hinder you. JW

PUMPED-UP 
KICKS
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Leg kick  Tackling long runs  Budget nutrition  Beating fatigue

 A poor leg kick can actually slow 
you down and add resistance, so it 
pays to spend time on improving it
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be unnatural for triathletes as it’s
different to strength–based, fast

running with quick rhythmical movements. In
most competitions we race faster than we train,
but in an Ironman marathon our pace is often
considerably slower than our easy running pace

The solution to this is running on grass or off
road because this closely mimics Ironman
running. Having to pick up your legs with a fast
leg turnover will help to replicate the fatigue
you will be feeling in an Ironman marathon.
Here are some more common problems when
making the move up in distance, and their
respective solutions.

PROBLEM
Dialling into predicted IM marathon pace/
practising the Ironman shuffle.

SOLUTION
Your arm action dictates your stride length so
whatever your right arm and right hand does
your left leg mimics. Swinging your arms too far
forward/too far back is the main reason for over

I’m transitioning from short-distance racing to Ironman, and finding I can’t master 
the long, steady run. Either I go out too fast and burn out, or if I go too slow my form 

suffers and I end up finding i v w ?

striding, causing you to run too fast then slow
down. You need to run with your hands parallel
to your elbows and make shorter, quicker arm
actions – this will allow you to achieve the
Ironman shuffle.

PROBLEM
Struggling with correct form when running
slower than normal.

SOLUTION
Run steady then walk as soon as your form
changes – imagine you’re walking through a
feed station. Over many weeks you will be
able to run non-stop at the desired pace
more economically.

PROBLEM
Running too fast in training.

SOLUTION
Rather than running straight off the bike,
wait for around an hour. Once your body is
in recovery mode you should find Ironman
marathon pace much more comfortable
and natural.

A ‘Steady Eddie’ pace is far more conducive 
to an overall faster performance than running 
fast then walking. For example, a consistent 
9min/mile will give you a 3:54hr marathon (IM 
‘shuffling’ pace for some). Running at 8min/mile 
and having to walk 6 miles will take you 16 
minutes longer to complete the IM marathon.

It’s vital that you’re able to run at your 
predicted IM pace in training (30-50mins slower 
than standalone fresh marathon pace). Establish 
how far/for how long you can run at your 
predicted IM marathon pace before losing form 
then walk and repeat. The best IM athletes are 
also great at running at a much slower pace 
than their fresh 10km race pace while being 
exceptionally economical. But again, they always 
practise their race pace in training. 

Core fitness can make a huge difference when 
it comes to running at Ironman marathon pace, 
too. Working on it three times a week for as little 
as 5-15mins will make a big difference. 

Above all, be patient – it can take months to 
join the dots but you will be rewarded for your 
efforts. I promise! MK
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Should I wear socks for  
long-distance races?
LUCY WAYMAN, EMAIL
Unless you have feet of steel, socks 
are often a must for races longer 
than Olympic-distance – a lot of  
the top pros wear them too. Yes,  
it might cost you 30secs or so  
in transition, but if it’s a choice 
between a short time loss or painful 
blisters, we know what we’d choose! 

What should I eat the day    
before a race?
MALCOLM NICHOLLS, EMAIL
It really is very specific to the 
individual, but generally your night–
before meal should be easily 
digestible and eaten around 12 
hours before racing. Anything too 
fibrous may have you running for 
the bushes! A filling meal with 
plenty of simple carbs and adequate 
hydration should be perfect. 

How do I keep from spilling all 
my water on the run? 
CLAIRE MARTIN, EMAIL
This is often frustrating and can 
sometimes leave the poor 
volunteers soaking wet! When 
approaching the aid station make 
eye-contact with the volunteer, grab 
the cup from the top and squeeze to 
make an oblong shape. This creates 
a chute from which to drink from, so 
you should be able to maintain pace 
without spilling the fluid you need.

QUICK Q&A

How long should I rest
after a long run of 24km

or more? I’ve only recently built
up to runs of this distance and
feel like I could run the next day,
but I’m worried about picking
up an injury.
GLEN COOKE, EMAIL

You’re right to be cautious 
after a 24km run. While 

there’s no definitive answer to how 
long you should back off, you 
should certainly think about taking 
two days off running – a swim or 
easy spin on the bike perhaps, but 
steer clear of anything intense.

This definitely got me thinking – 
recently I was on a running training 
camp in Portugal and I asked a few 
of the coaches there what they 
thought, and they all came to a 
similar conclusion: a super–fit 
runner will take at least a few days 
to recover and a runner like 
yourself who has only just built up 
to such a distance might take more 
than a week.

Of course, this led to further 
questions regarding what exactly 
you should do in that week as 
nobody who takes their sport 
seriously can afford to do no 
training at all! Short speed or hill 
sessions topped the poll; in fact 
one international-standard 
marathon runner always did short 

hill repeats (around 100m) the day 
after as part of his recovery from a 
long run. As a triathlete, perhaps a 
bike or swimming session the next 
day would be optimal, then after 
another day or two you can restart 
running with a light sprint session.

In the interests of science, I 
thought it would be a good idea to 
test this theory on some athletes at 
the training camp. None of them 
had run 24km before, although two 
are 1,500m county champions. 

They felt great for the run, but 
for three days after they were 

wiped out. It was fascinating,
especially as there were no initial 
signs anything was particularly 
wrong. But when a younger athlete 
who doesn’t normally get anywhere 
near them matched them stride for 
stride in a 6 x 3min workout, you 
could see just how much damage 
an easy, long run had done.

My conclusion: err on the side  
of caution. If you do want to run  
the next day make it short and 
sharp. And no matter how good 
you feel, take it easy for at least 
three days afterwards. PL

A LONGER  
REST IS BEST

I’m on a tight budget, and
specific nutrition products

seem expensive. Are there any
cheaper options to keep me
fuelled up on long rides?
MIKE BARNES, EMAIL

The most popular cheap
mid-ride munch in the 220

office proved to be the humble
banana – it’s energy rich, packed
with nutrients and comes in
biodegradable wrapping. Some
more intriguing candidates
included malt loaf with Vegemite,
simple cakes, Jelly Babies, muesli
bars and even fig rolls (which can
have a laxative effect on some
people in high quantities, so go
easy on those!)

In short, you can eat anything
that’s not poisonous since your
body is great at converting
whatever you put in it into energy.
But that’s missing the point,
because what you’re really looking

for is something cheap and tasty
that will fuel you up as effectively
as pricey powders, bars and gels
without compromise (that are also
easy to carry and tasty).

To that end, fitness–for–food
writer Kate Percy of
www.gofasterfood.com can
provide more informed advice: “The
best way to prevent bonking on
long rides is to keep your glycogen
stores topped up. A mix of solids
and liquids, equating to around 100
calories every 15-20mins should
ensure you maintain your energy
levels adequately.

“Alternatives to expensive sports
nutrition products are the humble
banana, my chia seed energy balls
(head to gofasterfood.com for the
recipe), Vegemite/honey/cheese
sandwiches (preferably not all in
one), dates, malt loaf or nuts and
raisins. A mix of healthy snacks is
optimal, plus a combination of
savoury and sweet so you can eat
according to how you’re feeling.

“In terms of cheap drinks, a
50/50 mix of fruit juice and water
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 The humble banana is 220’s 
choice when it comes to cheap, 
nutrient-dense, long-ride fuel 

BUDGET  
BIKE FOOD

with a pinch of salt will provide all 
the carbs and electrolytes you 
need. Flat cola is good for a 
late-ride boost with its high sugar 
and caffeine content, although 
you’d probably only want one cup. 

“A really good savoury 
alternative for the hot weather is 
diluted vegetable stock – they 
served this at mile-23 in the 
Stockholm marathon and it really 
does work wonders!” RB

 In the days following a long 
run, building back up with short 

and sharp sessions is optimal
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I’m 54, run my own business fitting bathrooms and have just entered an off-road tri. But 
I’m finding it hard to train due to tiredness. A medical professional suggested I might be 

overtrained, but two rides, a swim, a run and yoga each week doesn’t seem much. Advice?  
NICK FOULKES, EMAIL

Let’s start with the proviso
Nick – I’m not a doctor,

unfortunately! However, I think you
may want to look at several causes
to your problem that many
age-group triathletes encounter:

BACKGROUND HEALTH
Even if you can train and race
day-to-day there may still be
significant health issues that need
to be resolved. This may be simple
short-term hormonal imbalances,
nutritional deficiencies or disease.
I’ve recently helped pioneer a
blood profiling company that looks
at several factors such as levels of
testosterone, vitamin D,
haemoglobin, etc. which may be
below optimal for endurance
athletes, yet not considered
important enough to investigate by
your GP. But some triathletes are
already using it to manage their
sporting lifestyle.

LIFESTYLE IMPACT
The energy expenditure of your
physical job could be the
equivalent of 4-6hrs training a
week in a non-manual worker.
Therefore you need to train less on
the days you’re doing physical
work and fit bigger sessions in on
lighter/office-based days. Physical
workers are always harder to plan
for, whereas elites (who don’t fit
kitchens or lift bales of hay
between sessions!) and office–
based age-groupers are much
easier to plan for.

TRAINING EFFORT
You need to ensure you’re training
in the right zone for sessions to be
effective. If you go too hard when a
steady session was planned this
will just add to your physical work,
and, as a ‘veteran’ athlete, this can
overload your body. In-session
fuelling also needs to take into
account your potential energy
deficit from a physical job earlier
that day. You may need to eat extra
in the day when you plan to go
on longer sessions after work.

“THE ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF YOUR PHYSICAL
JOB COULD BE THE EQUIVALENT OF 4-6HRS
TRAINING A WEEK IN A NON-MANUAL WORKER”

“FITTING IN A SHORT RUN TO AND FROM SWIM
SESSIONS OR ADDING A RUN OFF THE BIKE WILL
ALLOW YOU TO SMARTLY INCREASE VOLUME”

You’ve certainly set yourself 
a very hard challenge of 

completing this event while 
balancing all the other areas  
of your life. 

As you’re aware, your training 
volume is not overly high. 
However, with the correct 
planning, appropriate recovery 
and maintaining good health, you 
should be able to successfully 
complete the event. 

When you’re training on a small 
volume you need to make sure 
every bit counts. Assuming you 
have a background in completing 
mid- to long-distance tris, it’s likely 
you have a good aerobic base to 
start you off, so you can get away 
with a lower training volume. 

The balance you currently have 
between disciplines is good – the 
cycling element is the largest 
portion of the race and rightly 
takes up more of your training 

time during the week. If you’re able 
to increase the duration of one of 
these bike sessions this will create 
the backbone of your longer 
steady endurance training. All 
being well your other bike session 
could be a high-intensity one, as a 
little bit of harder work can often 
give you a good hit of endorphins 
and make you stronger. 

Maintaining the swim and the 
run per week along with the yoga 
for flexibility and strength is 
sensible, but it might be worth 
seeing if you can be clever with 
these sessions to generate a bit 
more training time. Fitting in a 
short run to and from swim 
sessions and adding a short run off 
the bike will allow you to smartly 
increase volume as you move 
towards the race. You might also 
find it useful to do the occasional 
longer brick session instead of 
your long bike ride, which will not 
only allow you to increase the 
frequency of your running during 
the week, but will also reflect the 
demands of such a tough and 
challenging event.
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 For sessions to be effective when 
time is tight, you need to make sure 

you’re training in the right zone 

TRAINING PLAN
ANDY BULLOCK
is a two–time 220 coach of
the year and former BTF
coach of the year

STRATEGY
JOE BEER
Is a triathlete, regular 220
contributor and an award–
winning coach
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I come from a cycling background and
am just getting into triathlons. I want to
make sure I stay strong in my best

discipline but still need to work on my swim and
run. What’s the best way to balance this without
losing my edge on the bike?

Triathletes often originate in single-
discipline sports and discover multisport
through their experience swimming, biking

or running. With excellent knowledge of their
original sport, their key to triathlon success comes
from carefully balancing out a training plan that not
only develops the new disciplines but also maintains
the strength of the original discipline. How this
training balance is met depends on your original
sporting discipline, your time allocation to train, and
your basic skill set in the adopted sport disciplines.

In this case, the original sports discipline is
cycling. Coming from this sport that we can assume
you know quite well, your swimming and running
might be a little lacking and will need some extra
TLC in order for you to get race-ready. While my
recommendations can be adopted, it’s important
you take the time to carefully consider your current
swimming and running skill sets and carefully
pursue a training program that will develop you
according to your abilities.

As someone with a cycling background I’ll assume
you have in the past followed a structured cycling
training program and understand the key concepts of
training such as periodisation, energy systems and
recovery. Having ample experience in a single sport is
often a great leg up to understanding how to build
another skill. If you can nail down correct nutrition
practices and also apply training loads according to
heart-rate zones, power levels and other useful
tools, then it’s a smaller jump to apply all that to a
new skill. I’d also expect you know which sessions
you can use to properly prepare you for an event.

I suggest you would apply similar training
patterns to swimming and running. Initially you
may like to keep your triathlon program completely
balanced, and may like to aim for three swim
sessions, three bike sessions and three run sessions
per week. This way you’re developing your two
newer disciplines while also maintaining your
current discipline of cycling.

In setting up your training plan, I’d strongly
recommend you seek professional coaching advice

BALANCING ACT

for your initial introduction into swimming and
running. The classic pitfall many athletes make
early on is tackling a new sport all on their
lonesome, which leads to mistakes being made or
bad habits developing at a base level. If you’re
serious about pursuing the sport (and let’s face it,
how could anyone not want to be a triathlete?!)
then building a strong foundation is paramount.

Once you have developed your basic skills in
these two new disciplines to a sufficient standard,
you could then look into training to a more
traditional triathlon program in a triathlon group.
It’s important, however, to continue to maintain a
focus on skill and technique development specific
to your needs. Triathletes often become caught up
in training groups, which provide a convenient
number of multi-discipline training sessions but
do not address individual training needs given by
one’s own sporting background. That said, working

within a group is one of the best ways to stay
motivated, fit in those extra training hours and to
share advice.

Some other considerations you should make in
setting up a suitable training program is the
gradual progress you make in each of the areas of
your training. Do not expect overnight success, and
learn to be patient with your progress in your
non-natural disciplines. You need to properly
address your preparation and recovery needs, and
a light strength-and-conditioning program may also
be required to ensure specific functional movement
patterns will be possible with your added sporting
discipline workloads. 220

ITU Hall of Famer Emma Carney shares her tips on how to find balance in 
your training schedule to make sure you stay on point for each discipline 

EMMA CARNEY 

EMMA CARNEY 
Emma has recently developed emmacarney.com, 
designed to provide world-class, affordable training 
programs for all levels of athlete.

“THE CLASSIC PITFALL MANY ATHLETES MAKE EARLY ON IS 
TACKLING A NEW SPORT ALL ON THEIR LONESOME, WHICH  

LEADS TO BAD HABITS DEVELOPING AT A BASE LEVEL”

ASK EMMA

 Joining a tri club is a great way 
to stay motivated, but you must 
maintain an individual focus to 
improve weaker disciplines
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THE CUTTING EDGE
Latest research to help you train harder and recover faster
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4 BEETROOT
BLUES
Nitrate supplementation
(e.g., beetroot juice) seems
to increase muscle blood
flow, enhancing endurance in
recreational athletes. But recent
evidence suggests that nitrate
is less effective in highly trained
athletes such as triathletes, and
a new study appears to confirm
this. Eleven trained cyclists
consumed beetroot juice or a
placebo before completing 10km
time-trials in normal conditions
or at simulated altitude (low
oxygen). The results showed
that consuming beetroot juice
made absolutely no difference to
cycling performance or economy
(how efficiently the cyclists’
muscles were using oxygen).

2  NO MUSCLE 
DAMAGE WORRY
Numerous studies show that 
hard bouts of exercise can induce 
muscle and DNA damage. But new 
research on triathletes suggests 
that this shouldn’t be cause for 
concern. Researchers measured 
levels of DNA damage in 15 elite 
triathletes before and after an 
intensive two-week training camp. 
These revealed that, while DNA 
damage increased, so did levels of 
enzymes that repair damage. The 
triathletes also exhibited reduced 
levels of superoxide radical 
production – a good thing because 
excess superoxide production is 
linked with an increased risk of 
viral infections and inflammatory/
degenerative disorders.

1   GOOD NEWS 
FOR NIGHT OWLS
Does late-evening training 
interfere with your ability to get 
restful sleep? Scientists have 
studied sleep quality in subjects 
who did no evening training, and 
compared it to sleep quality in 
the same subjects after training 
sessions carried out at 5pm 
or 9pm. When the subjects 
had trained that evening, they 
perceived the night’s sleep to be 
less restful. However, monitoring 
using sleep actigraphs showed 
that they had in fact slept just 
as restfully as when they hadn’t 
trained – reassuring for triathletes 
who like to train late!

PERFORMANCE
IN MIND
The right mental approach is vital
for maximum race performance,
but what are the key psychological
factors that can help endurance
athletes such as triathletes? A
new study has looked at all the
previous research in this area and
concluded that using imagery,
positive self-talk and goal-setting
are all valuable for endurance
athletes. Yet learning just one
of these skills seems to be as
effective as trying to master all of
them. Interventions that reduce
the perception of effort (e.g.,
music or other distractions)
were also found to be beneficial.

5  BLACKCURRANT 
BOOSTER
Blackcurrants don’t just make great squash, they could boost 
performance too. A study on trained triathletes investigated 
the effects of 6 grams per day of concentrated blackcurrant 
powder on incremental cycling performance. Compared 
to an inert placebo, the blackcurrant powder enabled the 
triathletes to work at near-maximum intensity with 14% less 
accumulation of muscle-fatiguing lactate. At lower power 
outputs, lactate accumulation was reduced by up to 27%. 
The most likely explanation is that blackcurrant contains 
a natural antioxidant known to enhance blood flow, which 
improved lactate clearance from muscles.

3
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NUTRITION
Elite fuelling tips and foods to help you improve performance

Leading sports dietitian Gregory Cox APD from the
Australian Institute of Sport shares with us a dietary
approach to enhancing endurance

SLEEPINGLOW

ATHLON220.COM.A

Gregory Cox, PhD, FSDA,
APD is a Senior Sports
Dietitian for the Australian
Institute of Sport with more
than 20 years’experience to
his name. He is also the
national nutrition lead for
Triathlon Australia. Greg can
be reached via email at
greg.cox@ausport.gov.au

withholding carbohydrate between two sessions 
with a short recovery window – would be 
considered training low during the second session. 
There are numerous considerations at hand here, 
but this strategy has been shown to enhance the 
training adaptation to endurance exercise. In 
athlete-friendly terms: you get better bang for your 
training time. For time-poor athletes who aren’t 
undertaking high weekly mileage, this is likely to be 
a useful training strategy.

A recent study that caught my eye puts a new 
spin on this theme of sleeping low. The study was 
done on Aussie turf by John Hawley’s group from 
Australian Catholic University – John is a pinch 
hitter in terms of metabolism and exercise.

Seven athletes completed two trials. On both 
trials they received the same diets, although they 
were timed differently around exercise. In the 
FASTED trial, they ate all their food during the day 
and then exercised in the evening. In the FED trial, 
they ate half their food during the day and the 
other half after the evening exercise session.  
Same food, simply redistributed around the 
evening training session. The session was a quality 
8 x 5mins of cycling completed at 82.5% of peak 
power output. Subjects slept in the laboratory 
overnight and then did a 120min steady-state 
endurance cycle the following morning.

S leeping low is the topic today – and I’m 
not talking altitude. I’m talking about 
carbohydrate availability. Carbohydrate 

availability refers to whether you have 
carbohydrate readily available as a substrate (fuel) 
for exercise. It’s been well-documented that in 
high-intensity endurance exercise, carbohydrate is 
an important fuel source. Simply put, the oxygen 
cost to convert carbohydrate into energy your body 
can use is less compared to other fuels such as fat 
and protein. So, when oxygen is in short supply 
as it would be in quality workouts or racing, then 
carbohydrate is your ‘go-to’ fuel.

As a general rule, if you plan on doing quality 
workouts it’s good to start with sufficient 
carbohydrate availability by having a snack before 
the session and/or consuming carbohydrate 
during the session. It’s not about eating a high 
carbohydrate diet, but rather about eating 
carbohydrate strategically during the day to 
support training and perhaps protect you from the 
rigours of triathlon training.

In the past 10 years there have been  
numerous studies that have investigated 
the benefits of training with low or altered 
carbohydrate availability. In essence, doing a 
session in the morning after an overnight fast is 
an example of training low. Another example – 

KEY FINDINGS
Muscle glycogen stores were higher overnight in 

the FED trial.
Several markers that promote fat burning were 

elevated in the morning in the FASTED trial
 During the morning ride, fat oxidation was 

higher in the FASTED trial.
Having half your carbohydrate after evening 

training failed to fully reload muscle glycogen 
stores the following morning.

PRACTICAL OUTCOMES
Perhaps the Euros have it sorted. Eat your bigger 

meal during the day at lunch and a smaller, lower 
carbohydrate meal in the evening.

Support afternoon quality training sessions by 
eating up-front and then harness the benefits from 
training as you sleep.

If you have a quality workout in the morning, 
not just an easy roll, then having carbohydrate in 
the post-exercise recovery period after afternoon/
evening training is likely important.

A cautionary note: I work with high performance 
triathlon and age-group triathletes alike. I firmly 
believe that maintaining health and well-being 
(staying illness- and injury-free) for long periods 
allows triathletes to absorb training, harness 
the benefits and reach their capability. So, 
when undertaking risky activities (i.e., hard or 
extended running), ensure you don’t start with low 
carbohydrate availability. The most common injury 
I see in triathlon is bone-stress injuries, and when 
training quality is high, triathletes live on a fine 
knife-edge for gastrointestinal disturbances and 
upper respiratory tract infections. Protect yourself 
and eat some carbs for risky training sessions to 
ensure adequate carbohydrate availability.  220
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Fibrous, filling, and vitamin–packed

STUFFED EGGPLANT
A freekeh-ly good recipe to boost your immune system this race season!

Perfect for maintaining energy levels and 
boosting the immune system, this meal 
is a total nutrition bomb! Rich in 

calcium, magnesium and potassium, higher in 
protein than most grains and with an excellent 
balance of low-GI carbs and fat, freekeh is a 
tasty alternative to rice or couscous. Eggplants 
are also an excellent source of fibre, vitamins 
and minerals, while pomegranates come 
packed with potassium, vitamin C and iron.  

PERFORMANCE

PREPARATION TIME 30MINS COOKING TIME 40MINS 
EQUIPMENT NEEDED SAUCEPAN WITH LID, NON-STICK FRYING PAN, SIEVE, SHARP KNIFE

NUTRITION per serving

›› ENERGY 511KCAL ›› PROTEIN 29G
›› CARBOHYDRATE 68G ›› FAT 18G 
›› SUGARS 24G ›› SATURATES 4G 
›› SALT 1.8G ›› FIBRE 23G

4 medium eggplants
150g freekeh (use bulgur wheat as an alternative)
3 tbsps olive oil
200g minced lamb
1 onion, peeled and finely diced
2 cloves garlic, peeled and crushed
1 red capsicum, deseed and finely diced
1½ tsp ground coriander 
½ tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp garam masala
100ml chicken stock
1 tbs pomegranate molasses (optional)
Juice of half a lemon
2 red chillis, deseeded and finely sliced
Seeds of one pomegranate
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Large bunch of fresh flat leaf parsley, roughly chopped
250ml natural yoghurt

INGREDIENTS (TO SERVE 4)
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 Try this colourful 
culinary treat to help 
maintain energy levels

1 Pour the freekeh into a bowl, cover with cold water and 
leave to soak. Cut eggplants in half lengthways and score 

the white flesh with a sharp knife in a crisscross pattern.  
Sprinkle generously with salt and leave for 30mins.

2 Preheat the oven to 180°C, gas mark 4. Pat the eggplants 
dry with kitchen paper, drizzle with 1 tbsp olive oil and 

bake for about 30-40mins, until the edges start to caramelise 
and the flesh becomes soft. Remove from the oven. Scoop out 
some of the flesh, leaving about 1cm still intact on the eggplant 
so that it keeps its shape. Cover theeggplants with foil, turn 
oven down to about 100°C to keep warm.

3 Drain the freekeh and cook in fresh salted water for 
about 15mins. Drain and set aside. Prepare the yoghurt 

sauce. Stir in half a clove of crushed garlic and season with a 
pinch of ground coriander, salt and black pepper. Set aside.

4 Heat 1 tbsp olive oil in a medium-sized non-stick frying 
pan and sauté the lamb mince over a high heat for about 

5mins until nicely browned. Transfer to a plate then add a little 
more oil to the pan. Gently sauté the onion, garlic and red 
capsicum for 5mins, stirring occasionally until the onion is 
translucent and the capsicum begins to soften.

5 Stir in the cinnamon, coriander and garam masala and 
sauté for 1min. Then add the lamb and chicken stock and 

cook for 2-3 more mins, stirring frequently. Season well then 
gently stir in the freekeh, lemon juice, pomegranate molasses, 
pomegranate seeds, red chilli and chopped parsley. Add more 
stock if mixture is dry. Remove eggplants from the oven, fill 
with the freekeh mixture and serve with the yoghurt sauce. 

METHOD
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David says: I started doing
triathlons two years ago,
having come from a running

background. I’m lactose-intolerant
and work as a builder/carpenter
from 7:15am-4:30pm. I train most
days in the week, and weekends
consist of a long cycle and a run of
some sorts. My main concern is that
this is a totally new diet, having
only recently discovered my food
intolerance, so I just want to know
if it’s a good balance.

DIET ANALYSIS

FOOD WARS
ApplesvsPears

The array of colours present
in apples indicate the
presence of powerful plant

pigments such as chlorophyll,
carotenoids and anthocyanins – all of
which are significantly disease-
protective. In addition, and according
to the Institute of Food Research,
about 4% of an apple is made up of
a variety of vitamins and minerals,
while 10% is carbohydrate and the
sugars fructose, sucrose and
glucose. The rest, 80% plus, is water.

A medium-sized eating apple
(100g) contains 40 calories and 1.8g
of beneficial soluble pectin fibre, so
makes an excellent and nutritious
energy-boosting snack. A well-
researched flavonoid called
quercetin is found in large amounts
in apples and apple skin. Consuming
quercetin-rich foods may help
prevent chronic inflammation and
reduce allergic reactions. Apple juice
(not concentrated) is also a very
healthy juice for the athlete.

5:50am Stretching with a few weights
followed by porridge, 3 ginger biscuits,
peppermint tea, 2 Bounce ‘Superfood’
Energy Balls.

10am Crackers with Lactofree soft
cheese, banana, 2 rice cakes, black tea.

1pm Oatcakes with Lactofree soft
cheese, jam and tuna, banana, 2 rice
cakes, black tea.

4:30pm  Breakfast bar and 2 Bounce 
Energy Balls, energy drink (SIS tablet).

6:30-8pm  Training: either weights, 
running, swimming or cycling.

8:15pm SIS recovery drink. Roast dinner
with loads of veg or a salad of chicken on
wild rocket, with hazelnuts, pears, pearl
barley and cucumber. Few squares of
dark chocolate.

as calcium and magnesium. Some of 
the best alternatives include nuts 
(and nut milks), seeds, beans and 
pulses, green veg, eggs and 
avocado. He may want to try natural 
yoghurt as this is naturally 
lactose-free due to the beneficial 
bacteria ‘digesting’ the lactose. 

I’d suggest either adding natural 
yoghurt to his porridge, together 
with a good handful of pumpkin seeds 
and blueberries for extra zinc, vitamin 
C, antioxidants and protein, or having 

some fruit and nuts mid-morning.  
An excellent topping for his oatcakes 
would be avocado and tuna, which 
would give him some healthy 
monounsaturated fat, plenty of 
protein, yet more minerals. I’d also 
suggest adding a daily lunchtime salad 
of watercress, baby tomatoes, red 
pepper, olives and cucumber to really 
boost his vitamin, mineral, fibre and 
plant antioxidant intake. The nutrients 
help speed up muscle cell recovery, as 
well as support the immune system. 

Lastly I’d suggest a tasty Cashew 
Cookie Nakd bar in place of a sugary 
breakfast bar. Cashews are a good mix 
of protein and carbohydrate and make 
a great pre-exercise energy boost.

THIS MONTH:

DAVID FRANKLAND
AGE 27 HEIGHT 6ft WEIGHT 73kg
Working as a builder/carpenter, David has an active job and has been a triathlete for a  
couple of years. He’s lactose-intolerant and keen to find out how he can improve his diet.

DAVID’S TYPICAL DAY

Lucy-Ann says: David is 
well on the way to eating a 
good performance diet, but 

not quite there in terms of getting 
some key nutrient-rich foods. He 
does, however, time his small meals 
throughout the day superbly well.

Having to eliminate milk and most 
dairy from the diet needn’t pose a 
problem as there are many naturally 
lactose-free foods that are also rich 
protein sources and contain equal, if 
not more, amounts of minerals, such 

NU ITIO

Lucy-Ann Prideaux is a nutritionist 
specialising in dietary support for 
athletes. If you would like her to analyse 
your diet, send a headshot and action shot, 
plus details of your average day’s food/
training, to info@triathlon220.com.au.

MEET THE EXPERT 

RESULT: APPLE WINS

Pears have a very similar
nutritional profile to apples,
although have fractionally more
calories (49 kcals per 100g),
carbohydrate (12g per 100g) and
fibre (2.2g per 100g). They don’t
contain quite as much vitamin C,
quercetin, vitamin A or vitamin E as
apples do, yet have more calcium
and potassium.

After considering the nutritional
benefits, the varieties of each fruit
on offer, the taste profiles and
versatility, the final winner here is
apples. While both fruits have
excellent nutritional profiles (when
eaten with the skin intact), and very
similar nutritional benefits, apples
have a richer vitamin C, A and E,
and quercetin content than pears.
Apples are also available in a wider
spectrum of colours, which indicates
a broader array of powerful
antioxidant plant pigments, known to
be hugely protective against disease
caused by free radical cell damage.

 While both are delicious 
and nutritious, apples 

just pip pears
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 NEW BALANCE 1500V1
Looking for new training 

race shoes? We’ve got eight 
of the latet on test. p104

TESTED   REVIEWED   RATED

The latest tri gear and bikes, tested to the max

HOW WE TEST
We test more tri-specific 
gear than any other mag. 
220’s team of expert 
independent testers puts 
each product through its 
paces in real-life training 
and racing situations.
They report back honestly,
rating the product on
performance and value.

91%+ BUY IMMEDIATELY

81–90% VERY IMPRESSIVE

71–80% GOOD

61–70% WORTH A PUNT

51–60% AVERAGE

0–50% POOR

HOW WE RATE
We rate out of 100%.  
The higher the score,  
the better the product BEST

BUY

BEST
ON TEST

ED’S
CHOICE

OUR AWARDS

Unrivalled performance
regardless of price

The outstanding piece
of kit in grouptests

Quality performance 
matched by superb 
value for money

THIS MONTH

TEST
CENTRE

88 TRI GEAR
New kit reviewed and rated

94 SCOTT PLASMA 10
Aerodynamic with the comfort of a roadie

102 GOGGLES
With goggles, it’s all about the comfort and fit

104 RACE SHOES
8 lightweight shoes to help pick up the pace
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THUNDERBIRD ENERGETICA
WHOLE FOOD BARS
$4.65 thunderbirdbar.com

Too many times on the road the craving for a snack hits and all 
that’s on hand are sugary snacks. Thunderbird bars take the
all-natural route, packing in everything you need to keep going  
and naturally sweetened with only fruit. Often, whole food bars  
can go all out on the nuts – which can be a little unbalanced and  
can sometimes cause stomach aches – so having extra fruit in the 
mix is always welcome. Claiming to have the perfect balance of 
nutrients (8g fat, 7g protein, 4g fibre, 11g of natural fruit sugars), 
Thunderbird bars are still light enough for early mornings and 
between-meal snacks, coming in at around 160 calories. When it 
comes to food on the go, flavour plays an important role, and you 
won’t be left wanting for more flavours – the range is massive with
something for every natural sweet tooth. From Cherry Walnut
Crunch and Almond Cookie 
Pow Wow to Hyper Hawaiian
Crunch and Cashew Fig 
Carrot, there are always 
plenty of options. 

91%
Delicious whole food bars that are 
naturally sweetened with fruit and 
aren’t too heavy on the nuts

›› VERDICT 

FITBIT
CHARGE HR
$199.95 fitbit.com/au

This may be the little brother of the insanely impressive fitness watch, the Fitbit Surge, 
but the Charge HR has by far become the most popular choice among fitbitters. By 
now most of us know what these little daily activity trackers are capable of – steps, 
distance, sleep patterns – but as athletes, do we need a little bit more under the hood 
to truly get a slice of our weekly activity? Yes and no. While there are more precise 
pieces of equipment to track training activity, the addition of the continuous heart rate 
monitor definitely gives a precise and detailed look at your activities without having to 
worry too much about what’s happening on your wrist. The overall look and appeal of 

the Charge HR is that it is incredibly sleek, comfortable and discreet with a simple,
back-to-basics approach to operation. And with a

5-day battery life, it’s very low maintenance. 
The lack of GPS will be a big turn-off for 

athletes, but if you’re after day-to-day
insights into your activities, the 

Charge HR is a great option.

90%
A handy, low maintenance 
activity tracker with some 
nifty ideas. 

›› VERDICT 

BEST
BUY
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ROLF PRIMA 
ARES4 ES
$2,649 nichedistributions.com
The first ride on the Ares4 ES wheels is a test of faith. The marketing 
material says these carbon clinchers can support the weight of you and 
your bike, but with so few spokes distributed so sparsely (16 front and 
20 rear) you can’t help but have doubts. The ‘few-and-far-between’ 
lacing pattern is Rolf Prima’s Paired Spoke Concept, which works to 
better balance the opposing forces acting on the rim. It allows the 
American manufacturer to use fewer spokes but maintain a high spoke 
tension to keep the wheels’ stiffness up and their weight down – in this 
case to 661g/882g front/rear (without QRs, sprockets or tyres). And it 
seems to work, because any doubts you may have about the wheels’ 
strength are quickly laid to rest once you’re riding. They’re responsive,

just deep enough to provide some aero
advantage without being too unruly in
crosswinds, and even brake pretty well
(in the dry, at least). Put your faith to the
test and be ready to believe.

86%
There are cheaper carbon 
clinchers, but few feel this good

›› VERDICT 

LULULEMON
METAL VENT 
BASE CREW
$79 lululemon.com.au
Sometimes a base shirt will be a jack of  
all trades but a master of none, while  
some find a way to sit high above the  
rest and offer everything you need. This is 
one such shirt. The Base Crew is a great 
option for a little bit of everything and 
continues to perform exceptionally on all 
fronts. Whether running, in the gym or 
striking some poses in yoga, this comfy  
shirt delivers. Made from a lightweight 
fabric, this seam-free, sweat-wicking  
top’s claim to fame is its anti-stink 
technology (yep, that’s a technical term). 
The silverescent technology powered by 
X-Static inhibits the growth of odour-causing 
bacteria which means you can sweat it out 
and won’t be forced by your significant 
other to leave the room.

90%
Sleek, comfy and you’ll still smell like 
daisies after a workout

›› VERDICT 
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XLAB  
DELTA 400 GORILLA XT
$170 echelonsports.com.au
The blight of saddle-mounted bottle cages is a phenomenon known as 
‘bottle launch’. You hit a bump and your bottle is fired off the back of your 
bike like a cruise missile. To avoid that, XLab’s Delta 400 mount and Gorilla 
XT cage (combined weight 175g) have been made to be stiff. Almost too stiff, 
as getting a bottle out of it without swerving all over the place is nigh on 
impossible. And as for getting the bottle back in without taking your eyes off 
the road… well, good luck with that. Keeping tools and spares on it is fine 
since, on the occasions when you need them, you’ll be getting off the bike 
anyway. But you’re going to need a drink on all but the shortest rides, so 
you’ll want it somewhere that’s easy to access. This is better suited to 

carrying a back-up bottle rather than 
your main drink, but you can still 
expect a few hairy moments 
when you do eventually
reach for it. 

62%
Useful for spares and a back-  
up, but not for your go-to drink

›› VERDICT 

LULULEMON
MISS MISTY JACKET
$149 lululemon.com.au
When the weather hits, your run can go one of two ways. You get 
soaked or frozen, vowing never to go outdoors again until 
summer or you have a lightweight run jacket and power through 
your session. Lululemon knows a thing or two about staying dry 
and comfortable especially during winter, and they certainly know 
how to keep you looking stylish in the process. The Miss Misty 
lightweight run jacket is a top-of-the-line jacket that will have your 
back when you most need it. There is plenty of ventilation, pockets 
galore, and it’s easy to crush and stash away. The lightweight 
Glyde fabric will keep you protected from the evil elements while 
the stow-away hood saves your face. With waist cinches, back and 
chest vents and reflective details, this is one handy option. 

85%
Super lightweight, super stylish 
but maybe a touch pricey.

›› VERDICT 

ED’S
CHOICE
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INS
400 SHORT SLEEVE

19 skins.net/au
ns claim their A400 series of compression wear is ‘the most technologically 

nced range on the market’ – and for $119 for an undergarment you pay for that
vanced technology. But you can’t argue with the quality, and if money’s no object
e A400 won’t disappoint. The seams on compression clothing often rub due to the

ght fit, but the A400’s ‘A-Seams’ are curved and rubbery, so they glide over your sk
hen you slip it on, meaning there’s minimal 
hance of chafing. Consider size before shelling
ut – we struggled to fit into a medium despite
aving a small-to-medium frame (honestly), so
ou may want to buy a size up.

2XU 
TRANSITION BAG
$160 2xu.com.au
This roomy transition bag from 2XU is one of the more affordable out 
there, and will easily stow away all your kit with ease come race day. 
There’s a compartment for everything you think you need… and even 
for some you didn’t realise you did, such as a licence cardholder in the 
zipped lid section. The waterproof compartment at the bottom is 
impressive, and is plenty big enough to store a wetsuit and other wet 
kit. Within the main compartment, we stashed our bike shoes, run 
shoes, helmet and accessories with space left over. The shoulder straps 
are comfortable and easy to adjust, and we found cycling with the bag 
on and full a breeze. The only niggle is the mesh compartments, which
are a little flimsy and could tear if you snag them or try to cram in large
drink bottles. Overall, though, it’s
a very practical offering that 
allows you to keep everything 
organised and in one place.
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PUMA
NIGHTCAT 
ILLUMINATE S/S TEE
$50 puma.com.au
There’s no chance anyone will miss you in this fella. There’s a good reason 
this shirt is called the Illuminate – everything about it screams attention, 
from its bright orange colour to its stamped, reflective detailing running 
through the design for full 360-degree visibility to stay safe during 
low-light sessions. Apart from resembling wearing the sun itself, the
NightCat Illuminate also just happens to be one comfortable running shirt.
Light, loose and well-fitted, it also features
Cleansport NXT technology for organic 
odour control (helps you to stink less), while
light mesh inserts improve ventilation – 
always a handy addition. 

80%
Bright and bold – a comfy fitness 
tee that will ensure you’re seen

›› VERDICT 

88%
Does the job and then some – if slightly 
let down by the delicate mesh pockets

›› VERDICT 

82%
Barely-there feel and surprisingly 
breathable

›› VERDICT 
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ORCA 
RS1 DREAM 
KONA 
$319 orca.com
The RS1 Dream Kona race suit from Orca has
some pedigree behind it, with Sebastian Kienle
wearing the sleeved version to victory in the 
Ironman World Championships last October. 
The ‘Carbon6’ fabric used in the construction
is water-repellent, with the aim of increasing
speed in the swim and proving lightening quick
to dry once on land. And during the test period
this proved true; this is a remarkably fast suit
in the water, without a swimskin or wetsuit  
over it and regardless of the front zipper. 
Padding in the relevant area is always 
something of a compromise in a long-distance
suit, as it needs to be thick enough to provide
up to 180km of protection on the bike and  
avoid any chafing on the run. Two small
pockets on the back (with handy flaps to
cover the tops) are barely enough for two
gels each, so you’ll need to come up with
other solutions for carrying any extra nutrition
or additional
items that you
might need overg
the course of a
long day out.

92%
A highly competent suit that 
performs at the highest level 

›› VERDICT 

SCOTT
ARX PLUS
$169 scott-sports.com

This is your classic all-rounder. Comfortable, light and well-vented (for the sweaty headed among
us). One of the main points of difference here is the addition of the MIPS system that reduces the
rotational impact on the brain in case of an accident. It is essentially a low friction layer sitting
between your head and the shell, allowing the shell to move
relative to your head. Pretty handy stuff. The rest of the design
comes from many elements trickled down from the rest of Scott’s
range resulting in a nice helmet suitable for racers and amateurs
alike. There are many helmets similar to this in its price range, but
this one seems to be standing a little above the rest at this point.

80%
A comfy and well-ventilated
helmet with some interesting
safety tech

›› VERDICT 

NORTHWAVE 
TRI-SONIC
$179.95 bikesportz.com.au
Finding a good pair of affordable tri shoes can be a pain sometimes, especially when there’s so 
much choice on the market. Fortunately, Northwave know how to make some reliable options 
that won’t break the bank. The microfibre upper of the Tri-Sonics use thermo-welding to reduce 
the stitch count, which creates an incredibly comfortable fit. The shoes remain light and flexible
but are built strong throughout thanks in part to the Omega heel
on the outside, which creates a stable design to hold your heel in
place, while inside, your feet are supported by a very comfortable
material with high coverage that reduces any chance of slipping. 
The fibreglass and carbon-reinforced sole is designed to be thin 
and light, coming in at only 293g (size 44), but still delivers a very
impressive power transfer. 

88%
Impressive quality with a 
reasonable price tag

›› VERDICT 

BEST
ON TEST
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1PlayStation®4 online multi-player requires paid-for PlayStation®Plus subscription. PS Plus subscription only available to Sony Entertainment Network (SEN) account holders with access to PlayStation®Store and high-speed internet. SEN, PS Store and PS Plus subject to terms of use and country and language restrictions;

**

2

0 -

ARE YOU READY TO JOIN ?

JOIN FRIENDS IN PS4 ONLINE MULTIPLAYER

GET 24 PS4 GAMES A YEAR*

BRING FRIENDS INTO PLAY 

EVEN IF THEY DON’T OWN A COPY OF THE GAME**

ENJOY EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS

*24 games are delivered over the course of a 12 month membership

12 Month Membership

$69.95 RRP

3 Month Membership

$27.95 RRP



Is it possible to create an aerodynamic triathlon bike that offers the comfort  
of a road bike? According to Scott it is – and it’s called the Plasma 10

SCOTT PLASMA 10
WORDS: BRAD SIMMONS IMAGES: TRENT VAN DER JAGT

220 BIKE
TEST SERIES
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I n 1989 Scott launched a product that 
would revolutionise the world of time 
trialling. Rather than twist and contort 
their body into the most efficient riding 

position, riders could now clip on a set of 
aerodynamic handlebars and pedal like the wind 
– while slicing through it too. Used strategically by 
Greg LeMond in his 1989 Tour de France win, 
these detachable bars became must-haves for 
pros and amateur TT riders alike. And so the 
phrase “getting aero” was born…

Sixteen years later, in 2005, the US company, 
now known for its innovative approach to bike 
design, research and development, launched the 
Plasma, a 980g aero carbon frame with 
triathlon-specific geometry. It was the lightest in 
the world. Fast-forward another 10 years and 
Scott’s Plasma range of bikes is never far from the 
headlines; it’s the steed of choice for reigning 
World Ironman Champion Sebastian Kienle and 
WorldTour outfit Orica-GreenEdge, which won the 
opening TTT stage of the Giro d’Italia on the newly 
updated model. 

PLASMA TECHNOLOGY
The Plasma 10 is third in a line of four Plasma bikes 
made by Scott. A step up from entry-level, this bike 
shares many features with its big-hitting brother, 
the Plasma Team Issue, and yet is an affordable 
option for amateur racers with PBs in mind. 

It’s fair to say Scott is rather fanatical about 
creating light, stiff, aerodynamic bikes. It’s 
rumoured that Simon Smart, the UK engineer 
responsible for creating and recently upgraded the 
Plasma series, spent around 18 months in research, 
development and wind tunnel testing to get it right. 
As a result, this bike comes with a reputation.

In creating the Plasma 10, Scott’s aim was  
to build an ensemble that featured the integration  
and adjustability of the more radically shaped 

Plasma Team Issue and Plasma Premium,
but which was affordable for the everyday
triathlete. What’s more, the aim was to create an
off-the-peg, aerodynamic package that felt more
like a road bike than a traditional bone-shaking,
body-breaking TT model.

The way Scott managed this was to first look at
the ergonomic design – which is pretty much just
a fancy way of asking how it fits your body. Bike fit
is as personal as the colour of your underpants
and so an appreciation that no rider is the same is
at the core of the Plasma’s geometry.

There are two stem options on offer – TT (flat)
or triathlon (+45mm riser stem). What’s more,
with three base bar options of varying width
and drop, it really is a highly adjustable set-up;

choose from flat, drop or rise, and from 40cm or
42cm wide bars.

AERO FEATURES AND SPEC
The list of aero features is so long that you’d
need a free half hour to even try and list them all.
The crux of it, however, is the use of F01-X230
parametric airfoil technology. Airfoil is a term
used in aeronautical engineering to describe a
surface designed to influence the movement of air
currents over parts of a plane – a wing or, in this
case, the shape of the tubes.

The Plasma’s frame has aero zones – surfaces
that direct the airflow over the frame, or over
the rider, in the most efficient way. The tubes,
which are fat, chunky and create a rather funky

 The Plasma is extremely stable whether 
positioned on the extensions or base bar

 The horizontal dropouts 
allow for the rear wheel’s 
position to be adjusted to 
suit varying rim and tyre 
combinations
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looking silhouette, are shaped like an elongated 
bullet, which maximises airflow over the bike and 
rider as one.

An interesting feature is that the seat post  
is not in line with the seat tube, which at first 
glance looks like an eye-bending optical illusion. 
The seat post sits at an angle to the seat tube –  
a position that Scott has found to be more efficient 
– and so as to not compromise the reach, the seat 
post has an extra 10mm of horizontal adjustment.

The braking system is the always reliable 
Shimano Ultegra direct mount front brake. The rear 
brake is now properly integrated below the bottom 
bracket and the front brake is low profile and has 
been aerodynamically shaped. A clever feature is 
the fork, which also allows for the installation of 
any direct mount or standard brake caliper.

The Shimano Ultegra 6800 groupset is an 
obvious choice for a bike that stands at this price 
point. Some might question whether an electronic
Di2 set-up should come as standard, however the
Ultegra shifting is perfectly adequate and there’s
the cabling option to run electric inside the frame.

A standard 39/53 crankset and 11-25 tooth
cassette gives a range of gears well-suited to a
flat time-trial course and, equally, one with a few
lumps and bumps. Syncros, Scott’s favoured
component manufacturer, and Profile, the
California company with over 25 years of aero
expertise, supply the finishing kit. The sleek
Profile Ozero 11 TT bars are particularly
noteworthy with their sleek, tapered design and
Di2 compatibility.

THE RIDE
For a triathlon bike to feel like a road bike you’d
expect a few compromises. For a start there’s
the issue of comfort – not many roadies choose
to hang out in a TT position for three hours on
their 100km Sunday spin, so you’d expect there
to be some dampening features in the frame,
which there aren’t.

Instead, the frameset of the Plasma 10 uses a
HMX carbon – a slightly different mould to the
top-of-the-range HMF carbon lay-up used on
the Plasma Team Issue but one that uses a layup

that delivers a high level of stiffness and rigidity.
Despite this, a ride on the Plasma 10 does feel
familiarly like a road bike and much of this is
down to the ride position, which is pretty well
sorted thanks to the adjustments in the set-up.
(The HMX layup doesn’t feature the integrated
fork-head tube setup of the Plasma 5 in order to
keep costs down.)

When it comes to acceleration the Plasma 10
was a touch hard to get going, but this is most
likely down to the heavy wheel and tyre
combination – it’s surprising to see the same
Syncros 27 Aero Profile rims on this bike as on
some of Scott’s bottom-of-the-range Speedster
road bikes (admittedly, the hubs are upgraded).
An obvious and sensible upgrade would be to
Mavic’s Cosmic Carbone SLSs.

The Continental Grand Sport tyres are another
addition to the spec that adds the potential for
the bike to feel somewhat sluggish. An upgrade to
a set of Conti’s GP4000s II tyres would give a
weight saving of 50g and provide a more

performance-orientated ride while enduring
several months of wear.

Once up to speed, there’s no doubt that the
Plasma 10 is a lovely ride. It rolls beautifully and
it’s easy to drill the pedals and get speed up.
Surprisingly, for a bike that favours going in a
straight line, the handling is great. What’s more,
thanks to the squared off down tube and the
oversized headtube area the bike fares pretty
well in cross winds. Shimano Ultegra shifting is
precise and suitably fast for a bike at this price
point, although the aerobars could do with a
touch more padding.

All in all this is a high-calibre bike with a
frameset built on some of the most detailed
research into aerodynamics. To be able to access
this technology at an affordable price is a pretty
nice surprise. What’s missing perhaps in the
Plasma 10, is the finesse of a finishing kit that
matches the frame – something that can be easily
fixed with a few sensible upgrades if you have
cash to spare. 220

1. The fork tucks neatly into the underside of the down tube. 2. For a fairly basic unit, the Profile bars provide an adequate amount of adjustment. 3. Stiffness in bounds around the bottom 
bracket – just look at that junction.  4. Shimano’s 11-speed Ultegra groupset is undeniably the workhorse of the range, providing reliability and performance at very reasonable cost.

1 2 3

4
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SIZE TESTED 54CM OVERALL WEIGHT 7,850G

FRAME AND FORK:
Sizes available: S, M, L, XL
Frame: Plasma 4 / IMP technology / HMF
Fork: Chrono Max P2T 10 Aero Carbon

WHEELS:
Front: Syncros Race 27 Aero Profile 20 
spoke/ Formula RB 51 hub
Rear: Syncros Race 27 Aero Profile 24 spoke/ 
Formula RB 5711 hub

Tyres: Continental Grand Sport Race 700 × 
23C Fold

TRANSMISSION: 
Crankset: Shimano Ultegra FC-6800 39/53 T
Cassette: Shimano CS-6800 / 11 Speed 
11-25 T
Derailleurs: Shimano Ultegra 6800
Shifters: Shimano Dura Ace SL-BSR1 bar end

OTHER COMPONENTS:
Stem: Profile 1zeroseven 1 1/8”-31.8mm
Handlebars: Profile OZERO TT
Aerobars: Profile T2 + Cobra J4
Headset: Syncros Integrated 45mm drop-in 
headset
Saddle: Syncros RP2.0 TRI
Seatpost: Plasma HMX with Ritchey WCS 
clamp adjustable head
Brakes: Shimano Ultegra direct mount

DIMENSIONS (SIZE M):
1 Head angle: 73°
2 Seat angle: 75°
3 Effective top tube length: 546mm
4 Seat tube length: 549.7mm

(centre of crank to top tube)
5  Chainstay length: 403mm

BIKE SPEC
Scott Plasma 10 
$4999
scott-sports.com/au
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GEAR FOCUS

They may be heavier than road bikes, but a tri-specific steed can give you both 
extra speed and comfort during the second discipline. Rob Banino weighs up  

the aero pros and weight cons of using a tri bike

TRI BIKES

We have two Americans to thank for
the triathlon bike: Dan Empfield and
Ray Browning. Empfield founded

Quintana Roo in 1987 to build wetsuits specifically
for triathletes. That same year the Scott DH
aerobar began appearing on bikes at triathlons.
But although the DH bar offered an aerodynamic
advantage, it came at a cost, as the Quintana Roo
company history explains: “The problem was that
it wasn’t very comfortable; the slack seat-tube
angle and the fixed quill stems of the bikes of this
time meant there was little room for adjustment.
To achieve a good aero position, riders were
bending over almost completely double.”

Empfield noticed that athletes using the DH
bars would move their saddles forwards to get
more comfortable and this got him thinking about
altering the typical road bike frame geometry
with its 73–78° seat-tube angle.

Meanwhile Browning, a successful triathlete
studying for a PhD in biomechanics at UCLA, had
found that riders could pedal harder by bringing
their hips forwards to effectively steepen the
seat-tube angle. He also believed that the more

open hip angle such a position created would 
allow riders to run better after riding.

INSTANT SUCCESS
Empfield and Browning joined forces to put their 
theories to the test. Empfield built the QR 
Superform, with 650c wheels, aerobars and, more 
importantly, an 80° seat tube. Browning rode it at 
1989’s Ironman New Zealand to see if this 
‘tri-specific’ geometry worked. It did. He finished 
the bike leg 30mins ahead of two-time Ironman 
World Champion Scott Tinley and went on to win, 
breaking the course record in the process. 

Thanks to advances in materials, design 
methods and our understanding of low-speed 
aerodynamics, triathlon bikes have continued to 
be refined since that initial outing in 1989. But, as 
Carl Matson, design engineer at Trek points out, 
their purpose remains the same: “Getting you to 
T2 as fast as possible while preserving your 
ability to run.”

Time then to look at today’s innovations and 
just whether you need to be adopting the aero 
tuck this summer…
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Certain characteristics are found on every  
tri bike, no matter what maker’s name 

AEROBARS
Aerobars put you in a more aerodynamic riding
position than conventional handlebars. While a
road bike’s ‘drop’ bars may allow you to lower
your head and flatten your back, aerobars also
enable you to tuck your arms and elbows in. In
this sort of aero tuck position you present a
smaller, narrower profile to the air you’re trying to
push out of the way.

FRAME
Without being bogged down by the UCI rules
governing tube dimensions that road race and
time trial frames must adhere to, tri-specific bikes
are free to use almost any size and shape of tube
they like. Hence the broader down tubes and
head tubes with long trailing edges seen on the
likes of the Felt IA and Specialized Shiv. More
radical designs do away with certain tubes
altogether, such as the seat tube-less Kestrel
Airfoil Pro and Softride bikes, and, more recently,
Quintana Roo’s Illicito that only uses a seatstay on
the driveside.

SEAT-TUBE ANGLE
The hallmark of a triathlon bike is a steep seat-
tube angle. Whereas road bike seat tubes tend to
sit on a spectrum between 72° and 75°, the seat
tubes on tri bikes typically start at 75° and can go
up beyond 80°. The steeper angle moves the rider
further forward, making it easier to ride in a tuck
position on the aerobars, and opens their hip
angle, allowing athletes to pedal harder.

 SADDLE
Given that both their bike and bars put triathletes 
in a different riding position to other types of 
cyclists, the next logical component to consider 

THE TRAITS 
OF A TRI BIKE

tailoring to their needs is the saddle. To that end, 
more stub-nosed, grooved and pronged saddles 
are appearing on tri-specific bikes to eliminate or 
at least minimise the discomfort that riding in a 
low-profile tuck can cause. The various designs 
are intended to relieve pressure on the rider’s 
perineum by supporting their weight on their 
ischial tuberosities (sit bones) instead.

 STORAGE
Getting through a long-distance bike leg means 
carrying fuel, tools and spares, so storage is a 
concern on a tri-specific bike. Stuffed jersey 
pockets and a pair of bottle cage mounts will do 
the job, but there are better ways to solve the 
problem. Drinking systems mounted between the 
aerobars or, better still, integrated into the frame 
(such as Specialized’s Fuelselage), provide 
convenient, aerodynamic options, while carefully 
shaped containers such as the top-tube box seen 
on the Scott Plasma or the Draft Box mounted 
behind the seat tube on Trek’s Speed Concept 
provide places for tubes, tools and food.

 BRAKES
Despite the presence of levers, it can often appear 
as though triathlon bikes don’t have any brake 
callipers. Aerodynamics is the reason for their 
apparent invisibility as bike designers look for 
ways to keep them out of the airflow. Hiding the 
front brake behind the fork or integrating it into 
the fork’s structure is a popular solution, as is 
mounting the rear brake behind the bottom 
bracket, underneath the chainstays.

QUILL STEM
‘Old’ style of stem that 
attached to the inside 
of a steerer tube with 
an expanding wedge, 
rather than clamping 
around the top like 
the majority of today’s 
stems.

FRONTAL AREA
The silhouette you and 
your bike present to the 
air you’re riding into.

DRAG
The retarding force 
generated by air passing 
over an object moving 
through it.

JARGON 
BUSTER
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Can tri bikes perform on every type of course? Or are there times
bike?

TRI HORSES FOR TRI COURSES

G iven the specific job a triathlon bike has 
to do, how much of a difference can one 
make compared to a normal road bike 

with or without aerobars? 
“For the same rider [whose body and position 

is the cause of the largest proportion of the total 
drag] on all three bikes, a road bike without 
aerobars can generate as much as 20–25% more 
drag,” says Trek’s Carl Matson. “[That] sounds like 
a huge number and it is. Even if you can stay 
down in the drops for the entire ride, you’re 
presenting more frontal area and non-aero 
shapes to the wind due to the wide arm position.” 

Clip-on aerobars will help to reduce that 
number, but even with them it’s still difficult to 
reproduce a triathlon bike’s riding position 
without a forward-angled seatpost and non-
standard stem. “[Assuming] a rider can achieve 
the same position on a road bike with clip-on 
aerobars as they can on a tri bike,” continues 
Matson, “any remaining aerodynamic differences 

would be down to the bikes themselves. In this 
context, a tri bike’s advantage would be reduced 
but if the rider’s on a Trek Speed Concept, they’ll 
be producing 3–5% less drag.”

Whether those figures come from real-world 
testing or the controlled conditions of a wind 
tunnel, they make a convincing argument for 
using a triathlon bike, especially in long-distance 
races where efficiency is a greater priority than 
sheer power. But the specific nature of their 
design also makes them ill-suited in certain 
situations, such as races with hilly or technical 
bike courses.

WEIGHT AND WINDS
Triathlon bikes fail to shine on such courses 
because the extra material required to make 
them aerodynamic adds weight, and their 
‘pitched forwards’ riding position leads to 
awkward handling. Furthermore, all the extra 
components that make up a tri bike’s cockpit 

reduce the clearance for your knees and wrists 
when you want to get out of the saddle to climb 
or accelerate. 

But what about crosswinds? All those broad 
tubes look ripe for getting shoved around and 
making your life difficult in side winds. Well, yes, 
up to a point. Because, depending on the 
strength and direction of the wind and the shape 
and dimensions of the tubes, crosswinds can 
actually help. “Just like a disc wheel can be really 
good in crosswinds, the increase in surface area 
and very smooth, very controlled shapes end up 
helping the bike get pushed forward in a 
crosswind,” says Specialized’s aerodynamics R&D 
manager Mark Cote.

“Yes, [more] side surface area can push  
you over, but if you have the surface area in  
the right place it actually makes the bike ride 
more stably… [the bike] ends up effectively  
sailing by taking energy out of a crosswind to 
push you forward.” 

The steeds of choice of the pros and
top age-groupers at the 2014 Ironman
Worlds, as ticked off by Lava mag
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I t’s a safe bet that tri bike designers will
continue to focus on aerodynamics as they 
search for ways to improve their machines 

in the future. But that’s not to say there aren’t 
other elements under consideration, as Carl 
Matson explains. 

“At the high levels of the sport, I see the 
industry trending towards more integration of 
components, features and accessories. More 
system-level solutions as opposed to the ‘à la 
carte’ aero market we have right now.”   

In other words, we’ll see more bikes with the 
sort of dedicated bars, bottles, boxes and brakes 
that can be seen on a host of tri bikes, including 

the Trek Speed Concept, Scott Plasma, Felt IA
and Cervélo P5. 

Brakes, in particular, are a hot topic, given the 
arrival of disc brakes on consumer road bikes 
and their imminent trial in pro road racing. So 
are they an option for triathlon in the future? 

“They’re a worthwhile option in triathlon right 
now if you’re doing Xterra,” says Matson of Trek. 
“Otherwise, I see disc brakes on triathlon bikes 
as something that only happens on a large scale 
if and when the road bike industry achieves a 
major changeover to the technology.

“The dedicated triathlon bike appeals to 
athletes who, for the most part, are looking for 

every speed advantage or power saving they can 
find. [Having] something extra hanging out in the 
wind costing them watts when it’s not being used 
has a hard time justifying itself. On that basis 
alone it wouldn’t surprise me to see highly-
integrated rim brakes survive a disc brake 
revolution as a performance advantage. And 
that’s without considering the improvements in 
rim brake performance hydraulics might bring.” 

Although we might not be saying goodbye  
to the rim brake just yet, with ever more 
integrated ‘hydration systems’ appearing, the 
same might not be true for the traditional  
drinks bottle.  220 

 The future may see more integrated 
solutions for hydration and storage, but 
perhaps not a move towards disc brakes

Braking options, custom options and goodbye to the bottle cage?  
We look at where the tri bike is heading next

FUTURE FOCUS
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CUTTING-EDGE TRI BIKES

FELT
IA
feltbicycles.com
With low-angled seat stays and an immense
11:1 depth-to-width tube profile, this is the
bike that propelled Mirinda Carfrae to the
Ironman world title in 2013.

Four envelope-pushing bikes from the triathlon world

CANYON 
SPEEDMAX
canyon.com 
Ridden by rising IM star Nils Frommhold, it 
has a tri-specific seatpost and cockpit 
aimed at increasing aerodynamics and 
comfort over the 180km bike leg.

CANNONDALE 
SLICE
cannondale.com 
Skinny seat stays and tubing make this an 
incredibly light 1,020g (frame) tri bike. A 
bold move towards a low bottom bracket/
short cranks combo, with superb comfort.

SCOTT 
PLASMA
scott-sports.com
The weapon of choice of reigning Kona 
champ and bike powerhouse Sebastian 
Kienle. Need we say more?
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OPEN-WATERGOGGLES
Which goggles will cut through glare, brighten up murky waters and  
help you to a race-day PB? Helen Webster puts three to the test…

MINI GROUPTEST

ORCA 
226 GOGGLE

$25.99 bikebox.com.au

Coming in as the least expensive on test, these will 
no doubt appeal if you have a habit of losing/
scratching/sitting on your swim goggles. To merely 
pigeonhole them as a budget option would be 
doing a disservice to what is in fact a very good 
open-water goggle though. The curved 
polycarbonate lenses on the 226 gave good 
peripheral vision and the clear frames meant there 
were no annoying black edges distracting us. We 
did find it took a little bit of adjusting to stop water 
seeping in at the edges of the wide frames, but 
once we’d spent a bit of time fiddling with them 
they were fine. The blue tinted lenses gave great 
visibility under the water, cutting glare without 
making things any murkier – although you may 
want more protection if planning a race in very 
sunny climes. Our only real criticism would be the 
adjuster clips, which were tricky with cold paws.

86%
Minor niggles outweighed by plenty of positives

›› VERDICT

VORGEE
VORTECH

$29.95 vorgee.com

Forming part of their ‘extreme fitness’ range, 
Vorgee sell the Vortech goggle in a choice of clear 
or smoked lenses. We had the clear version on test 
here which would be fine for overcast days and if 
you’re looking for a budget-priced goggle to use 
both in the pool and outside, but we’d be happier 
with a tint on the lenses if there’s any chance of the
sun’s rays making an appearance. Once on, these 
goggles fit well with soft, leak-proof rubber seals. 
They have a deep profile and curved lenses, 
meaning there was no risk of the lenses touching 
our eyes – although the lenses were much smaller, 
which meant that when looking to the side the 
black seals were more visible. Generally these felt 
excellent quality, although we had a slight concern
over how long the thin straps would last. Also, the
lack of clips meant the excess strap was left
flapping, which was a bit irritating.

80%
Well worth a punt if you’re not a fan of tinted lenses

›› VERDICT
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SPEEDO
FUTURA BIOFUSE (WOMEN’S FIT)

$49.95 speedo.com.au

The Futura Biofuse is marketed as a goggle  
suitable for outdoor, open water or fitness 
swimming and comes with grey polarised lenses 
and Speedo’s Anti-fog Ultra technology. We 
struggled a bit with the fit on these as although 
touted as being designed for women, we couldn’t 
get them to fit without one (or both) lenses  
leaking. Also, despite Speedo claiming ‘wide  
vision lenses’ these were in practise the smallest 
lenses on test with only a very gentle curve, 
meaning they felt more like traditional pool  
goggles than those designed for open water.  
On the plus side, the seals were soft and 
comfortable and the internal adjuster buttons  
were a nice touch. That grey tint wasn’t our 
favourite though, as in overcast conditions it did 
nothing for visibility in our test waters – so choose 
these for bright, sunny weather only.

64%
Small lenses make this goggle feel a bit confused

›› VERDICT
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LIGHTWEIGHT 
RUN SHOES

Racing shoes aren’t just the preserve of the elites – they can give  
age-groupers a race-day boost too. James Witts slips into 8…

BIG GROUPTEST

W hen it comes to gear weight
savings, nearly all the focus is on
the bike. Granted, replacing your

old Reynolds 531 steel tubing with a bike
moulded from carbon might save you more time
than a stripped-down shoe, but lightweight
shoes can make a difference. According to a
study by former Nike coach Jack Daniels, adding
100g to a shoe increases the aerobic demand of
running by 1%. This, he calculated, equated to
around a minute over a marathon.

The reason for this extra energy expenditure
has parallels with why the Kalenjin tribe of
Kenya has produced runners of the calibre of
Wilson Kipsang and Dennis Kimetto. The tribe

has particularly thin ankles and calves –
important when it comes to running because
your legs act like a pendulum. The greater
weight you have farther away from your
centre of gravity, the more effort’s required to
get it swinging.

It’s the same with lightweight shoes. However,
the difference between racers and training
shoes is less distinct than in the past. Racers
used to be stripped down to the bare essentials;
training shoes were loaded with cushioning and
stability features. Now, many racers have more
cushioning – so much so that they can be used
for training. This test features many shoes that
are designed for speed but would be deemed

HOW WE TESTED
Lightweights are all about speed, so the majority of 
runs were over sprint-distance and Olympic-distance 
run legs. We measured out a set 5km loop and either 
ran it once or twice, seeing how speeds compared. 
This loop was away from traffic and had few 
pedestrians, so the environment was as controlled as 
possible. We also assessed comfort. Ultimately, you’ll 
leave your lightweights in the cupboard if they’re 
mightily uncomfortable. We used a Garmin FR220 to 
measure cadence and ground contact time, as well as 
gauging how swiftly each could be slipped into in T2.
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BUSTER
Run gait 
How you run. Usually 
broken down into how 
you land: forefoot – ball 
of foot lands first; 
midfoot – ball and heel 
land together; heel 
strike – heel lands first 
then flexes to toe off.

Toe-off 
Final part of foot 
contact before 
propelling forward.

Pronation 
When your foot moves 
inwards slightly 
between landing and 
toe-off. Overpronation 
is when this is to a 
significant degree. 
Underpronation 
(supination) is when 
there’s no inward roll.

Neutral
Type of run shoe 
primarily designed for 
pronators. Provides 
adequate levels of 
support and cushioning.

heavyweights in the racing past. Does that make 
a difference to how fast you run the final leg? 
It’s time to find out…
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S looking to give you a physical boost, lightweight racers will give you a
al lift too. Slip on your Oakleys, figure-hugging tri-suit, tri laces and lightweight
you’ll feel an inch taller – and a whole lot faster. But there are a few things to be
fore buying a pair of lightweights…

bad idea to try out shoes later in the afternoon. Your feet expand through the
h sweating, so will be at their ‘race size’ come your shopping trip.

ANYTHING new in racing and that includes lightweight racers. Make sure you
to them in training first, even starting on a softer, more-forgiving surface like
ually increase the amount of time you wear them, from part of one weekly

session to several each week as your structure strengthens.

START CORE TRAINING It creates a more stable
base for running and so improves technique –
which is the ideal when impact forces are
greater because of the reduced cushioning.

MAKE SURE YOU’RE fit and strong. If you have
any existing injuries or niggles, racing flats could
tip you over the edge.

THERE’S AN ARGUMENT that the heavier you are,
the heavier your racing flat should be. The extra
weight inevitably derives from the manufacturer
loading the shoe with cushioning, which might not
be a bad thing if you’re 100kgs, have completed
the swim and bike legs, and are knackered
30mins into a hilly run.

REPARING
OR A PB

e a few lightweight run shoe essentials to be aware of before
hem into your race bag. Tester James Witts explains…

ED'S
CHOICE

ADIDAS 
ULTRA BOOST 
$220 adidas.com.au

Adidas’s Boost technology is one of the finest run shoe innovations of recent 
years, those thousands of ‘visible foam energy capsules’ consistently 
providing one of the comfiest strides around. The depth, though, elevates 
the Ultra’s weight to 326g, which is reasonably hefty for racers. It could 
easily double as a training shoe, although not in the winter; the PrimeKnit 
weave upper’s as cosy as a Merino sock and it’s great to see an alternative to 
the usual mesh affair, but its waterproofing is near zero. A plastic cradle 
around the upper and flowing to the heel offers stability, ensuring a swift
and enjoyable ride. A slightly
apologetic floppy heel is a little
incongruous, especially on one of the
priciest shoes here, but that doesn’t
detract from its many qualities.

86%
An extremely comfortable shoe thanks
to those ‘capsules’, albeit at a hefty price

››VERDICT
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ZOOT 
ULTRA TT 7.0 
$199.95 zootsports.com

First up, congratulations to Zoot for delivering the most multisport-specific 
shoe on test, beginning with their patented Quick-Lace system, which works 
better than anticipated. A simple yank of the toggle tightens the elastic lace, 
keeping your foot nicely in place. It does leave a flapping loop, but you soon 
acclimatise to that. Tiny holes in the outsole offer a modicum of drainage 
and breathability, and a confident heel loop ensures a swift T2. Fit is a  
little snug around the toes, so those who prefer to run with socks should 
potentially go half a size larger than normal. We were concerned the Ultra’s
sock-like feel and lack of cradle would
affect stability, but those reservations
proved unfounded. Overall, a pretty
impressive shoe that just ducks
under 300g (294g).

84%
Easily the best tri-specific shoe on test, 
with some useful features

›› VERDICT 

INOV-8 
F-LITE 240 
$159 inov8australia.com.au

Inov-8’s off-road range is one of the most lauded around, and we can’t speak 
highly enough of the X-Talon 212s. Sadly, that loving feeling doesn’t stretch to 
the F-Lite 240s (240g), which could be down to them sitting in Inov-8’s 
‘fitness’ category. They’re built for both running and the cross-fit crowd, with 
features like the Rope-Tex reinforcement, an extra wedge of plastic in the 
midsole designed for durability when rope climbing. Now, we’ve seen myriad 
distances and gear in triathlon, but have yet to come across a rope. So not 
ideal for the road-running triathlete. That said, the upper is comfortable,
though does tend to crease up near
the toe box. But they just don’t inspire
speed and feel strangely flat. Inov-8
has an impressive range of run shoes
– sadly this isn’t one of them.

69%
Fine for rope-climbing cross-fit 
aficionados – not for triathletes

›› VERDICT 
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ON
CLOUDRACER 
$199 on-running.com

Hoorah – a shoe that revives memories of old (aka a traditional lightweight 
racer), coming in at 240g. Much of that weight saving stems from the 
trademark ‘Clouds’ on the outsole. There are 18 of them and they’re a 
lower profile than usual. Whether that shrinkage reduces the amount of 
energy returned from the Clouds on each stride compared to their 
weightier brethren is hard to quantify. What’s clear is that further weight’s 
been saved in the upper, which is possibly the thinnest we’ve ever 
encountered. Your toes are visible and it does raise questions over
durability. In use, they’re not quite as
comfy as some here, especially the
Ultra Boost. But sacrificing comfort
for speed is a common payback with
shoes under the 250g mark.

81%
Fast shoe, though there are some 
question marks over durability

›› VERDICT 

BROOKS 
PURE CONNECT 4
$179.95 brooksrunning.com.au

Despite the ‘natural running’ movement slowing down, Brooks’s Pure range
remains – but the jury’s out on whether this is a good thing with the Connect
4. This has a more rounded heel than previous incarnations, designed to
‘align force through the ankle joint’ on landing. That realignment isn’t
particularly noticeable, but this focus on the heel surely conflicts with the
minimalist aim of mid- to forefoot landing? It certainly doesn’t add to the
flow of the shoe, the heavier rear leading to a slightly staggered transition
from landing to toe-off. Mind you, the upper’s mightily comfortable and
no-sew overlays keep the weight 
down to 270g. Your foot’s also kept 
nicely in check thanks to the 
nav-band. So plenty of positives, but
where’s the Pure range heading?

80%
A solid shoe but one possibly  
undergoing an identity crisis?

›› VERDICT 

ASICS 
GEL DS TRAINER 20 
$200 asics.com.au

Any shoe that reaches its 20th incarnation must be doing something right. 
Longevity certainly breeds confidence, reflected in the lively orange trim 
and luminescent yellow laces. Yes, this is a shoe that looks fast. Like the New 
Balance, it features a midsole post (Propulsion Trussic, in Asics talk), that 
adds stability, while gel cushioning in the front and rear increases comfort.  
A heel counter on the outside of the shoe adds to the stable feel. All in all, 
it’s a shoe packed with well-thought-out features that elicits a good ride. The 
only issue is the impressive and deep feature line-up, coupled with its 297g
weight, makes it feel more of a 
training shoe than an out-and-out 
racer. To be fair to Asics, though, 
that’s a comment that could be 
directed at many of the shoes here.

83%
Fine shoe and provides a good ride, 
though more of a trainer than a racer 

›› VERDICT 

ONPEARL IZUMI 
EM ROAD N1
$189 pearlizumi.com.au

A great all-rounder for a variety of runners and skill levels. The EM Road N1’s 
are a little different from Pearl Izumi’s usual line of more traditional running 
shoes – they have a surprisingly pleasant blend of cushioning in the sole with a 
more minimal design on the outer. If you’re a fast runner both in training and 
racing these will be right up your alley as they’re impressively light at only 
243g. The plush platform is very accommodating across a number of 
environments and scenarios and will work with most foot types in most races, 
while the firm build offers impressive stability helping with a number of
degrees of motion throughout a run.
The lacing system works well, swift in
transition while remaining stable. 
Overall, a nice pair of joggers suited to
many types of racer.

84%
A great option for a range of athletes. 
Light as a feather and comfy throughout.

›› VERDICT 
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A lightweight racer (245g) with a medial post 
in its midsole is unusual – it’s more common 
in heavier training shoes – but it certainly 
adds to the stability of what’s a pretty
impressive shoe. NB’s trademark Revlite EVA 
performs cushioning duties with style, the 
6mm drop just right for a smooth transition 
from landing to toe-off. As for the upper, the 
mesh base is overlayed with synthetic strips 
around the toe bumper for added strength 
and durability, and is fused rather than 
stitched, saving weight and adding to the 
flowing aesthetics. Comfort’s good with or 
without socks; the micro-lugs on the outsole 
ensure impressive grip; and a heel loop lends 
a nod to T2. The price is also good for a 
lightweight racer and, like many shoes in the
NB range, there’s a choice of width fittings.

BEST
ONTEST

88%
Surprisingly comfortable shoe
but not to the detriment of speed

››VERDICT

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN training 
shoes and racers becomes ever finer, seen 
clearly in the shoes on test. Needing to 
remain extremely light while stable is key. 
The Inov-8s are one of the lightest at 240g 
but they’re clearly more use to the 
cross-training market than triathletes. 

OF COURSE, IT’S not all about weight. 
Adidas’s Ultra Boost tips over 300g, which 
is predominantly down to the foot cradle 
and their Boost foam technology. The 
latter’s been a gamechanger for their run 
shoe range, and has certainly gained broad 

appeal, in part due to their heavy 
marketing, but also because it actually 
provides a comfortable and swift run.

IF THERE WAS an award for triathlon shoe 
of the test, the clear winner would be the 
Zoot Ultra TT 7.0. The Quick-Lace system 
surprised us, eliciting a far more secure 
feel than we’d anticipated. It’s also far 
lighter than the Boa mechanism seen on 
many Zoot models.

THE PEARL IZUMI EM ROAD N1 also 
receive a special mention. Not only is it 

fast, it’s more comfortable than a 
lightweight has a right to be. It’s  
not quite as impressive as some of the 
others Pearl produces, but it’s 
certainly worth a try.

BUT THE OVERALL WINNER is the 
New Balance 1500v1. At 245g it’s one 
of the lightest here. It’s also  
one of the comfiest. That’s a very 
impressive balancing act, but one that the 
1500v1 pulls off with a flash of style.  
As an added bonus, it’s also one of the  
lowest-priced shoes here.

So which of these pairs delivered a featherweight build, cushiony comfort and fleet-footed performance?
FINAL VERDICT

NEW BALANCE 
1500V1 

$160 newbalance.com.au
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RACE SCENE
Profiling the top races of Asia-Pacific and around the world

ronman Cairns is an iconic 
race on the Australian race 
calendar for many reasons. 
Firstly, it features both the 

full Ironman and the Ironman 70.3 
distance races on the same day – 
that way you can choose to 
experience the beauty (and torture) 
of this course with either the whole 
shebang or at half the distance. 

The course also presents  
stunning coastal scenery riding 
along the Captain Cook Highway 
– and what better place is there to 
escape once the cold has crept into 
the southern states?

Ironman Cairns was in its fifth 
edition this year, originally starting 
as a Challenge-branded event in 
2011 then switching to Ironman 
from 2012. The Cairns locals really 
take to this event, and flying into 
Cairns you’re immediately greeted 
with Ironman banners, posters, 
photos and paraphernalia placed 
throughout the airport.

The course is one of true beauty, 
starting up in Palm Cove, around 
30km north from Cairns itself.  
Palm Cove is a quaint little 
resort-style village with a few local 
cafes and boutique shops along the 

main street that borders the ocean 
front. Some opt to stay in Palm Cove 
prior to the race so they can roll out 
of bed and down to the start line, 
however the majority tend to stay in 
Cairns, where the finish line is, as 
there is a bit more happening in 
terms of local eateries and things to 
see and do.

The swim is set in the ‘tropical’ 
waters of Palm Cove. It’s usually 
warm enough to be non-wetsuit, but 
due to the potential presence of 
stingers, wetsuits are made 
compulsory. In the days leading up 
to the race we were presented with 

Ironman Cairns is a massive weekend on the race calendar and has had its fair share of  
epic moments backed by stunning scenery. Elite triathlete Michelle Bremer runs us  

through the 2015 experience and explains why you should be keen for next year

TROPICAL THUNDER
rather strong winds and a bit of rain 
and therefore quite a decent 
amount of waves, current and swell 
in the usually flat bay of Palm Cove 
– ideal if you’re a kite surfer but not 
so much if you’re an Ironman-to-be!

Despite those not-so-ideal water 
conditions, at least it was a balmy 
25-26 degrees. And thankfully, come 
race day, the winds had temporarily 
settled enough to flatten out the bay 
to a more swimmable arena.

The swim course was 
straightforward for the 70.3 race 
involving an out, along and in.  
For the full distance, however, we 

RACE SCENE

 The scenery around Cairns 
makes this one of Australia’s 
favourite triathlon locations
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followed an M-shaped course. 
(Standing on the beach looking out, 
it just looked like a whole lot of 
jumbled buoys!) Essentially, we went 
out, along and in as per the 70.3, 
but then proceeded back out, along, 
in, along, out, along, and finally 
back in. Phew!

Leaving Palm Cove for the big 
bike journey ahead, spectators bid 
us farewell and we wouldn’t be seen 
again until we completed the bike 
leg into Cairns. The course navigates 
along the coast offering 
breathtaking views of the Pacific 
Ocean and tropical seaside 
rainforest into Port Douglas where 

we were greeted by cheering 
crowds, then headed back towards 
Palm Cove before once again 
U-turning and heading back to  
Port Douglas for the final stretch  
all the way back south to Cairns.  
The course offers some decent 
undulations that really get the legs 
and heart pumping.

The run course is three flat laps 
for the full and one-and-a-bit for the 
70.3. It takes you around the 
foreshore of Cairns, past the marina 
and back past the hustling 
restaurants and bars of the Cairns 
main street. Most of the course is 
lined with spectators, so there’s 

never a dull moment and no chance
to hide. It’s a perfect course for 
spectators, who have almost all-day
entertainment watching the show.

This year’s event had some great 
athletes fighting it out in the full 
distance, including the ‘Queen of 
Ironman Cairns’ Liz Blatchford, who 
successfully defended her title for a 
three-peat, with Gina Crawford 
coming in second. I placed third with 
a time of 9:35:32. For the men, Luke 
McKenzie put down a remarkable 
race to take the win over Kiwi legend
Cam Brown in second. Meanwhile, 
the 70.3 featured young up-and-
comer Sam ‘Appo’ Appleton, who 

took it to some of the best in the 
sport, while Caroline ‘Xena’ Steffen 
dominated the females. 

The post-race adventures are 
what most people get excited about, 
as Cairns and beyond is like a huge 
adventure playground. Post-race we 
took a 45-minute ferry trip out to 
Green Island and did some 
snorkelling among copious amounts 
of turtles, fish and coral – the 
perfect recovery for an Ironman.

It’s an event well worth adding to 
your calendar and I can’t wait to get 
back to Cairns next year to explore 
some more – and perhaps do a bit of 
racing too.   220

BIG DAY OUT

 Luke McKenzie had a stellar race 
day, getting the win over Cam Brown

“THE POST-RACE ADVENTURES 
ARE WHAT MOST PEOPLE GET 
EXCITED ABOUT”
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CALENDAR

RACE CALENDAR
Give your training purpose by planning out your race schedule

 SEPTEMBER
 5
The Stampede
(obstacle course) Brisbane, QLD 
thestampede.com.au

 6
Airlie Beach Triathlon
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Airlie Beach, QLD 
whitsundaytriclub.com

 13
Forster Running Festival
(4km, 5km, 10km and 21.1km Run) 
Forster, NSW
forsterrunningfestival.com.au

Ironman Wales
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Pembrokeshire, Wales – ironman.com

Ironman 70.3 Sunshine Coast
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Mooloolaba, QLD – ironman.com

 19
TreX Queensland Enduro
(350m Swim/10km MTB/4km Trail 
Run/350m Swim/10km MTB/4km Swim
and various distances) Kurwongbah, 
QLD – tre-x.com.au

 20
Ironman Lake Tahoe
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Lake Tahoe, USA – ironman.com

Woopi Tri Festival – Woolgoolga 
Triathlon
(800m Swim/30km Bike/8km Run) 
Woolgoolga, NSW 
woopitriathlonfestival.com

 27
Gatorade Queensland Tri Series – 
Race 1
(800m Swim/32km Bike/6km Run or 
400m Swim/15km Bike/4km Run) 
Robina, QLD – qldtriseries.com.au

 OCTOBER
 4
Ironman 70.3 Korea
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Gurye, Korea – ironman.com

 11
Gatorade Queensland Tri Series – 
Race 2
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Raby Bay, QLD – qldtriseries.com.au

Bowen Triathlon
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run or

375m Swim/10km Bike/2.5km Run) 
Bowen, QLD – whitsundaytriclub.com

Fremantle Half Marathon
(21.1km half marathon) Fremantle, WA 
wamc.org.au

 18
Ironman 70.3 Port Macquarie
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Port Macquarie, NSW – ironman.com

Rottnest Triathlon Festival
(2km Swim/80km Bike/20km Run or 
500m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Rottnest Island, WA 
rottnesttriathlonfestival.com.au

Triathlon Pink
(600m Swim/18km Bike/6km Run or 
300m Swim/9km Bike/3km Run or 
200m Swim/6km Bike/2km Run or 
100m Swim/3km Bike/1km Run) 
Sydney, NSW  
triathlonpink.com.au

 24
Challenge Taiwan
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Taitung, Taiwan – challenge-family.com

Nepean Triathlon
(1km Swim/30km Bike/10km Run and 

various enticer distances) Nepean, NSW 
nepeantriathlon.com

The Stampede
(obstacle course) Sydney, NSW 
thestampede.com.au

 25
Ironman 70.3 Miami
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Miami, Florida, USA – ap.ironman.com

 NOVEMBER
 1
Ironman 70.3 Taiwan
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Kenting, Taiwan – ironman.com

Auckland Marathon
(various races) Auckland, NZ – 
aucklandmarathon.co.nz

Noosa Triathlon Multi Sport Festival
(1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run 
and various events) Noosa, QLD – 
ironman.com

 7
Augusta Adventure Fest
(12.5km Trail Run/1.9km Swim/13km 
Kayak/26km MTB/2.5km Run) Augusta, 
VIC – rapidascent.com.au

CHALLENGE  
WANAKA

FEBRUARY 20, 2016
Each year, Challenge Wanaka 

brings in more than 2,000 
athletes from across the globe 
to soak up the gorgeous views 
of Lake Wanaka, NZ. While the 

main Challenge race is the 
highlight of the weekend, the 

multi-day festival celebrates the 
sport via a number of events, 
races and activities. For those 
after a stunning location and 

one heck of a challenge, Wanaka 
is definitely one to mark in the 

calendar, and just a stone’s 
throw away from Oz. After a 
summer of Aussie races, it’s 

always worth a skip over  
the pond to see the kind of 

triathlon NZ can pull off.   
challenge-wanaka.com
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 8
Ironman 70.3 Mandurah
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Mandurah, WA – ironman.com

5150 Bohol Philippines
(1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run) 
Bohol, Philippines – ironman.com

Challenge Forster
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Forster, NSW – challenge-family.com

Triathlon Pink
(600m Swim/18km Bike/6km Run or 
300m Swim/9km Bike/3km Run or 
200m Swim/6km Bike/2km Run or 
100m Swim/3km Bike/1km Run) Perth,
NSW – triathlonpink.com.au

 14
Ironman Malaysia
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Langkawi, Malaysia – ironman.com

 15
Gatorade Queensland Tri Series – 
Race 3
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Kawana Waters, QLD 
qldtriseries.com.au

Challenge Shepparton
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km 
Run) Shepparton, Victoria – 
challenge-family.com

triSeries Wyong
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Wyong, NSW – eliteenergy.com.au

 20
Challenge Bahrain
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Bahrain – challenge-family.com

 21
Hervey Bay 100
(2km Swim/80km Bike/18km Run) 
Hervey Bay, QLD – hb100.
herveybaytriclub.org.au

Hamilton Island Triathlon
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Hamilton Island, QLD 
hamiltonisland.com.au

 22
Kingscliff Triathlon Multisport 
Weekend
(1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run or 
750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Kingscliff, NSW – kingsclifftri.com.au

TriHusky Triathlon Festival
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run or
1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run) 
Huskisson, NSW
eliteenergy.com.au

 24
The Stampede
(obstacle course) Melbourne, VIC 
thestampede.com.au

 28
TreX Victorian Championships
(1.5km Swim/30km MTB/10km Run) 
Bendigo, VIC
tre-x.com.au

 29
Ironman 70.3 Western Sydney
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Sydney, NSW – ironman.com

Mornington Triathlon Festival
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Mornington, VIC
morningtontriathlon.com

Challenge Laguna Phuket
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Phuket, Thailand 
challenge-family.com

Triathlon Pink
(600m Swim/18km Bike/6km Run or 
300m Swim/9km Bike/3km Run or 
200m Swim/6km Bike/2km Run or 
100m Swim/3km Bike/1km Run) 
Sunshine Coast, NSW 
triathlonpink.com.au

 DECEMBER
 6
Ironman Western Australia
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km 
Run) Busselton, WA – ironman.com

Gatorade Queensland Tri Series – 
Race 4
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Raby Bay, QLD
qldtriseries.com.au

 12
Ironman 70.3 Taupo
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km 
Run) Taupo, NZ
ironman.com

TriCallala Triathlon Festival
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run 
or 1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km 
Run) Callala, NSW
eliteenergy.com.au

NEPEAN TRIATHLON
OCTOBER 24-25, 2015
Nepean Triathlon is a race for anyone with a sense of history. Claimed as ‘Australia’s 
oldest triathlon’, this event has been run continuously since 1982. A 1km swim leg 
takes place in what was once the rowing course from the Sydney Olympic Games, 
followed by a slightly technical bike course over 30km and a two-lap 10km run. It’s an 
event that keeps you coming back with its welcoming feel, and the distance means 
that even with Ironman Western Sydney on its manor, it will hold a successful place 
on the region’s triathlon calendar for many years. nepeantriathlon.com

IRONMAN WESTERN SYDNEY
NOVEMBER 29, 2015
Ironman Western Sydney is one of the youngest races on the calendar but one well 
worth your time. Nestled at the base of the Blue Mountains, the course takes you 
on a tour of the iconic Penrith Lakes for the swim. The bike course takes you 
through some of the area’s most beautiful landscapes and breathtaking mountain 
views, and the final run leg wraps around the entire main venue, providing great 
access for spectators. This year there are 50 qualifying slots to the 2016 Ironman 
70.3 World Championship in Mooloolaba up for grabs. ironman.com
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 13
Ironman 70.3 Ballarat
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Ballarat, VIC – ironman.com

Triple Edge T3X Long Distance 
Triathlon
(4km Swim/120km Bike/30km Run or 
2km Swim/60km Bike/15km Run) 
Canberra, ACT – tripleedge.com.au

 JANUARY
 9
Gatorade Queensland Tri Series – 
Race 5
(750m Swim/20km Bike/5km Run) 
Robina, QLD – qldtriseries.com.au

 17
Triathlon Pink
(600m Swim/18km Bike/6km Run or 
300m Swim/9km Bike/3km Run or 
200m Swim/6km Bike/2km Run or 
100m Swim/3km Bike/1km Run) 
Melbourne, NSW – triathlonpink.com.au

TriCanberra
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run or
1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run) 
Canberra, ACT – eliteenergy.com.au

 31
Challenge Melbourne
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Melbourne, VIC – challenge-family.com

Triathlon Pink
(600m Swim/18km Bike/6km Run or 
300m Swim/9km Bike/3km Run or 
200m Swim/6km Bike/2km Run or 
100m Swim/3km Bike/1km Run) Gold 
Coast, NSW – triathlonpink.com.au

 FEBRUARY
 7
Ironman 70.3 Geelong
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Geelong, Victoriaironman.com

5150 Geelong
(1.5km Swim/40km Bike/10km Run) 
Geelong, Victoria
ironman.com

 12
Snowies Mountain Bike Festival
(5 stages across 3 days) -Snowy 
Mountains, NSW
in2adventure.com.au

 20
Challenge Wanaka
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Wanaka, New Zealand 
challenge-family.com

Challenge Philippines
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Philippines – challenge-family.com

 26
Challenge Dubai
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run) 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates – 
challenge-family.com

 27
TreX Australian Championships
(1.5km Swim/30km MTB/10km Run) 
Lake Crackenback, NSW – tre-x.com.au

 MARCH
 5
Ironman New Zealand
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Taupo, New Zealand – ironman.com

 13
Mooloolaba Triathlon Festival
(1.9km Swim/90km Bike/21.1km Run 
and various races) Mooloolaba, QLD – 
ironman.com

Ironman Asia- Pacific Championship
(3.8km Swim/180km Bike/42.2km Run)
Melbourne, VIC – ironman.com

CHALLENGE FORSTER
NOVEMBER 8, 2015
Forster–Tuncurry, located on the stunning north coast of NSW, is the famous birthplace of Australian long-course triathlon 
events and now has the Challenge Family feel that is famous around the globe. An expected field of over 1,000 triathletes will 
race on the course where it all began. There’s plenty for family and friends of athletes in a scenic venue with a mountain of 
holiday activities to enjoy. Just a little over three hours from Sydney you’ll find the Great Lakes, home to one of the most 
dazzling stretches of Australian coast you’ll ever see. With its 145km of stunning beaches and its glittering mosaic of crystal-
clear inland waterways based around the impressive Wallis, Smiths and Myall Lakes, this is a veritable watery playground.  
On the event calendar is Challenge Forster, Sprint, Enticer, Junior & Miniman. challengeforster.com.au

TRE-X AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
FEBRUARY 27, 2016
Sometimes you just have to get away from the pavement and get yourself muddy. 
This year the Australian Cross Triathlon (X-Tri) Championships and 
MultiSport Festival is based in the beautiful surrounds of the Snowy Mountains, 
giving you a chance to soak in the serenity before diving headfirst into the muddy 
bush. How kind. Get ready for all things ‘Off Road’ including mountain biking, trail 
running and swimming in one of Australia’s most historic and iconic locations. 
Based at Lake Crackenback Resort & Spa, it suits all ages and abilities, from 
international elites to weekend warriors and even the little ones with the ‘Dirt Kids’ 
event. It’s a not-to-be-missed weekend of off-road action for everyone. This is also a 
double points qualifying race for the 2016 ITU X-Triathlon World Championships 
held on home soil in the Snowy Mountains, NSW in November, 2016. tre-x.com.au
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I t’s not every day Ballarat is
swarmed by hundreds of 
triathletes decked out in 

tri-suits and rolling around on speed 
machines, but for the sleepy, historic 
town things definitely took a turn last 
year to produce something special – 
and something many locals and 
athletes will remember.

Last year saw the locals take a 
hold of the inaugural Ironman 70.3 
Ballarat event and make it their own. 
It’s safe to say that with its 
grassroots flavour mixed with its love 
of thriving events, Ballarat is now 
home to one of the best races on the 
calendar. Both professional athletes 
and age-groupers alike had nothing 
but good vibes and great things to 
say about the 2014 race, offering 
them a chance to create their own 
legacy in one of Victoria’s most  
loved cities.

Just one hour’s drive from
Melbourne, 30 minutes by car to the 
spa country of Daylesford and less 
than two hours’ drive to the enticing 
peaks of the Grampians, Ballarat is a 
fantastic base to discover Victoria, all 
with the ease and comfort of a 
regional city.

Last year the men’s race was on 
fire with some of the sport’s biggest 
names duking it out for a win at one 
of Australia’s newest races. 
Ultimately, German world-record 
holder Michael Raelert dominated 
the field with a time of 3:48:33, a full 
10mins ahead of Aussie Luke Bell, 
followed closely by Jamie Huggett.  
In the women’s, Canadian Melanie 
McQuaid also smashed it out on the 
day with a time of 4:19:40 ahead of 
Aussie Madeleine Oldfield.

This year things are set to step it up 
yet another notch as the race is 

drawing more and more popularity
on the Aussie circuit, thanks in part 
to the 50 qualifying slots to the 2016 
Ironman 70.3 World Championship in 
Mooloolaba, Queensland, which has 
caught the eye of many an athlete. 

The course has also had a few 
tweaks this year and is expected to 
be a damn fine one. The point-to-
point swim course will take place in 
the man-made, sheltered Lake 
Wendouree, which was home to the 
rowing and kayaking programs at the 
1956 Summer Olympics. The iconic 
and purpose-built facility is the 
perfect swim course for both 
spectators and athletes as the 
A-to-B-shaped course starts from the 
symbolic Olympic rings and finishes 
at the Transition and Event Precinct 
along Windmill Drive.

The two lap-bike course will 
showcase the best of Ballarat along 

smooth roads and show off the
scenic country landscape. You’ll see 
some of the best Victoria has to offer 
as you twist and turn through 
Victoria Park, pass underneath the 
imposing Arch of Victoria and tear 
along Remembrance Drive and the 
Avenue of Honour, a stirring 
memorial to our lost but not 
forgotten heroes.

Next up will be a three-lap run 
course that utilises the outstanding 
running surface of the Steve 
Moneghetti Track for the majority of 
the course. Each lap takes you 
clockwise around Lake Wendouree, 
rarely losing sight of this Ballarat icon. 

It’s sure to be a stellar day with 
plenty of fast times and stunning 
scenery, so make sure to get this  
one on your calendar now. For more 
information on the race, check out  
ironman.com 220

“TWISTS AND TURNS THROUGH VICTORIA PARK,  
PASS UNDERNEATH THE IMPOSING ARCH OF VICTORIA 

AND TEAR ALONG THE AVENUE OF HONOUR”

IRONMAN 70.3 BALLARAT
DECEMBER 13, 2015
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Designed for one thing - speed. With minimal weight, fully 
integrated systems, quick handling and slippery aerodynamics, 
the Izalco Chrono Max represents the pinnacle of German 
Engineering by FOCUS. Windtunnel proven, the aerodynamics 
of the Izalco Chrono Max are matched by the rigidity required 
for professional time trials.

IZALCO CHRONO MAX

www.focus-bikes.com

      /focus.bikes

PASSION. 
PERFORMANCE. 
PERFECTION.



thank you Ghost 8

thank you running

Thank you BioMoGo DNA midsole for instant,
adaptive cushioning. Your virtually seamless
upper keeps it comfy while the full-length
segmented crash pad gives a smooth ride.
Learn more at brooksrunning.com.au
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